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Abstract
The research work presented in this thesis is directed at addressing the knowledge ac-
quisition bottleneck frequently encountered in computer simulation. The central idea
is to extract the required knowledge from video data and use this to drive a computer
simulation instead of the more conventional approach of interviewing domain experts
and somehow encapsulating this knowledge in a manner whereby it can be used in the
context of computer simulation. More specifically the idea presented in this thesis is to
extract object location information from video data and then to mine this information
to identify Movement Patterns (MPs) and then to utalise these MPs in the context of
computer simulation.
To act as a focus for the work rodent behaviour simulation was considered. Partly
because video data concerning rodent behaviour was relatively easy to obtain and partly
because there is a genuine need to achieve a better understanding of rodent behaviour.
This is especially the case in the context of crop damage.
There are a variety of computer simulation frameworks. One that naturally lends
itself to rodent simulation is Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS) whereby the objects
to be simulated (rodents) are encapsulated in terms of software agents.
In more detail the work presented is directed at a number of research issues in the
context of the above: (i) mechanisms to identify a moving object in video data and
extracting associated location information, (ii) the mining of MPs from the extracted
location information, (iii) the representation of MPs in such a way that they are com-
patible with computer simulation frameworks especially MABS frameworks and (iv)
mechanisms where by MPs can be utilized and interacted with so as to drive a MABS.
Overall two types of mechanisms are considered, Absolute and Relative.
The operation of rodent MABSs, driven using the proposed MP concept, is fully
illustrated in the context of different categories of scenarios. The evaluation of the
proposed MP driven MABSs was conducted by comparing real world scenarios to parallel
simulated scenarios. The results presented in the thesis demonstrated that the proposed
mechanisms for extracting locations, and consequently mining MPs, from video data to
drive a MABS provides a useful approach to effective computer simulation that will have
wide ranging benefits.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview and Motivation
Computer simulation is an important tool with respect to many application domains.
Example domains can be found in: the Auto mobile industry [90], manufacturing and
materials handling [106], health care [157] and military logistics [26]. In [90] simulation
was used to establish and improve processes for assembling engines, processes which
involve the integration of large numbers of components. In [106] simulation was used
to analyse the design, operation and development of manufacturing processes. In [157]
simulation was used to enhance the self-efficacy of physicians and nurses when using
electronic medical records. In [26] it was used to overcome a wide range of military and
related problems. The application domain considered in this thesis is that of animal
behaviour analysis, more specifically rodent (rats and mice) behaviour analysis.
The motivation for rodent behaviour analysis is as follows:
1. Rodents are frequent carriers of viruses affecting both humans and livestock.
2. Rodents cause substantial amounts of crop damage to the world’s food supplies.
3. Rodents cause significant and expensive damage to the built environment.
Rodents are vectors for pathogens causing many zoonotic and livestock diseases.
For example, rodents are considered to be the main reservoir for viruses causing Viral
Haemorrhagic Fevers (VHFs) diseases such as Ebola [32]. The multimammate rat, cot-
ton rat, deer mouse, house mouse, and other field rodents are all examples of reservoir
hosts. VHF diseases, and similar, can be controlled by discouraging rodents from en-
tering or living in population areas. Rodent behaviour simulation can provide a better
understanding of how to provide such control mechanisms.
Costs worldwide due to rodent damage to food supplies and the environment run
to many billions of pounds. The extent of food loss is of particular current concern for
global food security. For example, rodent infestation currently causes losses of 10-20%
in cereal crops/food stores, and sometimes considerably more during outbreaks [141].
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To illustrate the impact of this, models suggest that a 5% reduction in rodent losses
to the cereal harvest in undernourished countries could feed one third of all undernour-
ished people worldwide at current population levels [98]. Further, long term population
projections indicate that global food production will need to increase by more than 40%
by 2030 and 70% by 2050 compared to 2005-2007 levels [162]. Pressure to increase crop
intensity will reduce fallow periods and create ideal conditions for near continuous ro-
dent reproduction; this is predicted to lead to an increased frequency of serious rodent
outbreaks [141]. Currently, to prevent crop damage by rodents, the world relies heavily
on the use of rodenticides for rodent control, particularly anticoagulants (> 90% of ro-
denticides used in Europe). These are persistent, toxic to mammals and birds and cause
substantial environmental damage [158], leading to increased restrictions on their usage
in the EU but with no alternatives currently available. There is also growing public
concern about the humaneness of most current rodenticides [97].
In the context of the built environment, and especially domestic premises, rodents
cause significant damage to electrical cabling and the fabric of buildings. Areas favoured
by mice are food storage and preparation areas such as kitchens and pantries, and warm
areas such as airing cupboards, sub floor areas, enclosed pipes, baths and loft areas.
Mice are very good climbers and typically obtain access to buildings via faulty drainage
or service ducts, or by means of structural defects such as broken vents and damaged
building fabric [11].
Given the above there is thus an urgent requirement to achieve more effective and
more humane rodent control and reduce the use of rodenticides that harm the environ-
ment. This in turn necessitates a better understanding of rodent behaviour, such as that
which can be facilitated using rodent simulations of the form envisioned in this thesis.
Although the work presented in this thesis is directed at rodent behaviour simulation
to support rodent behaviour study, the techniques presented and evaluated are equally
applicable to other domains. For example the way that people move round station
forecourts and airport concourses. In general, computer simulation of real life scenarios
offers a number of advantages [1, 9] over alternative forms of analysis as follows:
1. It is controllable in a manner that allows detailed investigation of parameters and
repeat runs (difficult to achieve in the context of real life experimentation).
2. It is non-intrusive; it does not require participation from individuals.
3. It is cost effective (real life experimentation can be very costly).
4. It can be applied in areas where real life experimentation would be hazardous (in
other words, it is safe).
The main disadvantage of simulation is (clearly) that we are not using real data. For
simulation to be as effective as possible it is essential that the model used is as “realistic”
as possible; the accuracy of the data on which a simulation model is based is thus
of primary importance. This data can be collected in a variety of ways. The most
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straightforward, and the most frequently used, is simply to adopt a process of observation
followed by “hand coding” of the observed behaviour [1–3]. There are two significant
disadvantages of using such an observational approach: (i) it is resource intensive (time
consuming) and (ii) it is prone to human error. To address these disadvantages the
central idea proposed in this thesis is to extract data in an automated manner from video
information in such a way that it is compatible with a desired simulation framework.
More specifically to extract Movement Patterns (MPs) from video data. A number of
different kinds of movement pattern are considered in this thesis, at a high level these
can be categorised as being either referenced in absolute terms or in relative terms.
From the literature we can identify a number of frameworks whereby automated
simulation can be achieved [1, 3, 34, 149]. One such framework is the Multi-Agent
Based Simulation (MABS) framework, a framework based on the concept of multi agent
technology. A framework founded on the idea that the entities that feature in a simula-
tion can be expressed as agents. These agents then exist in some multi-agent platform,
where they interact with each other via the mechanism provided by the chosen platform.
MABS are particularly appropriate for modelling scenarios that involve people or ani-
mals, because they can be represented as individual agents within the environment in
which they are intended to operate [1, 41, 80]. The main four characteristics of software
agents which are as follows. (i) Responsive behaviour, (ii) Pro-active behaviour, (iii)
Social behaviour, and (iv) Flexible behaviour are considered in the context of proposed
MABS. The work presented in this thesis assumes usage of a MABS framework founded
on the movement patterns.
The rest of this introductory chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.2 presents the
research question and associated research issues. Section 1.3 lists the contributions of the
thesis. Section 1.4 presents the research methodology adopted to provide a solution to
the identified research question and issues. Section 1.5 reviews the publications to date
that have arisen out of this thesis and Section 1.6 presents the structure of the remainder
of this thesis. The chapter is concluded in Section 1.7 with a chapter summary.
1.2 Research Question
From the foregoing the research presented in this thesis is directed at how best to
avoid hand coding of MABS by automatically processing video data of scenarios to be
simulated. Thus the research question to be addressed can be formulated as follows:
“What are the most appropriate mechanisms that can be adopted
so that some form of machine learning can be applied to video data
describing animal (human) behaviour so as to extract sufficient in-
formation to populate and drive a MABS framework of some de-
scription?”
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The provision of an answer to the above research question requires the resolution of
a number of associated research issues as follows:
1. What is the most appropriate mechanism for extracting data from video?
2. Given that data can be successfully extracted from video, how can this best be
translated to form the input to a simulation framework (more specifically, a MABS
framework).
3. How best can a MABS model operate given the nature of the input data?
4. What is the most appropriate mechanism for evaluating simulators that operate
using data extracted from video?
The overriding requirement for addressing the above is that we wish to provide a simu-
lation that is as realistic as possible (and consequently as useful as possible).
1.3 Contribution
This thesis makes a number of contributions to the domain of computer simulation,
especially in the context of MABS. These can be categorised as being either technical
contributions or application contributions. The technical contributions are as follows:
1. Video Analysis Software. Software, the Video Data Acquisition Software
(VADS), for processing video data that incorporates a technique for identifying
and tracking moving objects in such data. The proposed software can automati-
cally track moving objects in video data and store captured location information
in a database format.
2. Absolute mechanism for mining movement patterns from video data. A
mechanism for representing agent (object) movements using the concept of “abso-
lute” movement patterns referenced to some environment origin.
3. Relative mechanism for mining movement patterns from video data. A
mechanism for representing agent (object) movements using the concept of “rel-
ative” movement patterns referenced in terms of the neighbourhood of a given
agent.
4. Movement pattern based simulation. A mechanism whereby movement pat-
terns, extracted from video data, can be used to drive computer simulations.
5. A mechanism for agents to have a “Memory”. A mechanism whereby
agents have “memory” in the sense that they have a planned route they wish to
follow. Using this concept agents are also prevented from “pinging” back and forth
between two locations in what may be considered to be an unrealistic (unnatural)
manner.
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6. A mechanism for evaluating the quality of video data based computer
simulations. A process for comparing real scenarios with computer simulated
scenarios by comparing the real video data with “video” extracted from the sim-
ulations (a process referred to as “closing the loop”).
The consequent application contributions are then as follows:
1. A Rodent movement behaviour MABS. A mechanism whereby behaviourists
can study rodent behaviour (movement) in a simulated environment.
2. A generic MABS mechanism. A mechanism which can be applied in the
context of other behaviour studies such as fire exit simulation and behaviour at
rail terminal/station forecourts or airport concourses.
The following methodologies have been used in this research work.
1. An environment modelling A mechanism used to represent environments in
which the moving objects (agents in a MABS) of interest exist, using a uniform
grid representation comprised of cells enumerated in such a way so as to facilitate
ready translation across the space. It is acknowledged that grid representations
are well established, however, the novel contribution is how such representations
have been adopted to represent the environments of interest. Note that, the nature
of the proposed environment representation has a strong influence on the nature
of the proposed MPS.
2. State Representation. A mechanism for representing the relationship between
pairs of moving objects (agents) using the concept of states, and an associated state
graph, to support the selection of MPs. It is to be mentioned, that the concept of
states in its self is not novel, however, the representation of states to be able to
utilize in MP selection process can be regarded as a novel approach.
1.4 Research Methodology
To achieve the desired research goals (specifically, how best to avoid hand coding for
MABS) the adopted research methodology was founded on the idea of considering a
sequence of “rodent in a box” scenarios of increasing complexity: (i) Simple scenarios,
(ii) Complex scenarios and (iii) Multiple rodents scenarios. In each case the scenario
would be run using real rodents and the movement captured by video. The scenarios
would be run at the University of Liverpool’s Leehurst Veterinary centre. The basic idea
was to suspend a video camera over a box (measuring 1.2m × 1.2m) containing one or
more rodents and possibly a number of other elements (obstructions, food, nest sites,
etc.)
What was clear prior to commencement of the work presented in this thesis was that
some kind of Movement Pattern (MP) had to be extractable from the video data and
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that these patterns could be expressed in a number of ways. Broadly there were two
options, absolute and relative, it was conjectured that both would need to be considered
so as to formulate an answer to the research question.
The environment was modelled by imposing a grid mechanism (a tile world) over the
area in the video where a rodent may move. MPs were considered first in the context of
simple scenarios and, once established, in the context of more sophisticated scenarios.
In the case of scenarios involving more than one rodent some mechanism was required
to capture the relationship between them. The idea of “states” and “state graphs”
suggested itself in this context.
Once some initial data had been captured in the form of MPs, the next task was to
investigate how this could be incorporated into a MABS framework. The start point
was existing work on MABS and specifically rodent behaviour MABS. To simplify the
investigation the initial assumption was that agents would have no “memory” (by the
term memory we mean a planned route agents would wish to follow). The idea was to
add the concept of memory as the work progressed.
The “criteria for success” was that the MABS, whatever form this might take, op-
erated in as realistic a manner as possible. To measure this the intention was to “close
the loop” by, in effect, videoing the simulations, processing them using the proposed
video analysis mechanism, and then comparing the “real patterns” with the “simulated
patterns”.
The overriding vision promoted in this thesis is presented by the block diagram given
in Figure 1.1 where the directed edges indicate information flow, the rectangles software
processes and the cylinders data stores. The figure includes a number of components:
(i) video data held in a Database (DB), (ii) video analysis software, (iii) a Movement
Pattern (MP) repository for MPs generated by the video analysis software, (iv) a MP
translation process where the identified MPs are transformed into a format that can be
used with respect to MABS, and (v) a MABS Platform in which the actual simulations
can be run and visualised. The figure also includes a link from the MABS platform back
to the DB whereby simulations can be evaluated (thus closing the loop). Each of these
components will be discussed in further details later in this thesis.
1.5 Publications
This section presents a brief review of the publications arising out of this thesis. Each
is listed in turn together with a short description of its contents and the relevance with
respect to this thesis.
1. Muhammad Tufail, Frans Coenen, Jane Hurst and Tintin Mu. “Extracting Move-
ment Behaviour Pattern from Video Data to Drive Multi-Agent Based Simula-
tion”, International Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems and Agent-Based Simula-
tion, Springer International Publishing, 2016
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Figure 1.1: Rodent behaviour MABS vision
This paper was directed at multiple rodents scenarios whereas the foregoing two
papers were directed a single rodent scenarios. An important aspect of the pro-
posed framework presented in this paper was the concept of states. A state defined
the relationship between two entities (rodents in our case) in such a way that this
could be incorporated into a MABS environment. The concept of “memory” was
also introduced in this paper whereby agents could have a planned route and con-
sequently have a “memory”. The multiple rodents scenarios considered in this
paper are also considered in this thesis. The concepts of states and memory are
presented in Chapter 4.
2. Muhammad Tufail, Frans Coenen, Jane Hurst and Tintin Mu. “Multi Agent Based
Simulation Using Movement Patterns Mined from Video Data”, Research and De-
velopment in Intelligent Systems XXXII, Springer International Publishing, 2016,
pages 275–287.
This paper followed on from the previous paper and introduced the idea of two
categories of movement pattern that needed to be considered: (i) absolute and
(ii) relative. The movement patterns presented in this paper had probabilities
associated with them which were used to select patterns in a probability driven
random manner so as to drive a MABS. When selecting movement patterns only
legal patterns could be chosen, those that did not result in a rodent agent passing
through or ending up at a location outside of the environment or a blocked loca-
tion. For evaluation purposes an environment comprised of three separate areas,
connected by tunnels, was considered. This introduced a further complication as
rodent agents could only move from one area to another using the tunnels con-
necting the areas. The concept of “divisions” was thus introduced. Evaluation
was again conducted by “completing the loop”; the simulations were videoed and
these videos were processed in the same way as the original input data. The nature
of the identified movement patterns from the simulated data were then compared
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with the movement patterns generated from the video data. Good levels of com-
parison were obtained suggesting that realistic simulations were produced using
the proposed mechanism. The claimed advantage of relative movement patterns
was that they could be used with respect to alternative environments than those
from which they were originally extracted. Given that there was no “ground truth”
scenario video data available, the claimed advantage was evidenced using an al-
ternative environment as discussed in the case study section in the above paper.
The material included in this paper is related to the discussion regarding simple
scenarios considered in Chapters 4 and 6 of this thesis.
3. Muhammad Tufail, Frans Coenen and Tintin Mu. “Mining Movement Patterns
from Video Data to Inform Multi-agent Based Simulation”, Agents and Data Min-
ing Interaction, Springer International Publishing, LNCS 9145, 2015, pages 38-51.
This paper described an approach to mining patterns from video, data which could
then be used to support the operation of a mammalian behaviour MABS system.
The unique elements of the process described were: (i) the mechanism for repre-
senting the videoed scenarios, (ii) the mechanism for capturing and representing
movement patterns and (iii) the mechanism for utilising the identified movement
patterns in a MABS framework. The operation of the MABS, and consequently
the nature of the identified patterns, was evaluated by also applying the process to
the simulation data and comparing the frequency of the extracted simulation move-
ment patterns with the frequency of the extracted video data movement patterns.
Encouraging “proof of concept” results were produced. The material included in
this paper is related to the discussion regarding the simple scenarios considered in
Chapters 3 and 6.
1.6 Thesis Structure
This section outlines the structure of the remainder of thesis. Chapter 2 presents the
background to the work described with a review of related work along with the applica-
tion domain. An overview of the proposed environment modelling mechanism and the
data acquisition process, for different scenarios (simple scenarios, complex scenarios and
two rodents scenarios), is reported on in Chapter 3. The detail of the pattern mining
framework, along with the absolute and relative pattern mechanisms, is discussed in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 considers the operation of a MABS framework using the concept
of MPs. Chapter 6 reports on the evaluation of the simulations by comparing simulation
data with video data. The thesis is concluded with a summary of the main findings, and
some suggested fruitful areas for future work, in Chapter 7.
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1.7 Summary
In this chapter the research work presented in this thesis has been introduced. The
overriding research question and research issues were established, together with their
motivation. The main idea of the research presented in this thesis is a mechanism for
extracting movement patterns from video data in such a way that they are compatible
with a simulation framework, more specifically a MABS framework. The application
domain selected as a focus for the work is animal behaviour simulation, especially ro-
dent behaviour simulation. This application was motivated by a desire on behalf of
animal (rodent) behaviourists to gain a better understanding of animal behaviour. By
using the mechanisms proposed in this thesis it is hoped that rodent simulations can
be undertaken that will provide a better understanding of animal movement behaviour.
This chapter also discussed the adopted research methodology, including the evaluation
of the proposed mechanisms. In the next chapter a review of related work is presented.
Chapter 2
Background and Related work
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the background, related work and application domain to that
presented in this thesis. This background work can be categorized according to three
established areas of research study as shown in the Figure 2.1: (i) Simulation, (ii) Au-
tomated data collection from video data, and (iii) Pattern Mining. The work presented
in this thesis sits at the intersection of these three areas.
Each of these three areas are considered in further detail in the remainder of this
chapter. Section 2.2 discusses the nature of simulation with a focus on Multi-Agent
Based Simulation (MABS). Section 2.3 considers existing work on the automated ex-
traction of knowledge from video, including the process of automatically tracking moving
objects in video data. Section 2.4 considers the domain of video mining, the process of
extracting useful information from video data; in the context of the work presented in
this thesis the main area interest is the extraction of what is referred to as “Movement
Patterns” from video data. Section 2.5 then presents a discussion of the application do-
main that acts as a focus for the work presented in this thesis. The chapter culminates
with a summary in Section 2.6
2.2 Simulation
Simulation is concerned with the usage of a model of some real world process or system
so as to either: (i) describe and/or analyse the behaviour of this process or system
[25, 96, 138], or (ii) so as to gain a better understanding or make predications concerning
this process or system [139]. The origins of computer simulation date back to World
War II, when Jon Von Neumann and Stanislaw Ulam used simulation to study the
behaviour of neutrons as part of the Manhattan Project, the American World War Two
effort to develop nuclear weapons [145]. However, in the early days of simulation the
models tended to be mathematical, it was not till computers became generally available
that computer simulation became wide spread [115], at the same time the concept of
simulation became more of a decision support tool than simply a modelling tool.
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Figure 2.1: The main themes of the thesis: Simulation, Knowledge Extraction From
Video Data and Pattern Mining
In this section a review of previous work concerning simulation, with a particular
focus on Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS), is presented. The rest of this section
is structured as follows. Sub-section 2.2.1 considers the general advantages offered by
simulation. Simulation has been proven to be an effective way of establishing the validity
of an idea. Specially in circumstances where either it is not possible to conduct a real
life experiment or where it would be costly to do so. Sub-section 2.2.2 then considers a
number of application domains where simulation has been fruitfully applied. A particular
challenge associated with computer simulation, and one of concern with respect to the
work presented in this thesis, is how best to evaluate the operation of a given simulation
environment; Sub-section 2.2.3 is therefore directed at ideas concerning the evaluation
of simulation frameworks. A common mechanism for realising computer simulations is
MABS, Sub-section 2.2.4 is thus directed at the concept of MABS. An issue with respect
to MABS is the nature of the framework in which MABS agents (representing the entities
within a desired simulation) will operate, this is thus discussed in Sub-section 2.2.5. The
section is concluded in Sub-section 2.2.6 with a discussion of data acquisition processes
for supporting MABSs.
2.2.1 Advantages of Simulation
In Chapter 1, some general advantages offered by simulation were highlighted; advan-
tages that provide, at least in part, some of the motivation for the work presented in
this thesis. In this section these advantages are considered in further details as follows.
1. Understanding why: In real world systems certain phenomena occur given a
particular set of conditions, where an observer wishes to understand why (or how)
this phenomena has occurred. Using real life experimentation it is difficult to re-
construct the particular circumstance, featuring the same set of conditions; whilst
simulation, in turn, provides an ideal mechanism whereby this can be achieved.
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Simulation allows the reconstruction of scenarios so as to conduct detailed inves-
tigations [9, 69].
2. Exploring possibilities: Simulations can be run multiple times to explore the
effect that the introduction of new policies, theories or methods might have with
respect to some domain, without the expense of any real world experimentation
[70]. In addition the simulation, once configured, can be run with different param-
eter sets so as to answer “what if” style questions [9, 83, 96, 133]. In recent times
it has become common place to use simulation as a scientific tool for exploring and
querying the behaviour of real world systems [44].
3. Compressing and expanding time: Simulation allows for the compression
and/or expansion of time, hence scenarios can be speeded up or slowed down
to support scenario analysis, something not possible in the case of real world
experimentation [9, 110, 128].
4. Cost effectiveness. Real world experimentation is resource intensive. Simula-
tions allows a system to be examined without the need for the extensive resource
required for real world experimentation [119].
5. Safety: Simulation allows the investigation of scenarios which may be life threat-
ening and could not normally be investigated otherwise, such as the simulations
conducted with respect to the Manhattan Project alluded to above. Simulations
provide a safe mechanism for conducting what might otherwise be hazardous ex-
periments [64].
6. Non Intrusive: Simulation is non-intrusive [110]; it does not require subjects
to be fitted with special devices or implants, or to be marked in some way. For
example, in the context of rodent behaviourology, in the 1960s, it was common to
conduct real life experiments with groups of rodents and to use “toe clipping” so
as to differentiate between subjects, a process that would be unlikely to receive
effical approval in modern times.
The disadvantages associated with simulation include:
1. Simplification: Due to the complexity of the real world situations that we wish
to simulate, simulations typically involve approximations, they therefore may not
be as accurate as we might like. Although, it is argued in [139] that the main idea
of simulation is to abstract and simplify some real world scenario and that this
abstraction and simplification is a positive aspect of simulation.
2. Simulator development: A simulation is only as good as the model/mechanism
on which it is founded. Substantial resource is frequently required to build a
simulation of any degree of sophistication, and even then it still remains, as noted
above, an approximation of the real world situation which it is intended to model.
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3. Simulation performance evaluation: A further disadvantage of simulation is
that it is often difficult to be certain that the simulation is working correctly.
This is especially the case in the context of simulated experiments that have no
direct parallel in real life. Simulation evaluation is considered in further detail in
Sub-section 2.2.3.
From the foregoing it is clear that simulation offers significant advantages. Simula-
tions are conducted so as to validate an idea or a proposed solution to a problem, without
the need for expensive field trials, filed trials which in many cases are impractical. Ac-
curate simulation implies an accurate understanding of the operational effectiveness of a
proposed idea/solution. The most significant disadvantage is the resource (knowledge)
required to build a simulator in the first place. This thesis seeks to address this issue by
automating the data acquisition process using video data analysis so as to provide for
accurate simulations.
2.2.2 Application of Simulation
Given the above, the advantages of simulation are clear. As a consequence, simulation
has been widely adopted with respect to many application domains. Some common
application domain examples, where computer simulation has been fruitfully applied,
are as follows:
1. Manufacturing: Manufacturing is the process of making a finished product from
raw material using some industrial process [9]. In the context of manufacturing,
simulation has been used for simulating: manufacturing processes [12], material
transportation [73] and material handling [8, 147].
2. Automobile Industry: Simulation has been used in the design and operation
of car and truck assembly plants [47, 55] as well as automotive component manu-
facturing plants [57, 74]. Most of automotive manufacturing, worldwide, currently
requires that the operation of any new or modified manufacturing system/pro-
cess is verified using simulation before the system/process can be approved for
installation [9].
3. Health Care: In the context of health care, simulation has been particularly
directed at surgical technical and procedural skills [48, 81, 131, 132]. For example
with respect to: obstetrics [87, 121], cardiology [29, 160], anaesthesia [49, 134],
critical care [61, 88] and emergency medicine [127, 143].
The above examples give a flavour of the range of domains where simulation has
been applied. There are many more examples. The application domain of interest with
respect to the work presented in this thesis is rodent behaviour simulation. An example
of previous work where the concept of simulation has been applied to this application
domain can be found in [2, 3], where it is proposed that rodent behaviour simulation be
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conducted using what is referred to as a “behaviour graph”. A behaviour graph com-
prised of vertices representing states (behaviours) and edges indicating possible state
changes (behaviour changes), where state changes occur as a result of an agent (rodent)
completing some self appointed task or as a result of some external event. The signifi-
cance of the work in [2, 3] is that MABS is used as also used with respect to the work
presented in this thesis. The concept of MABS is discussed further in Sub-section 2.2.4
below.
2.2.3 Simulation Evaluation
As noted above, one of the further challenges of simulation, in addition to the resource
required to construct a simulation, is how to evaluate the performance of a given sim-
ulation. The guideline is that any simulation should be as accurate as possible, the
question is how to measure this. It is generally acknowledged that this should be done
using some form of verification [9, 21, 126]. The term verification in this context means
conducting comparisons between simulated outcomes and real world outcomes in the
context of identical scenarios [126]. The simulation mechanism proposed in this thesis
was evaluated in this manner, that is, the movement behaviours of rodents in simulated
contexts was compared with the movement of rodents in parallel real world scenarios.
As already noted simulation evaluation becomes more challenging where there is no real
world parallel (for example because it would be to dangerous or resource intensive to
conduct a similar real world experiment); however, this situation is outside of the scope
of this thesis.
2.2.4 Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS)
From the literature we can identify a number of different kinds of computer simulation,
examples include: (i) Equation based simulation, (ii) Monte Carlo Simulation, (iii) Dis-
crete event based simulation and (iv) MABS. The focus for the work presented in this
thesis is Multi Agent Based Simulation. MABS is a popular choice for simulation in the
case of applications that feature many individuals that operate in an autonomous/in-
dependent manner in that each individual can be represented as an agent [33, 168]. A
MABS thus consists of a set of interacting agents designed to reproduce the dynamics
of some environment to be simulated [130]. In this context an agent is a software entity
that behaves in an autonomous manner [92, 167, 168]. Here autonomy means that each
agent has control over its own actions and is able to act without external intervention
[139].
The main characteristics of a software agent are as follows [139]:
1. Responsive behaviour: The agent is able to responds to changes in its environ-
ment, in a timely fashion, by monitoring its environment.
2. Pro-active behaviour: The agent should be able to demonstrate goal directed
behaviour.
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3. Social behaviour: The agent should be able to interact with other agents and
the environment in which it operates.
4. Flexible behaviour: The agent should have a range of ways to achieve a given
goal and be able to recover from failure.
These are all characteristics that we would like the entities modelled in simulations that
feature people or animals, to have.
MABS has been widely applied. Examples can be found in: (i) manufacturing
[136], (ii) traffic simulation [58], (iii) financial market analysis [68, 84, 125], (iv) software
development [165], (v) agricultural land usage coupled with water management strategies
[51], (vi) social networks [24, 67], (vii) crowd dynamics [10, 13, 65], (viii) group learning
[144] and (ix) the analysis of police patrol routes [99]. It is also worth noting that
there has been a MABS workshop at every Autonomous Agent and Multi Agent System
(AAMAS) conference since 1998.
To realise a MABS there are a number of popular mechanisms that can be used with
respect to the agents that feature in such simulations. These mechanisms are considered
in further detail in Subsection 2.2.5 below. The main challenge of MABS, as in the case
of computer simulation in general, is the acquisition of the knowledge required to build
the simulators. In [1], this was done by hand and, although good simulations resulted,
this approach was found to be very resource intensive. The fundamental idea presented
in this thesis is that the necessary knowledge can be derived from video data through a
video data analysis process. More specifically the idea is to extract “movement patterns”
from video data and utilise these patterns to drive a MABS. Processes for acquiring the
knowledge needed to “populate” a MABS are discussed further in sub-section 2.2.6
below.
2.2.5 Mechanisms for Representing Agents in MABS
From the literature we can identify a variety of methods for the realisation of MABS. The
most prominent include: (i) Individual Based Modelling (IBM), (ii) Cellular Automaton
and (iii) the Belief Desire Intention (BDI) framework. Each is discussed in further details
in the remainder of this sub-section.
In IBM the behaviour of agents is individually coded [92]. For example in [78, 139]
agent behaviour is specified using a rule-like (declarative) language; decision making is
then realized through a process of logical deduction. In [20] IBM was used to decompose
complex behaviours into many simple behaviour modules organized into layers. Exam-
ple applications where IBM has been used to realise MABS include crowd behaviour
simulations [65, 116, 148] and animal movement behaviour studies [41, 64, 123]. More
specifically, in [41] IBM was used to model animal (movement) behaviour in a pastoral
system. In [64] IBM was used to model ant behaviour when choosing nest sites. In
[123] the movement behaviour of sheep grazing in a field was simulated using IBM. The
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advantage of IBM is that it is very easy to implement [63] and produces effective simula-
tion, although on occasion resulting in over simplifications [139]. A further disadvantage
of IBM is that it lacks any formal notion of a framework for the simulation, without
which some behaviours (concepts) have the potential to be missed.
Cellular Automaton is an alternative approach to the realisation of MABS [139]. The
most commonly used cellular automation mechanism is the Finite State Machine (FSM)
or some variation of this mechanism. A cellular automaton comprises a set of cells,
where each cell represents a state [63, 71]. The concept of cellular automaton was first
proposed by John Von Neumann in 1940s, when he started to model multiple interacting
agents [91, 107]. Generally speaking, cellular automaton is used to describe all possible
states an agent can adopt and the triggers for state changes. The central state for a
cellular automaton is typically the idle state, which is linked, directly or indirectly, to
all other states. Examples where cellular automation has been used in the context of
MABS can be found in [45, 129]. Cellular automaton, unlike IBM, provides a holistic
vision of the operation of a MABS. Additional states and state changes can easily be
incorporated, hence it also offers flexibility. Cellular automaton can be readily used
to implement large simulations, although as such systems increase in size it becomes
increasingly difficult to manage and understand the simulations [116].
According to [15], the BDI concept can be traced back to Aristotle’s analysis of how
humans (and animals) decide actions. However, in terms of computer simulation, the
BDI model can be said to have its origins in practical reasoning [53, 139]. Using the
BDI model, and with respect to MABS, each agent has a set of beliefs concerning its
information state. Desires then represent the goals (objectives), which each agent wishes
to attain, whilst the intentions represent an agent’s current goals. From the literature,
there are many examples where the BDI model has been used in the context of MABS
[109, 113, 137, 166]. The BDI model is particularly suited to human behaviour simulation
[72, 151, 164]. There are however certain limitations of the BDI model as noted in
[35, 53, 144, 151]; namely that the BDI model lacks randomness, it is prescriptive,
while randomness is an important aspect of many MABS including rodent behaviour
simulation. The BDI model assumes desires to be logically consistent, however this is
not usually the case in real world representations of human or animal behaviour [36].
Although it is possible to contrive a level of randomness in the BDI model this is not
ideal and it can also then be argued that the incorporation of randomness means that we
no longer have a BDI model. For this reason the BDI model was considered unsuitable
with respect to the research objectives that this thesis intends to address.
For the purpose of the work presented in this thesis, and given the above, the IBM
approach to MABS realisation was adopted because of its simplicity. Note that the main
objective of the work presented in this thesis is the idea of extracting data from video to
populate animal behaviour MABS, the particular MABS framework to be used is not of
primary concern; indeed, it is suggested that the proposed video data simulation popu-
lation mechanism has corresponding applicability in the context of alternative simuation
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models.
2.2.6 Data Acquisition
Whatever MABS architecture that is selected, the most challenging task (as noted ear-
lier) is the acquisition of the knowledge (data) required to populate the adopted model
[64, 123, 139, 146, 149]. From the literature different methods have been propose con-
cerning this knowledge acquisition process. The usually process is one of observation or
interviews with domain experts. For example in [123] a set of behavioural rules were
derived through a process of observation, and in [146] surveys of individuals were con-
ducted. In [139] the following observations were made concerning the manual processes
of MABS data acquisition:
1. It is difficult to translate data from domain experts (or from observations) into
agent’s behaviours since it requires extensive domain knowledge.
2. Hypotheses for agent’s behaviour based on the domain experts (or derived from
laboratory experiments) needs to be very precise.
3. The manual collection of data from real world scenarios, regardless of how this is
done, is a time consuming and resource intensive process.
The most significant of the above is that manual data acquisition is a resource in-
tensive process and thus some form of automation is desirable. In [146] the authors
briefly discuss the potential for automatically extracting the required data from exist-
ing records (documents); in this thesis it is suggested that the automated extraction
of knowledge from video data is the solution. Recall that the desire to automate the
knowledge acquisition process is also the main motivation for the work presented in this
thesis.
2.3 Knowledge Extraction From Video Data
This section is concerned with previous work directed at the automated extraction of
information (knowledge) from video data. There are two specific challenges to be over-
come:
1. Object Detection: The initial identification of the objects of interest.
2. Tracking: The continuous tracking of the objects of interest, as the video pro-
gresses, so that movement can be recorded.
This section is structured as follows. Sub-section 2.3.1 considers the nature of video
data, this is followed in Sub-section 2.3.2 with a discussion of how to detect moving
objects (rodents in our case) in video data, the first of the above challenges. Sub-section
2.3.3 is then concerned with the tracking of objects once they have been detected, the
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second of the above challenges. This is followed by Sub-section 2.3.4 which highlights
relevant associated work concerned with rodent detection and tracking in video data.
2.3.1 Video Data
Video data can be conceptualised as comprising a sequence of images, called frames,
each comprised of a collection of pixels1. Image quality depends on many factors, such
as: colour accuracy, noise, contrast, distortion and resolution. The latter is a measure
of how many pixels an image contains. The size of an image is frequently defined in
terms of its width and height measured in the number pixels. If terms of video data a
frame (image) typically measures 640×480; this is referred as Standard Definition (SD)
video data. Frames measuring 1280 × 720 describe High Definition (HD) video data;
while frames measuring 1920× 1080 are referred as Full HD. With respect to the video
data used for experimental purposes in this thesis, HD video data was used. Typically
we have 25 frames per second.
Videos data is stored in compressed format, so as to reduce the overall file size.
A codec (short for Compression and Decompression) is a proforma for: compressing
and decompressing video data, interpreting video data and displaying video data on a
computer screen. Video data formats can be conceptualised as containers that include
the compressed visual and audio streams, the codec and sometimes additional files. The
container is what describes the whole structure of the video data. There are a variety
of formats in which video can be digitally stored. Common formats include (presented
in chronological order):
1. Audio Video Interleave (.avi): The AVI format was developed by Microsoft
and was published in November 1992. It can contain both audio and video data.
AVI files are able to run under different operating systems like Windows, Macintosh
and Linux, and are also supported by popular web browsers. The AVI format can
incorporate various forms of compression. The AVI format has been replaced by
Microsoft’s Windows Media Video (WMV) format, see below, but its significance
is that it was the first general use video format.
2. MP4 or MPEG-4 Format (.mp4): The MP4 format was first introduced in
1998. It was developed by the Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) who were
responsible for setting industry standards regarding digital audio and video data.
The MP4 format is commonly used for sharing video files on the Web. The MP4
video format uses separate compression mechanisms for the audio and video data.
The advantage offered is that MP4 file sizes are relatively small while the quality
remains high.
1An image can be conceptualised as an 2D array, or matrix, of pixels (picture element) arranged in
rows and columns.
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3. Windows Media Video Format (.wmv): The WMV format was developed by
Microsoft and was originally designed for internet streaming applications. How-
ever, it can cater to more specialized content. Windows Media is a common format
for Web usage, but cannot be played on non-Windows computers. Being a Mi-
crosoft product, the Windows Media Player is the main application that is used
to play WMV files on all Microsoft machines, but there are also WMV players
available for free for the Macintosh operating system.
4. Quick Time Format (.mov): The Quick Time format was developed by Apple
and is anther common video interchange format. The Quick Time format is com-
patible with both Windows and Mac platforms, and can be played on a number
of types of player (such as Apple’s Quick Time player).
5. Real Media Format (.rm): Real Media is a format which was created by Real
Networks and contains both audio and video data. The Real Media format is
typically used for streaming over the internet. Real Media is compatible with
both Mac and Windows platforms. Real player is the most frequently used player
to play videos in the Real Media Format.
The format used with respect to the video analysis software presented later in this thesis
was MP4.
2.3.2 Object Detection
Given that video data is essentially a sequence of images, it seems natural to address
the challenges of object identification and tracking using techniques taken from image
processing. Image processing is concerned with manipulating image data with a view to
some potential application dependent end goal. Common example applications include
image categorisation and image retrieval. Image categorization is concerned with the
labelling of images in (say) the context of image banks. Image retrieval is concerned
with extracting images from image banks according to some criteria. Image processing
is also linked with representing images in an appropriate manner so as to support image
categorisation and retrieval; this sometimes involves image segmentation so as to identify
particular regions/objects in images.
Object detection is the first step for many video processing (and computer vision)
applications including video surveillance and event detection [117]. Object detection is
conducted firstly to establish the existence of an object of interest in video data, and
secondly to establish the location of such an object. Note that object tracking also
requires object detection; object detection is a necessary pre-cursor to object tracking.
Object detection can either be conducted with respect to a single frame or as an aggre-
gate with respect to a sequence of frames (the latter so as to reduce the number of false
detections).
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Video objects, once detected, must be represented in some manner. Objects can be
represented by their shape and/or appearance. A variety of different object represen-
tations have been proposed. Note that the nature of the adopted object representation
influences the nature of the object detection. A number of popular representations are
summarised below:
1. As points [153], either as a singe centre point (centroid) or a set of points describing
some region in an image representative of the object of interest.
2. As a primitive geometric shape such as a rectangle or an ellipse [28].
3. According to the objects “silhouette”, or contour, as defined by the boundary of
the object (the region inside the boundary is the silhouette of an object). This
type of representation is suitable for complex-non-rigid shapes [171].
4. Using “articulated shape” representations whereby the object is decomposed into
“body parts” that are held together with “joints” in the same way that the human
body is an articulated object with legs, arms, head and so on.
5. Using what is known as the Binary Large OBject (BLOB) format, which basically
defines a group of connected pixels describing what is known as a “binary object”.
The representation adopted with respect to the work presented in this thesis was the
BLOB representation. According to [104] a BLOB is a region of an image in which some
properties are constant or approximately constant; all the points (pixels) in a BLOB can
be considered in some sense to be similar to each other. The similarities can be defined
in terms of: (i) coherent flow of motion (of the pixels) [77], (ii) colour [62] or (iii) both
[19]. Gray scale colour was used with respect to the work presented later in this thesis.
The characteristics of BLOBs are presented in [18]. These characteristics in turn can be
used to distinguish between BLOBs. These characteristics are as follows:
1. Area: The number of pixels included in a BLOB; thus the area of a blob is the
number of pixels that the BLOB consist of. This is a useful feature of BLOBs and
it is often used to remove BLOBs that are too small or too big for consideration.
For example, for detecting people in an image it can be anticipated that the BLOBs
will have a certain maximum and minimum size.
2. Bounding box: The minimum bounding rectangle (box) that contains a BLOB.
The edges of a minimum bounding box can be found by identifying the four pixels
with minimum x, minimum y, maximum x and maximum y values. Using these
four values, the width and height of the rectangle can be computed. The bounding
box idea can be used to define a Region Of Interest (ROI) as sometimes used with
respect to the process of object detection and tracking [18] as discussed further in
Sub-section 2.3.3 below.
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3. Bounding box ratio: Defined as the height of the bounding box divided by the
width, thus indicating the elongation of the BLOB. The bounding box ratio thus
tells something about the shape of a BLOB.
4. Centre of mass: The centre of mass of a physical object is the location on the
object where you should place your finger in order to balance the object. The
centre of mass for a BLOB is a similar concept. It is the average x and y positions
of pixels that comprises a given BLOB. According to [18] it is defined as a point,
whose x-value is calculated by summing the x-coordinates of all pixels in the BLOB
and then dividing by the total number of pixels ((2.1)). Similarly for the y-value,
as shown in Equation (2.1). In the equation, N is the number of pixels in the
BLOB and xc and yc are the coordinates of the centre of mass, while xi and yi are
the x and y coordinates of the ith pixel.
xc =
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi yc =
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi (2.1)
As noted earlier in this section, video data can be simply viewed as a sequence of
images. During object detection, assuming only one object, each image (frame) can be
decomposed into two parts. One part comprising those pixels that correspond to the
object of interest and another part that does not correspond to the object of interest.
We refer to the object of interest as the foreground object (or simply the foreground)
and the remaining pixels as the background object (or simply the background). With
respect to tracking applications the foreground comprises moving objects such as cars,
ships and people. There are a number of (foreground) object detection methods that
can be adopted [104, 117, 170], some related to a specific object representations (see
above). Examples include: frame differencing, optical flow and background subtraction.
Each of these is briefly described below.
1. In frame differencing the foreground is determined by calculating the difference
between two consecutive images by simply subtracting the current frame from the
previous frame in a pixel by pixel manner [104]. An alternative is to use three
consecutive images instead of two [79].
2. Optical flow is used to describe the motion of a coherent set of pixels (the fore-
ground) between sequences of frame pairs. Examples can be found in [19, 56, 169].
In [19] each foreground pixel was considered independently according to its optical
flow between consecutive frame pairs, if the motion was coherent (the same) the
pixel is grouped with other similar pixels into a “blob” of pixels that all have a
coherent motion. In [56] the edge features of the object of interest were used to
determine the flow by considering the length of the edges in consecutive frames.
In [169] the motion of parts of the human body were used to identify a coher-
ent, human body, set of pixels. This was done by calculating the optical flow of
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the centroid pixel of the individual parts (making up the human body foreground
object).
3. Background subtraction is another technique used for the extraction of image
foreground objects. In background subtraction [16, 17, 66] object detection is
achieved by building a representation of the environment which does not feature
the object(s) of interest, called the background model, and then finding any changes
(deviation) from this model for each incoming frame; any significant deviation is
then indicative of an object (the foreground). In order to avoid false foreground
detection, resulting from noise and camera jitter, a thresholding technique can be
adopted. However, such a threshold is difficult to calculate theoretically [135];
therefore it is usually determined after sampling a number of frames and basing
it on the detected maximum pixel difference (even so false foreground detection
cannot be entirely avoided). If B(X,Y ) is a background model and F (X,Y ) is a
single frame, where X and Y are the row and column IDs of the pixels, then the
difference image D(X,Y ) can be calculated and thresholded using Equation (2.2)
[135]. All pixels of the difference image that have value 1 belong to an object,
whereas the pixels with value 0 belong to the background and are ignored.
D(x, y) =
1 if |F (x, y)−B(x, y)| ≤ threshold0 if |F (x, y)−B(x, y)| > threshold (2.2)
Background subtraction is a widely used approach for detecting moving objects in
video data generated using static cameras. As noted above, background subtrac-
tion uses the characteristics of individual pixels or groups of pixels to extract the
foreground (moving object) from the background. These characteristics are typi-
cally founded on colours and/or edges [17, 120]. In image processing a background
model (a frame comprised of pixels) is calculated from n previous frames, where
each pixel represents the average value of the previous n frames. Thus the situa-
tion, for example, where a sudden change in light effects temporarily the intensity
value of a pixel is accounted for.
With respect to the work presented in this thesis the adopted mechanism for ob-
ject detection (and consequent tracking) was background subtraction. This was chosen
because it was easy and simple to implement. As noted above the objects of interest
were represented using the BLOB representation described earlier in this sub-section.
It is these “blobs” that are further processed for tracking purposes as discussed in the
following Sub-section.
2.3.3 Object Tracking
This Sub-section discusses the tracking of a moving object in video data once it has been
detected. The issue here is that there might be more than one moving objects in the given
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video data to be tracked. In computer vision the detection of moving objects and motion
based tracking is very important. A second issue is that real time video object tracking
is resource intensive. Real time video object tracking is important with respect to many
applications such as: activity recognition, traffic monitoring and surveillance, and has
become more tractable with the advent of high performance computing capabilities.
However, in the context of the work presented in this thesis real time object tracking is
not a requirement.
If we have a series of points (locations) describing a moving object, and connect these
points, we will have a curve through time. This curve is referred to as the trajectory
of the object. Video object tracking can thus be defined as the process of plotting the
trajectory of an object over a sequence of images [50, 170]. In [104, 112] tracking is
defined as the process of following a set of objects that are moving, and assigning a
consistent set of labels to the tracked objects in each video frame.
Given the above the process of object tracking can be expressed as follows:
1. Assign IDs to the detected objects (detected using one of the mechanism discussed
in Sub-section 2.3.2).
2. Predict each object’s future position.
3. In the next frame, match the detected object positions to the predicted positions,
using (say) a best matching mechanism, and assigning each previous ID to the
most appropriate newly detected object.
4. Repeating from step 2 for the next frame, and so on.
The tracking of objects in video data is complex because of a variety of issues:
1. Loss of information.
2. Image noise.
3. Complex object motion.
4. In some cases the articulated nature of objects.
5. Partial and full object occlusions.
Note that the tracking process is further complicated if existing objects leave the envi-
ronment and/or new objects arrive into the environment during the time span covered
by the video data.
The tracking process can be simplified by applying some constraints on the motion
and appearance of the potential objects of interest. For example it could be assumed
that the motion of an object should be smooth and with no abrupt changes, or that
an object’s motion would be with constant velocity. Alternatively, previous information
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concerning a moving object can be used to simplify the tracking process. For example
using the number and size of objects and/or the shape and appearance of objects.
In the context of the above the rest of this section is structured as follows. Mecha-
nisms for the prediction of the future position of an object are first considered and then
solutions to the issues associated with object tracking (as itemised above) are discussed.
2.3.3.1 Prediction of Object Next Locations
This Sub-section considers the mechanisms whereby the “next” location of an object can
be predicated given a sequence of video frames, by considering the previous locations
for the object. Given a single object moving across a collection of video frames, in the
absence of noise, this is straight forward. We find the location of the object in the “next”
video frame as described above and this is then the next location. In the presence of
noise there may be several candidate next locations hence one needs to be selected as
the follow on location. Given a situation where multiple objects are being tracked the
task becomes more complex, increasing in complexity as the number of objects increases.
A further challenge is where objects are occluded or are temporarily lost for technical
reasons.
Solutions to the above are typically founded on the usage of object trajectories which
are used to predict next locations. The trajectory of objects is maintained as part of
the tracking process. Given a set of candidate next locations, the location that is most
similar to the predicted location is typically selected. For example by computing the
differences, ∆x and ∆y, between the coordinates of the predicted next location and
the candidate next locations and choosing the next location that features the smallest
differences. Thus using this technique next locations can be identified.
The whole next location identification process can be made more efficient in terms
of processing time, by defining a Region Of Interest (ROI) around the predicted object
next location [103, 135] and only considering pixels within this ROI. The size of ROI
is defined based on the uncertainty of the predication. The bigger the uncertainty the
bigger the ROI should be.
A variety of techniques can be used for prediction purposes. One technique frequently
used for predicting the next location of an object is the Kalman filter technique [50, 135,
140]. Kalman filtering uses a series of measurements obtained over time. It follows an
iterative process comprised of two steps: (i) the prediction step, and (ii) the update
step. In the prediction step the Kalman filter process generates estimates of the current
state along with their uncertainties. In the update step the next location is predicted
by considering the previous and present locations along with their uncertainty bounds.
There are some advantages and disadvantages, noted in [7, 50, 117, 170], associated
with Kalman filtering. The advantages are: (i) it tends to give optimal solutions, (ii)
it is efficient in terms of total time elapsed for processing certain frames and (iii) it
is able to handle noise [1,2]. The shortcomings are: (i) it is applicable only to single
object tracking and (ii) the assumption that the next locations are normally distributed
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(Gaussian) which means that Kalman filters will give poor estimations of next locations
with respect to applications that do not follow the Gaussian distribution [170]. The
limitations of Kalman filtering can be addressed by using particle filtering. Particle filter
is efficient for non-linear and non-Gaussian applications and can be used for tracking
more than one object. Similar to Kalman filtering, particle filtering also consists of
two steps i.e. prediction and update [114]. Particle filtering predicts the next location
of a moving object by considering different points of a moving object. These points
are known as particles (or samples). Each particle incorporates tests whether how it is
likely that the object is at the position where the particle of moving object is. After the
particles have been evaluated, weights are assigned to these particles according to how
good the particles are. Those particles, predict accurate location of moving object are
considered as good, otherwise are bad. Then the good particles are considered while the
bad particles are removed through a re-sampling process. The next particle generation
then predicts where the object might be. Then this generation is evaluated, and the
cycle repeats as long as tracking process is continued. The work presented in this thesis
uses the particle filtering method for tracking.
2.3.3.2 Multiple Object Tracking
As noted above, the challenge of object tracking is compounded in the presence of multi-
ple objects. The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the tracking of rodents in
video data; there may be more than one rodent in the video data, hence we are interested
in multiple object tracking. If the objects being tracked are all significantly different
(the attributes of the objects, such as size and colour, are all significantly different) there
is little chance of confusion. For example people with different colours of clothing or
different coloured cars. Where the objects to be tracked are not significantly different,
as in the case of the mouse/rat simulations of interest with respect to work presented
in this thesis, the tracking must be conducted in such manner that objects are differ-
entiated throughout the tracking process. For some applications, such as surveillance
monitoring, this is very important; in the case of the mouse/rat simulation of interest
here this is still important although useful information can still be obtained even though
the trajectory of an object is occasionally confused with that of another.
In [103, 170] three multiple object tracking issues were identified as follows:
1. Split and Merge: This is where two objects being tracked “merge” together as a
single blob for a period of time and then separate again (“split”). The issue is then
how to determine which is which. A variation of this is where at commencement
of the tracking process a single blob is identified which, after a period of time
splits into two. In other words where two blobs have been travelling together as
one “merged” blob which then diverge (“split”). The later is less of a challenge
as we only need to generate a new ID and attach it to one of the objects while
maintaining the original ID for the other object. The split and merge phenomena,
both variations, is illustrated in Figure 2.2 (after [103]).
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2. New, lost and found of an object: This is where, as tracking progresses, a
“new” object is detected. If all other objects are still present this is not so much of
an issue. What is more challenging is where one (or more) of the original objects
being tracked disappears (is lost) and after some time a new object is detected; can
the new object be linked to the lost object? An alternative is where an object is
not so much lost but the tracking becomes erratic due to noise. The new, lost and
found phenomena, all three variations, are illustrated in Figure 2.3 (again, after
[103]). Note that with respect to the rodent video used for evaluation purposes
with respect to the work presented in this thesis, the scenarios did not feature
objects that appeared once tracking had commenced.
3. Occlusion: Occlusion occurs when: (i) one part of an object obscures another
part of the same object (this is an issue when tracking articulated objects, for
example humans, and thus not of relevance with respect to the work presented in
this thesis), or (ii) two objects obscure each other, or (iii) an object is obscured
by some static feature in the environment. The first is called self occlusion, the
second inter object occlusion. Note that the second is essentially the merge and
split phenomena.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of
the split and merge phenom-
ena
Figure 2.3: Illustration of
new object, lost and found ob-
jects and noise
With respect to the lost and found issue, in the case of single object tracking, it is
natural to assume that when the object is “refound” this is the same object (of course
this may not always be the case). However, in the case of multiple object tracking,
recommencing the tracking is not so straight forward. Although in the context of the
rodent tracking scenarios considered with respect to the work reported on in this thesis,
the importance of correctly matching objects is less critical than in the case of (say)
surveillance applications.
Various mechanisms have been proposed to address the merge and split and occlusion
issues identified above [39, 43, 59, 93, 135]. For example in the case of inter object
occlusion [93] and [43] propose the usage of knowledge concerning the appearance and
position of the objects to resolve the issue. In [59], the idea presented is to use the
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“silhouettes” of the objects of interest. In the case of [39], what is known as the optical
flow is used for occlusion resolution and in [135] a “search rectangle” is used. Of course,
as noted in [170], the probability of occlusion can be reduced by installing cameras at
appropriate positions; however in many cases, such as in the case of the mouse tracking
application of interest with respect to this thesis, this is not a practical option (this is
discussed further in Chapter 3). In [170] it is noted that oblique view cameras are likely
to encounter multiple object occlusions. If cameras are installed on airborne devices, so
when a birds eye view of a scene is obtained, occlusions between objects on the ground
are less likely to occur.
With respect to the research work presented in this thesis, a built-in library was
utilized, namely EmguCV2 consisting of BlobTracking procedure, based on Particle fil-
tering, to offer an effective object tracking. In the case of issues related to splitting and
merging, and new lost and found objects, the tracking process was simply continued and
the issues resolved “off line”.
2.3.4 Rodent Detection and Tracking in Video Data
Following on from the above, this Sub-section considers previous work on rodent tracking
in video data, the domain of interest with respect to this thesis. Note that the previous
work considered in this Sub-section is concerned with the tracking of rodents in video
data and extracting information concerning rodent movement, and not previous work
directed at behaviour study (this last is considered in Sub-section 2.3.3). From the
literature, reference to rodent tracking can be found in [54, 75, 101, 111, 163]. In [111] a
method is described for the detection of mice in video data by marking the back fur of
mice with bleach. These “fur patterns” are then used for tracking purpose in the video.
However, it is argued that fur marking with bleach may cause the mouse to behave in
an unnatural manner [54], it may also be harmful. From a technical perspective, it is
also not a full-proof solution as the posture and location of a mouse has the effect of
contorting the pattern, which in turn may lead to misidentification.
In [163] the authors describe work directed at automatically detecting and tracking
mice in semi-natural environments. The system proposed utilises radio-frequency tech-
nology for the identification and tracking of mice; consequently it is referred to as a
semi-natural environment. Individual mice were tagged using microchips. Using a radio
frequency decoder, the proposed system automatically captures the x-y coordinates as-
sociated with individual mice with reference to a prescribed origin in a given enviroment.
As a result, what the authors refer to as “behavioural profiles” of individual mice and
groups of mice, are captured. A criticism directed at the approach is that the presence
of radio frequencies within the environment may affect the normal behaviour of mice,
and may also have some side effects on mice nervous systems.
2EmguCV is a cross platform .Net wrapper for the OpenCV (Open source Computer Vission library),
EmguCV allows OpenCV functions to be called from .Net compatible languages such as C#, VB, VC++.
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In [75] a “trainable” general purpose automated system is described for the mining
of video data with respect to the behavioural analysis of mice in cages. Here a computer
software system is trained with labelled example behaviours of interest. The trained
system is then used to label behaviours in previously unseen video data. The authors
claim good results, especially for mice, compared with behaviour classification by hu-
mans. The fact that the system is trained with manually annotated behaviours is a
disadvantage as this will be: resource intensive, require recourse to human exerts and
be error prone.
In [101] computer vision software was used to analyse Audio Video Interleave (AVI)
files to capture the behaviour of mice with respect to a particular challenge known as the
Morris Water Maze3. The system accepts input video in AVI format and extracts the
following parameters: (i) elapsed time till discovery of the platform, (ii) average velocity
of mice and (iii) total distance of mice, to support behavioural studies in mice. The
authors claim that these parameters are well suited to the behavioural analysis of mice
in the context of the Morris Water Maze. However, although such parameters could be
used to define some sort of MP, as envisioned in this thesis, it would be not sufficient to
support effective simulation.
In [54] a software system called “Mice Profiler” is introduced directed at mice de-
tection and tracking. The system uses geometrical primitives to model and track two
mice. The tracking data is then used to extract information concerning the position,
orientation, distance and speed of each mouse. The software is used to analyse be-
havioural states and provides a temporal evaluation. However, the software does not
automatically identify the mice in the video, instead, the user is required to mark the
mice (in the video) using pairs of virtual marks, a head mark and a body mark, so that
the orientation of the individual mice can be discerned. A further disadvantage is that
if the software loses the location of a mouse it must be stopped and re-started.
In [54] a software system is proposed to track the position of mice from video using
the BLOB representation (see Sub-section 2.3.2) to automatically characterise the social
and non-social behaviour of mice. BLOBs are detected using the foreground-background
comparison mechanism described previously in Sub-section 2.3.2. Tracking is done using
the Particle filtering mechanism described previously in Sub-section 2.3.3.1.
With respect to the work presented in this thesis, rodent tracking and location ex-
traction were conducted using the background subtraction mechanism for object detec-
tion as described in Sub-section 2.3.2 and tracking using Particle filtering as described
in Sub-section 2.3.3.1. It should also be noted here that none of the above described
approaches was directed at knowledge acquisition for rodent simulation.
3This is a recognised task for studying rodent learning where a rodent is required to find a submerged
platform.
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2.4 Movement Pattern and Video Mining
A central theme of the work presented in this thesis is the idea of movement pattern
mining. This section therefore presents a review of movement patterns mining in various
contexts together with a review of previous work concerned with video data mining.
2.4.1 Mining Movement Patterns
Movement can be defined as a change of position (location) of an object over time [5, 40];
moving objects are then entities whose position changes over time. As noted above, the
set of points representing a moving objects describe a trajectories or path through space
and time. These trajectories feature patterns, Movement Patterns (MPs), which can be
extracted (mined) from some data source [40, 100]. MPs can be related to many kinds
of object such as humans, animals and vehicles, although in this thesis we are interested
in rodents. MPs can consequently be used for all kinds of analysis purposes, for example
in [22] bus schedules are considered (see also [85]). In the case of the work presented in
this thesis we wish to use MPs to drive rodent behaviour MABS.
MPs thus define a recognizable spatial-temporal relationship with respect to the
trajectory associated with a moving object. As such, MPs, as conceived of in this thesis,
have parallels with the concepts of Sequential Patterns and Spatio-Temporal Sequential
Patterns found in more mainstream data mining [40].
A sequential pattern is an ordered list of items, [4, 6, 22], whereas an MP is es-
sentially an ordered list of locations; an MP can thus be viewed as specialised form of
sequential pattern. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced in [4] in the context
of transaction databases. Transaction databases contain details of items bought by cus-
tomers in supermarkets. There are a number of application domains where the concept
of sequential patterns have been successfully employed: (i) Engineering [30, 31, 94, 95],
(ii) Finance market predication [4, 46, 52, 89] and healthcare [23, 42].
A spatio-temporal sequential pattern is like a “standard” sequential pattern except
the items have a temporal and/or geographic reference. In [40] a spatio-temporal se-
quential pattern is defined as an ordered list of visits to a series of locations and thus
consists of a series of connected segments with a start and end point in space and time.
An example of a spatio-temporal sequence is shown in Figure 2.4 (taken from [40]), in
this case the sequence indicates the tendency of tourists visiting locations A to E in
a particular sequence over a particular time period. As such spatio-temporal sequen-
tial pattern have some similarity with the MP concept as conceived of in this thesis;
although, as will become apparent, the MPs proposed in this thesis are much more so-
phisticated than the more standard sequential and spatio-temporal sequential patterns
referenced in the data mining literature.
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Figure 2.4: Tendency of tourists to visit a set of places A to E in a particular sequence
A → B → C → D → E within specified duration [40]
2.4.2 Video Mining
Video mining can be defined as the unsupervised discovery of patterns in video data
[38, 156]. Video mining can also be viewed as an extension of image mining given that
video data can be considered to comprise a sequence of images (frames) [102]. Video
mining is very application dependent according to the nature of the features to be mined.
To this end we can identify three categories of feature [155]: (i) low level features such as
colour, texture and shape of objects, (ii) contents based information such as the spatial
temporal position of objects and the spatial temporal relation between objects and (iii)
high level semantic information defining what is happing in a video (singing, dancing,
sport and so on). In the context the work presented in this thesis we are interested in
the second category, contents based information.
Examples of previous work on video mining, related to the work presented in this
thesis, can be found in [86, 124, 130]. In [124] video data was mined using a frequent
itemset mining technique to detect frequently occurring objects (actors, scenes) in music
video. In [86] crowd behaviour analysis from video data was conducted using a clus-
tering technique to extract crowd movement behaviour and individual behaviour. In
[130] video data analyses was used to extract customer movement in a commercial area
(a clothing store), clustering techniques were again used to group clients with similar
trajectories. These clusters then provided the characteristics of client types according
to time spent in the different departments within the store, time spent in the changing
rooms and so on. The fundamental video mining techniques (such as object detection
and tracking as described above) used with respect to these video mining applications
have similarities with each other and that proposed in this thesis. However, as already
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noted, video mining is very much application dependent with each application using a
bespoke approach although similar low-level techniques are often used. Video analysis
of animal behaviour, and particularly rodent behaviour, is discussed further in Section
2.5 below. The proposed movement pattern mining from video data process is discussed
in detail in Section 4.7 of Chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.5 Application Domain
The work described in this thesis is particularly focused on movement behaviour simula-
tion, especially in the context of rodent movement behaviour. Over the last decade, the
study of animal behaviour has seen a significant increase in research interest; simula-
tion as a tool to support research on rodent movement behaviour has consequently also
received increased attention. This Section considers the rodent movement behaviour ap-
plication domain in more detail. The section is organized as follows. Sub-section 2.5.1
considers the concept of animal behaviour simulation in general. Sub-section 2.5.2 then
considers rodent movement behaviour simulation in particular.
2.5.1 Animal behaviour simulation
The term Animal behaviour describes a set of actions which an animal may perform in
response to certain events or to cause the initiation of new events. One particular area
of interest is the control of disease spread by animals by studying animal behaviour so
that deterrents can be put in place [142]. Animal behaviourologists are interested in
different aspects of animal behaviour depending on their domain of interest. We can
categorise these aspects according to the particular behaviour trait of interest as follows:
1. Movement: Discovering patterns of movement is essential for the understanding
of the ecology and life history of animals, often with a view to animal conservation.
It is also of particular interest with respect to the rodent application domain that
acts as the focus for the work presented in this thesis. An example can be found in
[129] where it is reported that isotope markers make it possible to track a diversity
of animal species in a variety of habitats.
2. Sound: Sound has a direct impact on animal behaviour and is related to object
movement irrespective of whether the sound is created by the object itself or by
another object in the vicinity. Sound serves to diverted attention and typically
causes a change in behaviour (usually movement behaviour) as evidenced by work
presented in [122] where it is observed and concluded that elephants dsplay certain
behaviour on hearing sound.
3. Body posture: Body posture is used with respect to the study of the behaviour
of animals in the context of actions such as eating, drinking, grooming and gate.
An example can be found in [161] where the body posture of cats was considered.
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4. Odor changes: Odor (scent) changes are used by animals to orient and navigate
their environment. Using odor/scent changes animals are able to determine and
move toward targets (such as fresh water or pray). In [154] the authors describe
different mechanisms of animal navigation in the context of odor.
5. Scent markings: Animals deposit faeces and other forms of scent to mark their
territory and indicate their dominance. This is typically done by animals so as to
attract a mate. See for example the discussion in [82]. Rodents also use scent to
mark out their territory.
The last two of the above can also be viewed as a form of asynchronous communication.
It should also be noted that from simplistic patterns of behaviour more sophisticated
patterns of behaviour may evolve [35].
From the above categorisation, the category of interest with respect to the work
presented in this thesis is movement, specifically movement patterns. Through consid-
eration of certain kinds of movement, one can understand that an animal intends to
engage in some particular activity. It is equally important to view animal behaviour
as a system of mechanisms and processes by which animals can react to changes or
events in their environment, and initiate changes to their environment either directly
(by themselves) or indirectly (through other animals). It has also been accepted by
animal behaviourologists and social scientists that the study of animal behaviour also
provides a good platform for understanding human social issues [14].
Traditional animal behaviour study techniques involved setting up controlled ex-
periments in the wild or by recreating animal habitats on a smaller scale, such as in
a laboratory setting, and then observing the way in which the target animals behave.
Simulation in turn dispenses with the resource require to set up such experiments. Ex-
amples can be found in [1, 3, 76, 108]. In [76] it is argued that in addition to real life
experiments and case studies, it is equally important to utilize simulation experiments
as an effective tools in validating an idea. It is also notable that in [108] it is argued that
automatic video tracking provides a useful mechanism whereby animal behaviour study
can be conducted in a reliable and consistent manner. The authors in the above cases
were considering beetles, fruit flies, soil insects, parasitic wasps, predatory mites, ticks,
and spiders; not rodents. Rodent simulation is considered in the following Sub-section.
2.5.2 Rodent movement behaviour simulation
This Sub-section considers previous work directed at rodent simulation; the application
domain used as a focus with respect to the work presented in this thesis. In the context of
rodent movement behaviour study several mechanisms have been developed to support
“real life” experimentation [64, 110]. The studies considered with respect to this thesis,
and used with respect to the evaluation reported on later in this thesis, were studies of the
form typically conducted by behaviourologists in laboratory settings. In this setting, and
depending on the nature of the study, one or more mice are introduced into a defined
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environment and their movement behaviour observed. This movement is frequently
recorded using a video camera suspended over the environment. The advantage offered
by such laboratory experiments is control over the environment; thus different kinds of
scenarios can be created for the purpose of a variety of behaviour studies. However,
the number of studies that can be conducted in this way is limited due to the resource
required; this therefore limits the scope of “what if” style experiments. Again the
resource issue can be addressed using simulation.
Examples where computer simulation has been used in the context of rodent be-
haviour can be found in [2, 3, 54, 75, 101]. In [54] a system is presented comprised
of two components, a tracking module and a characterisation module. The first was
used to track the position of multiple interacting mice, while the second was utilized
to characterise automatically social and non-social behaviour after providing example
behaviours. However, this work was more concerned with behaviour study than sim-
ulation. Similarly in [75] a software was proposed to analyse video data of cage mice,
however in this case the video data required extensive initial manual annotation before
the behaviour analyses could take place. In [101] a computer software system was pro-
posed that accepts as input a video file and extracts information, such as escape latency
or elapsed time, average velocity and total distance in the context of the behavioural
study on rats. In [2, 3] a rodent MABS simulation was proposed that has parallels with
the MABS used with respect to the work presented in this thesis. However, the simula-
tion is defined in terms of a hand crafted behaviour graph derived through a process of
domain expert interviews, a time consuming and error prone process.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the background and application domain to the work presented
in this thesis. The chapter divided the previous work into three different sections:
(i) Simulation, (ii) Knowledge extraction from video, data and (iii) Pattern Mining.
Simulation was discussed along with the advantages offered and the application domains,
where simulation has been widely adopted. MABS was discussed in detail along with
the mechanisms used to represent agents in MABS. Knowledge extraction from video
data was discussed in terms of object detection and tracking. Object representation
was also considered in the context video of data knowledge extraction. Pattern mining
was reviewed with respect to sequential pattern mining and parallels drawn with respect
to movement pattern mining as proposed in this thesis. The chapter culminated with
consideration of the rodent behaviour analysis application domain. In the next chapter
the proposed approach to environment modelling and data acquisition is presented.
Chapter 3
Environment Modelling and Data
Acquisition
3.1 Introduction
A central feature of the work presented in this thesis is the extraction of information
from video data, from which to mine Movement Patterns, to “feed” multi-agent based
simulations. The format of this data extraction is dependent on the nature of the ap-
plication to be simulated. More specifically the nature of the environments (playing
areas) to be modelled [118] has a significance effect on the nature of the video data
extraction process (at least with respect to MABS). In other words, the mechanism
whereby the environment is modelled dictates the nature of the desired output from the
video data extraction process. Thus in this chapter the proposed approach to environ-
ment modelling, and consequent data acquisition, is first presented. This is followed by
a description of the proposed process for data acquisition from video using a bespoke
software system, the Video Data Acquisition Software (VDAS) system.
The environment in which we anticipate our agents will operate will contain objects
of various kinds. In the context of rodent behaviour MABS we can imagine obstructions
and tunnels; it will also be necessary to distinguish between open areas/spaces and
wall proximities, because we know that rodents have a preference for wall locations (a
behaviour known as thigmotaxis). The environments of interest can be modelled in
various ways but the most straightforward is to consider the environment as a grid, in
other words as a tile world (such as that used in [27] and by others). The idea here is
to divide the environment into equal sized grid cells; the entire environment can then
be linearised by assigning sequential location IDs to each tile. The reason why we want
to do this is that a linearisation of space can be processed more efficiently than a non-
linearised space (although as will become clear later in this thesis, this linearisation
advantage is only of benefit when absolute addressing is used, it breaks down in the
context of relative addressing). In addition to a sequential ID number, each tile is also
allocating a tile descriptor or ground type descriptor.
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With respect to the rodent behaviour application domain the input to the data
acquisition (machine learning) process, as already noted, was video data of rodents
moving around some experimental set up. The data to be extracted was then location
information, from which movement patterns could later be mined (as discussed in further
detail in Chapter 4). Clearly, this location data has to subscribe to the same mechanism
as used to model the environments of interest, hence the nature of the environment
modelling has to be established first. For the analysis of the video data, software was
developed to extract locations and store them in a text file for further processing; the
Video Data Acquisition Software (VDAS). This software is discussed in Section 3.8 later
in this chapter.
As noted earlier in this thesis, with respect to the presented research, three different
categories of scenario were considered: (i) simple scenarios, (ii) complex scenarios and
(iii) two rodents scenarios; further detail concerning these scenario categories is provided
later in this chapter in Section 3.7.
The movement patterns that we wish to eventually extract (mine) from the location
information extracted from the video data are essentially “from-to” patterns. As will
become clear later in this thesis, the from and to locations can be described in either
absolute terms or in relative terms; thus, at a high level, we have two types of movement
pattern that may be extracted from video data and consequently utilised in a MABS.
With respect to the work presented in this thesis absolute locations were expressed in
terms of grid cell IDs, whilst relative locations were described in terms of a location
descriptor, a tuple comprising the (ground type) descriptor for a given location and the
descriptors of its immediate neighbours. Further detail concerning absolute and relative
movement patterns, and the nature of tile and location descriptors, will be presented in
Chapter 4.
Given the above this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 considers the
different components that may exist in an environment, such as: obstructions, blocked
areas, target objects and so on. Details concerning the modelling of the environments of
interest, using the proposed grid representations, are then presented in Section 3.3. As
will become apparent, using the grid mechanism it is also possible to capture the spatial
relationship between pairs of agents (rodents with respect to the application focus of
this thesis). The relationship between pairs of agents was considered using the concept
of zones; square areas centred over agent locations measuring in terms of a number
of grid cells. The relationship between pairs of agents was used to define states and
an associated state graph. Further detail concerning the encapsulation of the spatial
relationship between pairs of agent is thus presented in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 then
introduces the concept of movement vectors; the significance of which is with respect
to the movement patterns considered in the following chapter. In the following section,
Section 3.6, the twin concepts of tile descriptors (ground types) and location descriptors
is explained in further detail. In essence, given a grid environment each grid cell (tile)
has a descriptor associated with it which indicates the nature of the object/area to
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which it belongs; we refer to this as a tile descriptor. Collections of tile descriptors form
a location descriptor which in turn is used in the context of relative movement patterns.
Section 3.7 is concerned with the modelling of the environments associated with the
three different scenario categories of interest with respect to the work presented in this
thesis. Section 3.8 then presents the VDAS system developed for the required video
data extraction. The chapter is concluded with a summary in Section 3.9.
3.2 Environment Objects and Areas
As noted above, the environments we wish to model are anticipated to comprise col-
lections of objects or regions/areas. In the context of rodent behaviour MABS, the
application domain that has acted as a focus for the work presented in this thesis, the
following types of object and region/area can be identified (other application domains
may feature alternative objects and areas):
Obstruction: Areas that block the movement of agents, for example a solid object
located within an environment.
Blocked Area: Areas outside of the environment into which an agent cannot move.
Target Object: An object to which an agent may wish to move; for example a nest
site.
Tunnel: An area enclosed between obstructions that serves to connect different parts
of a given environment.
Wall Proximity Areas: Wall locations (of interest because of the desire for walls dis-
played by rodents).
Open Area: Areas which do not subscribe to any of the above.
The distinction between obstructions and blocked areas is that blocked areas are outside
of the environment of interest while obstruction are contained within it (the rational for
this will become clear later in this chapter).
The purpose of the above categorisation of objects and areas/regions is to distinguish
between different parts of an environment, which in turn might have an influence on
movement. For example, if we wished to model the grazing behaviour of sheep in an
upland region we might identify two different area types: (i) sloping and (ii) flat; because
of an intuition that these different ground types will have an influence on the nature of
the movement patterns relevant to this application domain. In the case of modelling the
behaviour of pedestrians in a railway station we might have the ground types: platform
and forecourt; because of an intuition that pedestrians will behave differently in these
areas.
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3.3 Grid Representation
In the introduction to this chapter it was established that a grid representation, a tile
world, was adopted with which to represent the environments of interest. The x-y
location represented by a grid cell was deemed to be the centre of the grid cell. For
reference purposes each grid cell was given a sequential grid number, an address or grid
cell ID, as shown in Figure 3.1. Note that in the figure the origin is in the top-left
hand corner. With respect to discussions concerning environments presented in this
thesis the origin is always assumed to be in the top-left corner. Environments are also
considered to feature an orientation expressed in terms of the cardinal and inter-cardinal
directions. Thus, with reference to Figure 3.1, North is “up” the page, and so on. We
also refer to environments as having top and bottom, and left and right, sides with the
obvious meanings. Whatever the case grid mechanisms of this form offer the following
advantages:
1. They support the linearisation of the space which provides for processing efficiency
(at least in the case of absolute representations).
2. Following on from (1) movements can be expressed as a single integer value which
defines a 2D vector, measured from the origin of the space, that encapsulates both
distance and direction (this is discussed further in Section 3.5 below).
3. It provides a foundation for the representation of movement patterns as will become
clear later in this chapter.
Environments are conceptualised as being comprised of an n×m bounding box where
n and m are numbers of cells. Some of the environment considered may be irregular
in shape, so some of the cells in a given n × m bounding box may be outside of the
environment, hence the concept of “blocked areas”. With reference to Figure 3.1 the
values for n and m may be calculated using Equations 3.1 and 3.2.
n = dmaxy −miny
d
e (3.1)
m = dmaxx −minx
d
e (3.2)
Where d is the size of a grid cell measured in term of pixels. Each grid cell measures d×d
pixels as also shown in Figure 3.1. The selected value for d depends on the nature of the
entities that agents are intended to model and the nature of the simulation application.
We wish our agents, whatever they represent, to fit into a single grid square. Thus if
our agents represent humans the value for d will be larger than if our agents represent
rodents. In the case of our rodent MABS d will be larger for rats than for mice.
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Figure 3.1: Grid Structure Linearised using Location IDs
3.4 Relationship Between Agents
Given a scenario with more than one agent, the agents will be in some spatial relationship
with each other. We wish to capture the nature of this relationship during the proposed
video mining and encapsulate it within the context of the movement pattern concept as
envisioned in this thesis. To this end the usage of a set of zones is proposed with which
to define the relationship between pairs of agents. These in turn are used to define the
“states” of individual agents. The relationship between potential states is then defined
using what is referred to in this thesis as a “state graph”. A zone is a square area centred
over an agent location (the reference agent), measuring z × z where z is a number of
grid cells. Each agent is surrounded by three concentric zones: (i) the intrusion zone,
(ii) the proximity zone and (iii) the ignore zone. The intrusion zone describes the area
where two agents can be said to be meeting. The proximity zone describes the area
where two agents can be said to be “concerned” about each others presence. The ignore
zone describes the area where two agents can be said to be “unconcerned” of each others
presence. The intrusion zone takes precedence over the proximity zone, which in turn
takes precedence over the ignore zone.
With respect to the rodent MABS used as a focus for the work presented in this
thesis the intrusion zone measured 3 × 3 grid cells, the proximity zone measured 7 × 7
grid cells, and the ignore zone was anything else. These dimensions were derived through
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Figure 3.2: Zone representation
consultation with domain experts1. Interestingly, discussion with the domain experts
indicated that the size of these zones is dependent on the nature of the rodents under
investigation; rats prefer larger intrusion zones than mice. Conveniently rodent size is
captured by the adopted cell size, therefore the above ratios will hold for both rats and
mice. Whatever the case, the work presented in this thesis is concerned with the concept
of zones as a means of expressing the relationship between pairs of rodents, not the
specific sizes of such zones. Figure 3.2 illustrates the zone concept in the context of the
considered rodent MABS. Each zone is centred over the reference agent of interest for the
purpose of recording the relationship between the reference agent and some other agent
in the environment. Square zones were considered simply for ease of computation. It is
acknowledged that circular zones defined by a radius might have been more appropriate,
or square/rectangular zones referenced to the direction in which an agent is facing;
these alternative mechanisms are considered as an appropriate topics for future work as
discussed in Chapter 7.
1Prof. Jane Hurst from, the William Prescott professor of Animal science and the director of the
Mammalian Behaviour and Evaluation Institute of Integrative Biology at the University of Liverpool
Leahurst campus.
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3.5 Movement Vectors
The concept of movement vectors was introduced in the introduction to this chapter,
they are an integral part of MPs. Depending on whether absolute or a relative move-
ment patterns are considered (as discussed further in the following chapter, Chapter 4),
movement vectors can be described in terms of either: a single constant integer number
(absolute mechanism) or 〈x, y〉 components (relative mechanism).
Returning to Figure 3.1, in terms of the absolute mechanism, the distance between
two cells can be captured by a constant, k, which can be added to a particular cell ID
to “move” to a next location. For example, with reference to Figure 3.1, to move one
cell to the north of cell number 45, we use k = −10 (number of columns) and to move
one cell to the south-west we use k = 9 (number of columns - 1)2. The constant k when
used in this context is referred to as a movement vector ; capturing both distance and
direction.
In case of the relative movement pattern mechanism absolute addressing is not used,
hence movement vectors are represented in terms of a tuple of the form 〈x, y〉, where
x is the number of columns between the from location and the to location, and y is
the number of rows between the from and the to locations. For example to move one
cell to the north the movement vector would be expressed as 〈−1, 0〉, −1 rows from
the current location and 0 columns. Similarly to move one cell to the north-west the
movement vector would be expressed as 〈−1,−1〉, −1 rows from the current location
and −1 columns.
3.6 Location Descriptor
The relative movement pattern mechanism makes used of tile descriptors. Earlier in
this chapter it was noted that environments comprise objects and/or areas; the different
categories of object/area were listed in Section 3.2. Objects and areas comprise collec-
tions of grid cells. Each grid cell has a tile descriptor (or ground type) associated with it
indicating the nature of the object/area type to which it belongs. More specifically each
grid cell (address) has a “ground type” associated with it taken from a set of ground
types D = {d1, d2, . . . }.
The nature of ground types depend on the application domain of interest. In the case of
the rodent simulations of interest with respect to the work presented in this thesis the
set of ground types D was {b, g, n, o, t, s, w,−} defined as follows:
b Obstructed area.
g Gate location (only used in the context of entrances and exists to tunnels).
i Water source.
2It is to be noted that, cells at the boundaries of grid environment, can not be fill with the value of
k.
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Figure 3.3: Simple environment grid with Ground Types
Figure 3.4: Complex environment grid with Ground Types
n Nest location.
o Open space (the default descriptor used where no other descriptor is applicable).
t Tunnel location.
w Wall location.
− Blocked area, a location outside of the environment bounding box under/considera-
tion.
The usage of the − ground type (blocked area) will be explained shortly.
Not every available ground type is used for every scenario. In terms of the categories
of scenario considered in this thesis, in the case of the Simple scenario category D =
{n, o, w,−}, while in the case of the Complex category D = {b, g, I, n, o, t, w,−} and
the Two-rodent category D = {b, n, o, w,−}. Example of Simple and Complex category
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scenarios, with Ground Types, are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. Note that in the later
case there are three connected divisions which are labelled: “left” (L), “middle” (M)
and “right” (R). Note also that the scenario features two tunnels connecting the left and
right portions; the tunnels are used to connect adjacent divisions, if a rodent agent wants
to move from one division to another it has to pass through two gate cells/locations.
A location descriptor S, in its basic form, comprises a set of ground types (tile
descriptors) associated with the set of cells encompassed by 3 × 3 grid square centred
over the current location. The ground types are ordered using a left to right, top
to bottom, sequencing; thus S = 〈λ1, λ2, . . . , λ9〉 where λ1 to λ9 take values from D.
Therefore a location descriptor comprises the ground types of the current location and its
immediate eight neighbours. In some cases we also wish to include a division identifier,
thus L = 〈S, a〉, where S is the set of ground type descriptors and a is a division identifier
taken from the set A. In the case of the work presented in this thesis the latter is used
with respect to complex scenarios (in the case of the complex scenario shown in Figure
3.4 the set A comprises the set {L,M,R}).
In some cases, where the location of interest is at an edge or corner, the 3 × 3 grid
square centred over the current location will overlap with space outside of the bounding
box surrounding the environment. In this case the − ground type descriptor, introduced
above, will be used for locations outside of the bounding box. Thus with reference to Fig-
ure 3.3 the location descriptor for the top-left corner tile will be 〈−,−,−,−, n, n,−, n, n〉
and the tile immediately to the right will be 〈−,−,−, n, n, w, n, n, o〉.
3.7 Scenario Categorisation
As already noted earlier in this thesis, the application domain to which the work de-
scribed was directed was rodent behaviour. The basic idea was to run and record a
sequence of “rodent in a box” experiments, of increasing sophistication, by suspending
a video camera over the box. The boxes used measuring 1.2 × 1.2m2. Such labora-
tory experiments are typically conducted by rodent behaviourologists. The experiments
comprise one or more rats/mice and possible a number of other elements (obstructions,
food, nest sites and so on). To this end the following three categories of scenario, al-
ready introduced, were considered: (i) Simple, (ii) Complex and (iii) Two-rodent. Video
data concerning experiments subscribing to each of these categories was collected. Some
further detail concerning each of these categories is given in the following three sub-
sections.
3.7.1 Simple Scenarios
With respect to the Simple scenario category, Figure 3.5(a) shows a still taken from
the video data collected for this category. From the figure it can be seen that this
scenario includes four “nest boxes”, located at each corner of the playing area. It also
includes some markings on the base of the box, these were ignored for the purpose of
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(a) Still from rodent video data featuring a Simple sce-
nario
(b) Still from Figure 3.5(a) with 10×10 grid
superimposed over it (Simple scenario)
Figure 3.5: Stills for Simple scenario
video data extraction as considered in this thesis (they are used by behaviourologists
in the context of experiments using scent markings). For the Simple scenario video
collection laboratory rats were used, hence a 10× 10 grid was used with respect to the
simple scenarios, as shown in Figure 3.5(b) which shows the same video still but with
a grid superimposed. The same grid was shown in schematic form in Figure 3.3. From
Figure 3.5(b) (and by referring back to Figure 3.3) it can seen that the nest boxes at
each corner covered approximately a 2 × 2 = 4 configuration of grid cells. As the box
measures 120× 120cm the gird cell size d in this case was 120/10 = 12cm3. A grid cell
thus measured 12cm2, which is approximately equal to the size of a laboratory rat minus
the tail.
3.7.2 Complex Scenarios
The complex scenario category featured scenarios that comprised interconnected divi-
sions joined by tunnels. Again this type of experiment is frequently used by behaviourol-
ogists. Complex scenarios thus feature “blocked areas”; the areas between divisions
which a rodent will be unable to access. The specific examples for which video data
was obtained also featured water supplies and nest boxes. An example still from the
video data collected with respect to complex scenarios is given in Figure 3.6(a). In this
case the depicted experiment comprised three equal sized divisions connected by two
tunnels. Inspection of the figure also indicates: (i) three enclosed “nests” (the circular
objects with air holes) and (ii) a water source (at the top of the middle box in Figure
3.6(a)). In the figure, although difficult to see, the mouse is located in the upper half
of the right-hand division. To move from one division to another a rodent (a mouse in
this case) must use one of the tunnels.
3This equates to a 50 × 50 pixels grid cell size with respect to the video data used for evaluation
purposes in this thesis.
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(a) Still from rodent video data featuring a
Complex scenario comprising three interconnected
boxes
(b) Still from Figure 3.6(a) with 19 × 8 grid superimposed
over it (Complex scenario)
Figure 3.6: Stills for Complex scenarios
In this case a 19 × 8 grid, to covere the entire 120 × 120cm box space, was super-
imposed over the environment of interest to give a grid cell size d of 6 × 6cm, which is
approximately equal to the size of laboratory mouse as shown in Figure 3.6(b)4. The
same grid was shown in schematic form in Figure 3.4. In the case of the Complex sce-
narios considered in this thesis the experiments featured laboratory mice rather than
laboratory rats, laboratory mice are smaller than laboratory rats hence the smaller grid
size.
3.7.3 Two Rodents Scenarios
For the two rodents scenario category the environments used to produce the required
video data covered the entire 120 × 120cm box space. Two stills from the video data
collected are given in Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). In the figures two rodents (mice) can be
clearly identified. Note that the two stills feature slightly different scenarios in that the
obstructions are not in the same place in both cases. The circular objects are nests that
have one opening where a mouse can enter and exit. The boxes also feature side panels
but these are not of significance with respect to the desired video analysis reported on
here. In this case a 14 × 14 grid was superimposed over the video data as shown in
Figure 3.7(c). The resulting grid cell size d will then be 120/14 = 8.5cm5 enough to
capture a single mouse agent.
3.8 Video Data Analysis and Location Extraction
This section considers the software developed for extracting data from video, the Video
Data Acquisition Software (VDAS)6. In general terms Video Data Acquisition (VDA)
4A grid cell size of d = 6cm equates to 15 pixels with respect to the video used for evaluation purposes
in this thesis.
5A grid cell size of d = 8.5cm equates to a 30× 30 pixels grid cell size with respect to the video used
for evaluation purposes in this thesis.
6This software is based on the BlobTrackingModule available at:
https://nsl.cs.usc.edu/enl/trunk/aqua/OpenCV-2.3.1/doc/vidsurv/Blob Tracking Modules.doc,
https://nsl.cs.usc.edu/enl/trunk/aqua/OpenCV-2.3.1/doc/vidsurv/Blob Tracking Tests.doc.
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(a) Still from rodent video data featuring a
Two rodent scenario, Example 1
(b) Still from rodent video data featuring a
Two rodent scenario, Example 2
(c) Still from rodent video data with 14× 14
grid (Two rodent scenario)
Figure 3.7: Stills from rodent video featuring two mice
is the process of extracting information from video using appropriate software. With
respect to the work presented in this thesis the information we wish to extract is ro-
dent location information. A high-level block diagram of the adopted VDAS system is
presented in Figure 3.8. From the figure it can be seen that VDAS takes video data as
input, in MP4 format (see Sub-section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2), and produces location data
as output; the later obtained using a location data extraction process. The location data
is stored in a set of sets L = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}, where n is the expected number of objects
(rodents) of interest. Note that the VDAS system described above was developed in C#
and used Ms SQL server 2008 for data storage.
So as to identify the rodent objects of interest in the video data background sub-
traction was adopted as described in Sub-section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2. From Chapter
2 it will be recalled that the idea is to compare a video frame which is known not to
feature an objects of interest, referred to as the background image (imgb), with a current
frame imgi. The two images are compared pixel by corresponding pixel and a foreground
image (imgf ) produced (Equation 3.3). If two corresponding pixels in imgb and imgi
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Figure 3.8: Block Diagram for Video Data Acquisition Software (VDAS)
Figure 3.9: Background subtraction process
have the same colour value (within some level of tolerance expressed by a threshold T )
the corresponding pixel colour value in imgf is set to 0 (black), otherwise it is set to 1
(white). On completion the imgf will thus feature white blobs indicating the objects we
are interested in. Noise can be removed by pruning blobs below a minimum size. The
remaining blobs can then be segmented and stored. With respect to the VDAS software
the location of a blob is the geometric centre of a given blob, expressed in terms of x-y
pixel coordinates referenced to some origin and translated into a cell ID number. The
background subtraction process is illustrated in Figure 3.9
imgf = imgi − imgb (3.3)
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The VDAS location data extraction process is illustrated by the flow diagram pre-
sented in Figure 3.10. The associated pseudo code also for VDAS is presented in Algo-
rithm 1. With reference to Algorithm 1 (and the flow chart given in Figure 3.10) the
input is a MP4 video file comprised of a sequence of frames {f0, f1, . . . , fk} and a sample
interval s. The output is a set of sets of locations L = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln} where n is the
number of objects of interest. The process commences (line 4) by superimposing a grid
over the initial video frame. The nature of this grid is defined by the user. The user
interface included with VDAS allows the user to superimpose a grid over the video by
selecting the grid corner locations and specifying a value for d. Each cell in the grid is
defined using absolute addressing as described earlier in this chapter and illustrated in
Figure 3.17.
Return to Algorithm 1, in line 5 of the algorithm a background image, imgb is
generated. To this end it should be noted that the video data, in all cases, initially
does not feature any rodents, these are introduced once the video has started. This
was done specifically so that a background image can be obtained for use with respect
the background subtraction process. The remainder of the video is process using a loop
(lines 7 to 16). Every s frames a new sample image (imgi) is obtained (line 8). This is
then compared to the background image using the backgroundSubtrcation function (line
9) and a foreground image (imgf ) produced. The foreground image is then processed,
using the function blobExtraction, and a set of zero, one or more “blobs” extracted and
stored in the set Blobs (line 10)8. This set is then processed (lines 11 to 14) and for
each blobi ∈ Blob a corresponding cell number is identified. This is appended to the set
Li associated with the current object.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Video Data Acquisition Software process
1: INPUT: Video File in WMV format comprising a set of frames {f0, f1, . . . , fk}
2: sample intervals s
3: OUTPUT: L = Set of sets of Locations ({L1, L2, . . . , Ln})
4: initialiseGrid() . Superimpose grid
5: imgb =extractBackground(f0) . Capture frame from video
6: i = s
7: while (Not EOF) do . If Not End Of File repeat the loop
8: imgi = extractFrameImage(i)
9: imgf = backgroungSubtraction (imgb, imgi)
10: Blobs = blobExtraction(imgf )
11: for (j ← 1 to |Blobs|) do
12: cellNo = findCell ID (blobj)
13: Lj = (Lj ∪ cellNo)
14: end for
15: i ← i + s
16: end while
17: Exit . If End Of File reaches exit program
7The selected grid size d used for extracting location information from the video data should be the
same as that used to later mine movement patterns as described in Chapter 4.
8A blob in this context is thus a group of connected white pixels.
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Figure 3.10: Flow chart for VDAS system
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Where the number of expected objects is greater than one (N > 1) the appropriate
location set Li is identified by examining the most recent previously recorded locations
in each set Li and predicting next locations by “dead reckoning”
9. By comparing the
current location with each predicted locations, the new location can be added to the
location set for the object where the predicted location is closest to the current location.
It may be the case, where two or more objects of interest are close to each other, that a
location is allocated to the wrong location set; this is not considered to be an issue as we
wish to extract movement patterns from the location data rather than track individual
objects. Video object tracking in concerned with the accurate following of objects in
video data; with respect to the work presented in this thesis, the interest is in identifying
MPs rather than accurate tracking of objects. On occasion an object we wish to track
may be lost, typically when it enters a nest box, in which case a null location will be
recorded and appended to Li.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter environmental modelling and the location data acquisition process were
discussed. It was noted that the way in which an environment is modelled impinges
on the requirements for the location data acquisition. It was also noted that the en-
vironments of interest may contain a variety of objects such as: obstructions, blocked
areas, open areas, tunnels and wall proximity areas. It was further noted that agent
locations could be expressed in absolute terms or relative terms. Agents are antici-
pated to interact with the environment objects. A grid representation (tile world) was
adopted as the most appropriate mechanism for modelling environments. Using the grid
representation environments were represented using equal sized grid cells. A grid cell
numbering system was used so that the environments of interest could be linearised.
The relationship between entities, as in the case of the two-rodent scenario category,
where captured using the concept of zones. Three zones were identified: (i) intrusion
zone, (ii) proximity zone and (iii) ignore zone. The mechanism for expressing movement
vectors using the grid representation was then considered; a movement vector captures,
distance, direction and speed (distance travelled over a prescribed time interval). Note
that the stopped condition is considered to be a special type of movement with speed of
zero. It was noted that the nature of movement vectors using the absolute mechanism
is different to their nature using the relative mechanism. The relative mechanism was
founded on the concept of location descriptors made up of the ground types associated
with a 3× 3 sub grid surrounding a current location of interest, linearised from top-left
to bottom-right. Three different categories of scenario are considered in this thesis: (i)
Simple, (ii) Complex and (iii) Two-rodent; each category was detailed in the chapter.
For the extraction of location information from the video data a software system was
presented, the Video Data Acquisition Software (VDAS) system, that tracks objects of
9The phrase dead reckoning, commonly used in navigation, means predicting a next location assuming
current velocity and direction is maintained.
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interest and extracts associated locations using a given sample interval. The next chap-
ter describes the process whereby movement pattern are mined from the location data
extracted from the training videos using the VDAS system.
Chapter 4
Pattern Mining Framework
4.1 Introduction
This chapter details the nature and structure of Movement Patterns (MPs). Recall that
MPs describing the movement of a subject (rodents in the case of the focus of this thesis)
from time t to t+i. Recall also that the environment in which entities of interest operate,
the “playing area” in the context of MABS operation, was encapsulated in the form of
a grid across which subjects could be tracked (as described in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3).
As discussed previously in Chapter 3, two mechanisms were considered for repre-
senting MPs: (i) absolute and (ii) relative. The distinction between the two, as the
terminology suggests, is that in the first case locations are recorded relative to the origin
of the environment while in the second the location is recorded relative to the local sur-
roundings. Absolute locations are therefore expressed in terms of a specific address (a
unique number), while when using relative patterns the locations are represented using
descriptors. The significance is that absolute patterns can only be used with respect
to simulations that feature the same environment as that from which the patterns were
mined, while relative patterns are more versatile and can be used for a variety of simula-
tions. However, relative descriptors are more complex. In this chapter both mechanisms
are considered in further detail in the context of MPs. It should also be noted here that
the extracted MPs provided a “knowledge base” with which to drive the desired MABS.
The operation of this MABS is presented in the following chapter, Chapter 5.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows, Section 4.2 introduces the
generic structure and formalism of the MP concept. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 then consider
the two MP representations mechanisms, absolute and relative, respectively. The follow-
ing section, Section 4.5, then discuses the advantages offered by the relative mechanism
over the absolute. This is followed by Section 4.6, which discusses (and demonstrates)
the concept of states as incorporated into MPs. Section 4.7 describes the process of
extracting MPs from the location information extracted from video data using VDAS.
The chapter is summarised in Section 4.8.
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4.2 Formalism
This section presents a formal definition of the concept of MPs. The fundamental
structure of an MP is that of a tuple of the form:
MP = 〈F, S, v, Path〉
Where: (i) F is the “From” location (where the movement represented by the MP starts);
(ii) S is a collection of zero, one or more states describing the spatial relationship between
agents featured in a scenario; (iii) v is a movement vector (as introduced in Section 3.5
in the previous chapter); and (iv) Path is the path, encapsulated by the MP, which
an agent needs to follow to get to the “To” location. The nature of these elements is
discussed in further detail in the remainder of this section.
The From location (F ) is the start location in the grid environment from where the
movement described by a MP commences. The variable F is itself a tuple of the form:
〈loc ID, div label〉
where: (i) where loc ID is a location identifier and (ii) div label is a division label. The
format of the variable loc ID is dependent on whether we are considering absolute MPs
or relative MPs. In the first case it will simply be a grid cell number, in the second
case it will be a location descriptor. Recall that location descriptors were described
in Chapter 3, Section 3.6. The div label variable is used where the environment is
divided into a number of divisions as in the case of scenarios that fall into the Complex
Scenario category; one of the three categories of scenario considered in this thesis. Where
appropriate it is drawn from a set of labels {d1, d2, . . . }. If a scenario features no divisions
the variable is simply omitted.
Each state s in S defines the relative relationship between two agents using a set of
labels, {“ignore”, “closeby”,“meeting”, “follow”} defined using a set of concentric zones
as explained previously in chapter 3. With respect to the work presented in this thesis
a number of different states are defined, details are given later in this chapter in Section
4.6. An MP can feature zero, one or more states depending on how many agents feature
in a scenario. If we have n agents then S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn−1}, we are not interested on
how an agent relates to itself hence n − 1 . In case of multiple mice scenario, the set
of state will be going longer, thus it is suggested to use count of instances for different
states. If there is only one agent, then S = ∅. Note that a MP defines movement in
terms of a single entity.
The element v of the MP tuple, as already noted, is a movement vector. The concept
of movement vectors was discussed previously in Chapter 3. The value for v can be
expressed as a single number v or as a coordinate pair 〈x, y〉 depending on whether
we are using absolute or relative movement patterns. Recall that in the absolute case
the movement vectors are applicable only in the context of environments that feature
a particular size (length and width), the nature of absolute movement vectors will be
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different for different environments, not the case with respect to relative movement
vectors (although consequently they are expressed using two values rather than one).
The value of v when applied to an agent’s current location indicates the “To” location
associated with the MP.
The fourth component of the MP tuple, Path, as already noted, indicates the “route”
that the MP prescribes whereby an agent adopting the MP can get from its From location
to the indicated To location (indicated by v). The number of elements in Path (|path|)
depends on how far we wish to “look ahead”. With respect to the evaluation and case
studies presented later in this thesis |path| = 5 was used 1. Using |path| > 1 means that
our rodent agents have a “memory”, they have a planned route they wish to follow. The
elements of Path are all movement vectors. Thus using absolute movement patterns,
where |path| > 1, we have a sequence of movement vectors of the form {v1, v2,. . . , v|path|}
were v|path| indicates the end location (the same location as indicated by the variable
v included in all movement patterns) and the remaining vectors indicate locations at
intermediate locations, we refer to these locations as waypoints. In the case of relative
movement patterns where |path| > 1, we have a sequence of movement vectors of the
form {〈x1, y1〉, 〈x2, y2〉, . . . , 〈x|path|, y|path|〉}.
4.3 Absolute Movement Patterns
Absolute Movement Patterns (AMPs) are derived from absolute location data. As al-
ready established, absolute locations are recorded relative to the origin of the environ-
ment. More specifically the grid numbering introduced in the previous chapter. These
numbers were thus used to define the From location F in a given MP tuple. Similarly
the value for v, and the contents of the set Path were defined in terms of absolute val-
ues from the origin. Some example AMPs, in terms of the three categories of scenario
considered in this thesis, are presented below.
In the case of the Simple Scenario category the scenarios featured only one agent
(rodent) and no divisions, thus MPs in this case had the form:
〈〈loc ID〉, v, Path〉
An example is given in Figure 4.1. In the figure the orange colour indicates nest location,
green indicates a wall proximity area and white indicates open space. Figure 4.1 features
a 10×10 environment with cells numbered using absolute addressing and a set of rodent
locations at times t0 to t5. In the figure (and similar figures used later in this chapter)
the solid disc represents the location at t0, the open double edged disc represents the
location at t5 and the intervening open discs the locations in between at times t1, t2, t3
and t4. The edges connecting the discs are simply intended to indicate the sequence of
location visits, not the actual paths followed. Assuming |Path| = 5, we would extract
an AMP of the form:
1The reason why |path| = 5 is explained in Chapter 6.
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〈〈2〉, 18, {41, 49, 6,−8,−70}〉
Figure 4.1: Example environment with absolute addresses in the context of the Simple
Scenario category
In case of the complex scenario category the scenarios of interest featured a number of
divisions connected by tunnels, but again only one agent (rodent). Thus the structure
of the AMPs was:
〈〈loc ID, div label〉, v, Path〉
An example is given in Figure 4.2 which features a complex scenario with three divi-
sions, connected by two tunnels, and a set of rodent locations at times t0 to t5. In the
figure different colours are assigned to indicate different areas and objects within the
environment as follows: (i) green indicates wall proximity, (ii) yellow indicates blocked
areas, (iii) white indicates open space, (iv) blue indicates tunnel area, (v) red indicates
gate cells, (vi) brown nest locations and (vii) gray water points. Assuming |Path| = 5,
we would extract an AMP of the form :
〈〈98, “L”〉, 14, {−17,−17, 41,−35, 42}〉
Note that in this case the adopted set of division labels is {L,M,R} indicating the left,
middle and right divisions respectively. The adopted absolute addressing is as indicated
by the cell numbering shown in the figure.
Finally, in case of the Two rodent Scenario category the scenarios will feature more
than one agent (rodent). Consequently AMPs were structured as follows:
〈〈loc ID, div label〉, S, v, Path〉
Figure 4.3 shows an example Two-rodent scenario featuring two agents (rodents) A and
B and a set of six locations for each agent at times t0 to t5. Again, in the figure the
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Figure 4.2: Example environment with absolute addresses in the context of the Com-
plex Scenario category
colours indicate different areas and objects, for example orange indicates a nest site and
purple indicates an obstruction object. The AMPs associated with agents A and B
respectively, assuming |Path| = 5, will then be :
〈〈31〉, {Ignore}, 36, {30,−26,−11, 17, 26}〉
〈〈172〉, {Ignore},−42, {−10,−24,−29,−5,−39}〉
Figure 4.3: Example environment with absolute addresses in the context of the Two-
rodent scenario category
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4.4 Relative Movement Patterns (RMPs)
Using Relative Movemet Patterns (RMP) the idea was to use location descriptors whereby
a location is described by its location ground type and that of its immediate neighbours
as described in Chapter 3. The important thing to note here is that the relative mech-
anism will work regardless of the nature of the grid size or the playing area size. Some
example RMPs, in terms of the three categories of scenarios considered in this thesis,
are presented in the remainder of this section.
In the case of the Simple Scenario category, as in the case of AMPs, RMPs will have
the following structure:
〈〈loc ID, div label〉,v, Path〉
Figure 4.4 shows the same scenario as shown in Figure 4.1 but with ground types instead
of cell numberings. The associated RMP in this case, assuming |Path| = 5, will be:
〈〈nn− nn−−−−〉, (−2, 0), {(−3,−6), (−5,−2), (−1, 3), (1, 4), (6, 1)}〉
Figure 4.4: Example environment with ground types in the context of the Simple
Scenario category
In the context of the Simple scenario considered for evaluation purposes with respect
to the work presented in this thesis the 45 different potential descriptors are listed in
Appendix A (Table A.1). Thus, considering the descriptor for the grid cell at the top
left hand corner of Figure 4.4, which in turn represents a nest location (see Figure 3.3
in Chapter 3), this is described by the descriptor 〈− − − − n n − n n〉 indicating that
five of the neighbourhood locations are outside of the playing area.
In the case of the Complex Scenario category the RMPs will again have the same
format as in the case of AMPs:
〈〈loc ID, div label〉,v, Path〉
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Figure 4.5: Example environment with ground types in the context of the Complex
Scenario category
Figure 4.5 shows the same configuration as in Figure 4.2 but with ground type identifiers
instead of cell numbers. The associated RMP, again assuming |Path| = 5, would be:
〈〈ooonnonno, “L”〉, (0, 14), {(−2, 3), (−2, 4), (4, 0), (−2, 3), (2, 4)}〉
In the context of the Complex scenario category simulations considered for evaluation
purposes with respect to the work described in this thesis the 119 different potential
relative descriptors as listed in Appendix A (Table A.2). The identified set of location
ground types labels in this case is L = {b, g, i, n, o, w, t,−} as discussed previously in
Chapter 3. Note also that with respect to Figure 4.5 the environment features three
divisions: L (left), M (Middle) and R (Right).
Finally, in case of the Two-rodent scenario category RMPs will have the form:
〈〈loc ID, div label〉, S,v, Path〉
Figure 4.6 shows the same example Two-rodent scenario as shown in Figure 4.3 but with
ground type labels. In the Figure 4.6, RMPs have been shown along with the states.
The RMPs associated with the two agents will then be:
〈〈wwwoooooo〉, {Ignore}, (8,−7), {(3,−1), (−3,−3), (1,−6), (4, 1), (2, 3)}〉
〈〈ooooooooo〉, {Ignore}, (−1, 3), {(3, 2), (0, 6), (−3, 1), (1,−4), (−1,−3)}〉
4.5 Advantages of relative mechanism over absolute mech-
anism
This section considers the advantages and disadvantages of the two representations for
movement patterns. Starting with absolute movement patterns the main advantage with
respect to relative movement patterns is that the absolute addressing mechanism used
with respect to absolute MPs is succinct and easy to apply.
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Figure 4.6: Example environment with ground types in the context of the Two-rodent
Scenario category
With respect to relative MPs the advantages are firstly that relative MPs are more
generic than absolute MPs and consequently have wider applicability. Absolute MPs are
only applicable to the specific environment with respect to which they were defined. Thus
with respect to simulations absolute patterns can only be used in the context of identical
environments. If we wish to conduct simulations using a smaller/larger environment we
would have to collect further appropriate raw video data and repeat the movement
pattern mining process. As the collection of raw video data is both time consuming and
resource intensive this is not desirable. Also the idea of computer simulation is that
the simulation is as generic as possible so that users can run a variety of scenarios and
conduct “what if” style experiments. Secondly using the relative representation for MPs
fewer location patterns are typically required than the number of cell labels; thus the
relative representation, in addition to being more generic, also offers some simplification.
However, a disadvantage of relative MPs, with respect to work presented in this thesis,
is that the relative descriptors used are currently rotation invariant, for future work the
intention is to derive descriptors that are rotation variant in which case the number of
required descriptors will be decreased.
In summary the advantages of using relative patterns over absolute patterns are as
follows:
1. Fewer location patterns are typically required than the number of cells in the grid.
2. They are more generic than absolute patterns.
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3. They can be used for larger/smaller gird sizes (environments) and to generate
them.
4. They are potentially rotatable and have a mirroring property.
To illustrate point 3, the reader might consider the relative patterns generated using
(say) a 10 × 10 grid, and then equally be used in the context of a 20 × 20 grid or a
30× 30 grid.
4.6 States
An important aspect of movement patterns in the context of the Two-rodent scenario
category is the concept of states. As noted previously, a state defines the relationship
between two entities (mice in our case) in such a way that this can be incorporated into
a MABS environment. We have four different states {“ignore”, “closeby”,“meeting”,
“follow”} arranged in a state graph as illustrated in the Figure 4.7. In the figure the
nodes represent the four individual states and the directed edges indicate the follow-on
state for each individual state. The figure shows the possible state changes; every state
is accessible from the “closeby” state. A state changes from “ignore” to “meeting” or
follow can only occur via the “closeby” state. Note also that states can follow on from
themselves (they self reference). The state names used are indicative of the relationship
between the two entities of interest. Note also that states are defined on the basis of
“zones” as discussed in Chapter 3 and the relative direction θ of one from the other.
More specifically the states are defined as follows.
Ignore: Describes the situation where the two entities are so far apart that their mutual
presence is not considered to impact on one another. The ignore state is defined in
terms of a dpz × dpz “proximity zone” defined about each entity’s location where
dpz is measured in terms of a number of grid squares. If two entities are outside
of one another’s proximity zones they are said to be in an “ignore state”. In the
case of the mouse behaviour MABS of interest with respect to this thesis, dpz = 7
grid squares are chosen. The definition of proximity zones is of course application
dependent and has to be set in consultation with domain experts. A simpler
mechanism for defining the ignore state is to say it is the default state used where
none of the other proposed states are applicable.
Meeting: The meeting state describes the situation where two entities are in close
intrusion zone. Intrusion zone is define in terms of a diz × diz “intrusion zone”
(not the same as an proximity zone) defined about each entity’s location where
diz is again measured in terms of a number of grid squares. A good heuristic
for determining dip is dip =
dpz−1
2 . In the case of the mouse behaviour MABS
presented in this thesis, diz = 3 thus adopted. If two entities are within one
another’s proximity zones, regardless of whether they are moving or stopped, they
are considered to be in a “meeting” state.
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Figure 4.7: State Graph
Closeby: Two mice are in a closeby state if they are within each other’s proximity zones
but not within each others intrusion zones and do not subscribe to the definition
for the following state (see below).
Follow state: Describes the situation where two mice are in a “closeby” situation and
both are moving in approximately the same direction so that one can be said to be
following the other. The following situation was found to be a relatively frequent
occurrence with respect to the sample video data which was used to both drive
and evaluate the work presented in this thesis, hence a specific follow state was
defined. The following state exists, given a current agent m1, and a second agent
m2, if:
1. m1 and m2 are in a “Closeby relationship”.
2. The bearing (α) of m2 from m1 at time t1 is equal to the direction of travel of m1
within a tolerance of θ,
3. The direction of travel of m2 is equal to direction of travel of m1, within a tolerance
of ω.
Note that for the “Follow” state to be applicable all of the above conditions should exist.
The first condition expresses the requirement that both agents should be in a “Closeby”
relationship, the second condition that one of the agents should be approximately in
front of the other, and the third condition that the two agents should be travelling in
approximately the same direction.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for States
1: INPUT:
2: location (l1) and direction (h1) of agent m1
3: location (l2) and direction (h2) of agent m2
4: D = Proximity zone expressed as a set of locations about m1
5: E = Intrusion zone expressed as a set of locations about m1
6: OUTPUT: State for m1
7: c = Threshold1
8: k = Threshold2
9: if (l1 ∈ E) then
10: state ← “Meeting”
11: else if (l1 ∈ D) then
12: α← bearing (l1, l2)
13: θ ← arc defined by (α+ c and α− c)
14: ω ← arc defined by (α+ k and α− k)
15: if (h1 ∈ θ and h2 ∈ ω ) then
16: state ← “Follow”
17: else
18: state ← “Closeby”
19: end if
20: else
21: state ← “Ignore”
22: end if
The algorithm for determining the state of a rodent entity is given by the pseudo
code presented in Algorithm 2. The pseudo code describes the process for finding the
appropriate state label for a given agent. The input is the locations and directions for
a pair of agents m1 and m2; that is, location l1 and direction h1 for agent m1 and the
same for agent m2. The algorithm also takes as input a proximity zone (D) and an
intrusion zone (E), these zones are defined in terms of sets of locations about agent m1.
The output is one of the four identified states in the set S. In line 9 the algorithm checks
whether location l1 is located within the intrusion zone, if so the state is “meeting”. In
line 11, the algorithm checks whether location l2 is within the proximity zone and that
direction of m1 is within θ and direction of m2 is within ω so if the state is “follow”;
otherwise the state will be “closeby”. If none of the condition are met the default
“ignore” state is selected.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the “follow” state concept. The figure features an agent m1 at
location l1 shown as a black coloured circle, and an agent m2 at location l2 shown as a
red coloured circle at time t1. The bearing α of agent m2 is found from locations l1 and
l2. Arc θ is defined by (α+ c) and (α− c) while arc ω is defined by (α+k) and (α−k)2.
2For the purpose of the evaluation presented later in this thesis c = 15◦ and k = 45◦ was used.
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Figure 4.8: Arcs of agents for defining the “follow” state
4.7 Movement Pattern Mining
This section describes the process whereby MPs are mined from the location information
extracted from video data using a VDAS system, as described in the forgoing section.
The location information is in the form of location IDs each associated with a frame
number t. The interval between locations is some number of video frames i. Thus if
we have a location recorded at time t the next location will be recorded at time t + i,
and so on. The nature of i will depend on the simulation application domain under
consideration. In the case of the rodent simulations considered in this thesis, i = 25
was used with respect to scenarios featuring rats and i = 5 with respect to scenarios
featuring mice. Location information was stored in a text file format as shown in Table
4.1. In the table the first column lists the time stamp (frame number) and the second
the associated location ID. Note also that with respect to the example shown in the
Table i = 25 was used.
The pseudo code for the MP mining is given in Algorithm 3. The algorithm takes
as input: (i) a set of sets of locations, L = {Li, L2, . . . , Ln}, where n is the number
of objects (agents) being tacked; (ii) a desired path size k; (iii) a set of agents (A =
{A1, A2, . . . , An}); and (iv) the desired representation type, repType, either: absolute
or relative. The output is a set of MPs, M , for later use.
The first step is to generate a set of sets of location sequences, Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn},
where each sequence is of length k. Table 4.2 shows the sequences that will be extracted
from the location data example given in Table 4.1 assuming k = 5.
The remainder of the algorithm comprises two loops (lines 2-18 and lines 20-26 ).
The first loop is responsible for mining the set of sets S to extract all the MPs contained
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Table 4.1: Example location information extracted video data using i = 25
Time Location ID
25 1
50 2
75 4
100 7
125 8
150 19
175 80
200 90
. . . . . .
Table 4.2: An example set of location IDs in a form of sequences using the location
information from Table 4.1
Loct Loct+i Loct+2i Loct+3i Loct+4i
1 2 4 7 8
2 4 7 8 19
4 7 8 19 80
7 8 19 80 90
8 19 80 90 90
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
there in, while the second loop is responsible for determining the frequency with which
each MP occurs and generating the output set M . Recall that MPs are of the form:
MP = 〈F, S, v, Path〉.
where: F is the from location, S is the set of states (each state indicating the relationship
between the current agent and another agent in the scenario), v is the movement vector
linking the from location to the desired “To” location, and Path is the path (of length
k) that the current agent should follow to get to the To location.
In the first loop the value for F is instantiated on lines 4 to 8, S on lines 9 to 12, v
on line 13 and Path on line 14. The algorithm features 4 functions: (i) genDescriptor
(line 7), (ii) calcState (line 10), (iii) calcV ector (line 13) and (iv) calcPath (line 14),
each is discussed in further detail below.
1. genDescriptor: This function is used to generate a descriptor of a current location
where the relative representation is used (descriptor generation was discussed in
Chapter 3, Section 3.6).
2. calcState: This function calculates the state describing the relationship between
the current agent, agent Ai, and another agent Aj in the scenario, by considering
the first two locations in the sequence table of each agent. Note that the calc-
State function is only called when considering a multiple mice scenario. The state
concept was discussed in detail in Section 4.6; states are calculated according to
Algorithm 2 also given in Section 4.6.
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Algorithm 3 Mining MPs from Location DataBase
INPUT:
L = {L1, L2, . . . , Ln}, a set of sets of Locations (as shown in Table 4.1)
k, path size
A = {A1, A2, . . . , An}, a set of agents
repType, the desired representation type (absolute or relative)
OUTPUT: M , a set of MPs with counts
1: Q = A set of sets of location sequences of the form Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . Qn}
2: for (i = 1→ |A|) do
3: for (j = 1→ |Li| in steps of k) do
4: if (repType == absolute) then
5: F = Qi,j(0)
6: else
7: F = genDescriptor(Qi,j(0))
8: end if
9: for (a = 1→ |A| and a 6= i) do . if more than one rodents
10: state = calcState(Li,j(0), Li,j(1), La,j(0), La,j(1))
11: State = State ∪ state
12: end for
13: v = calcV ector(repType, Li,j(0), Li,j(k))
14: Path = calcPath(repType, {Li,j(0), . . . , Li,j(k)})
15: end for
16: mp = 〈F, State, v, Path〉
17: MP = MP ∪mp
18: end for
19: M = ∅
20: for (i = 1→ |MP |) do
21: if (mpi ∈M) then
22: Increment count
23: else
24: M = M ∪ 〈mpi, 1〉
25: end if
26: end for
27: Return M
3. calcV ector: This function is used to calculate the movement vector v by subtract-
ing the first location of the current sequence, Qi,j(0), from the last location in
the current sequence Li,j(k). In case of the absolute mechanism, locations are
represented in an integer format, while in case of the relative mechanism locations
are represented in x, y component format. This is why the function needs relTyp
as an argument. The mechanism for finding movement vectors was discussed in
Chapter 3, Section 3.5.
4. calcPath: This function calculates the path element of a MP (Path). The function
takes the current sequence, Sij , as an input and calculates the path part for the
MP. Recall that a path is defined in terms of a set of points (waypoints) obtained by
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subtracting each current location ID from the previous location ID of the sequence.
In the case of the absolute mechanism location IDs are integer numbers, but in
the case of the relative mechanism location IDs are representing in term of x, y
components. Thus the function needs relTyp as one of its arguments. The concept
of paths was discussed in Section 4.2.
In the second loop (lines 19-26) the set-off MPs is refined so that we have a set M
comprising tuples of the form 〈mp, count〉. These counts are used with respect to the
MP selection strategy used to drive MABSs as described in the following chapter. The
algorithm terminates (line 27) by returning the set M . The generated MPs are stored
in a movement pattern database so that each MP has its count stored within it.
4.8 Summary
This chapter has presented the formalism for the Movement Pattern (MP) concept.
Essentially a MP is a four part tuple that takes the form 〈F, S, v, Path〉. Two different
types of mechanisms were considered: (i) absolute and (ii) relative. Both mechanisms
were also considered in terms of the three scenario categories considered in this thesis.
At the end of the chapter the idea of states, used in connection with the two-rodent
scenario category was presented. States defines the relationship between two entities
(rodents in our case). In the following chapter mechanisms whereby MABS can operate
using the concept of movement patterns, as described in this chapter, are explored and
discussed.
Chapter 5
MABS Operation Single and Two
Rodent Scenarios
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes how Movement Patterns (MPs), as presented in the previous
chapter, Chapter 4, can be utilised in a Multi-Agent Based Simulation (MABS) frame-
work. In other words, how MPs can be used to drive a (rodent behaviour) MABS.
A block diagram outlining the components of the envisioned MP driven MABS, with
respect to rodent simulation, is presented in Figure 5.1. In the figure the part of the
framework in which the agents operate, rodents in our case, is conceptualized in the form
of cloud in which agents and other objects within the simulation exist. In the figure a
number of example objects have been included, namely nests, tunnels and divisions (we
can think of others). The cloud has an interface, having two parts: a user interface and a
visualisation interface. The user interface allows users to interact with the MABS, while
the visualization interface allows uses to observe a simulation as it progresses. On the
edge of the cloud (in Figure 5.1) there is also a simulation controller, which interfaces
with a database of MPs and provides a mechanism whereby agents can select MPs to
be implement by them. How this database is used is the central theme of this chap-
ter. For analysis purposes, as the simulation progresses, the simulator controller collects
agent locations and stores them in a location database; this also feeds the visualization
software.
In the real world scenario (video data), it has been observed that, mice can group
together at any location (e.g. nest location etc.) therefore collision might occur. In small
population, collisions in real world are smoothly resolved and mice reach the desired
destinations. Therefore, neither collision was considered in this research work nor a
specific procedure was implemented for it, though it could be an interesting aspect in
future work studying larger groups (in which collisions could be more often and result in
changing the destinations). Algorithm 4 presents some high level pseudo code describing
the operation of the proposed MP driven MABS. As it is difficult to know in advance,
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Figure 5.1: Components of envisioned MP driven MABS with respect to rodent
simulation
that, what will be the next location of other mouse agent at the time of MP selection.
Thus to prevent mouse agent to go to a location, where already another mouse agent
approaching, is not considered in the algorithm. The algorithm takes as input: (i) a set
of agents A = {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an} where n is the number of agents in the simulation, (ii)
an environment and (iii) a database of MPs. Output from the algorithm is a simulation
that can be observed using the visualization interface (see Figure 5.1). The algorithm
commences by first “setting-up” the simulation environment, this is discussed further in
Sub-Section 5.3.1 below. The algorithm then enters a loop (lines 2 to 10) and processes
each agent in A. If an agent has a path which it is following (line 4), the location of the
agent is updated as indicated by the path. Otherwise (line 7) the agent selects a (new)
MP.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 presents an overview
for the process of selecting MPs. This is followed in Section 5.3 with details concerning
the implementation of the MP driven MABS framework presented in Figure 5.1. The
chapter is concluded, in Section 5.4, with a summary and a “look ahead”.
5.2 Movement Pattern selection
The fundamental idea underpinning the envisioned MABS is that the simulations are
driven using MPs extracted (learnt) from video data. The conjectured advantage is
that the resulting simulations will be more realistic and that MP generation will be
much less resource intensive than in the case where agent behaviour is hand coded. On
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo Code illustrating the high level operation of an MP directed
MABS
INPUT: Set of Agents A = {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an} , Environment, DB of MPs
OUTPUT: A visualisation of the simulation
1: Environment set up
2: while (true) do
3: for (i = 1→ |A|) do
4: if (Ai.hasPath) then
5: update location for Ai according to path
6: else
7: select new MP for Ai (Algorithm 5)
8: end if
9: end for
10: end while
start up each agent needs to select an appropriate MP, implement it, and when the
implementation is complete select a follow on MP, and so. The process was given by the
pseudo code in Algorithm 4.
The idea is that the MP selection process is embedded in the MABS simulation
controller (see Figure 5.1). The process for selecting MPs is illustrated in block diagram
form in Figure 5.2, where the directed edges indicate process flow. With reference to
Figure 5.2 the process starts by extracting all MPs, from the MP database, that feature
the given agent’s current location (the From location F in the context of the MPs)
and, in the case of scenarios featuring more than one agent, the contents of the current
agents set of states S describing its relationship with other agents that exists in the
scenario. If there is no MP available these constrains are relaxed (right-hand branch
of the block diagram) so that alternative, but similar, From locations are considered
(this is discussed further in Sub-section 5.2.3 below). When the relative representation
is adopted the next step is to prune those MPs which are not “legal”. This is not
necessary where the absolute mechanisms is adopted because absolute MPs will always
be legal as they only operate with environments identical to those for which they are
generated, not the case using relative patters but as a consequence such patterns may
not always be legal. For a potential MP to be legal, the indicated To location, and any
intervening way points, must be both valid and accessible. What is meant by the terms
valid and accessible in this context is discussed further in Sub-section 5.2.1 below. If
there is no MP available after pruning the set of MPs for the given From locations, the
constrains for the From location are again relaxed in the same manner as in the case
where no suitable MPs were found in the first place. After finding a set of available MPs,
one MP is selected using a random weighted probability mechanism; this is discussed in
further detail in Sub-section 5.2.2.
Algorithm 5 illustrates the MP selection process in further detail. The algorithm
takes three inputs: (i) the current from location lf for the agent under consideration,
(ii) a database of MPs, D, and (iii) a set B of cell location IDs representing blocked
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Figure 5.2: Overview of movement pattern selection process
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areas. Output from the algorithm is a selected MP s. The algorithm consists of two
loops one nested inside the other. The algorithm commences (line 2) by generating a
set P of all MPs in D that feature the from location lf . If the set P is empty then
the alternative selection strategy is adopted (as discussed further in Sub-section 5.2.2),
otherwise the algorithm loops through the set P (lines 6-18) and for each pi ∈ P extracts
the To location lt (line 7); this is calculated using the movement vector included in all
MPs. The location lt is then checked to determine whether it is “valid and accessible”
using the function validLocation(cell,B) (line 26). If lt is not a valid location the
associated MP, pi, is removed from P and the next location in P processed. Otherwise
the way points making up the Path in pi are checked for validity and accessibility (lines
11-16). The function validLocation (cell,B) is again used for this purpose (line 13).
If at the end of this process the set P is empty then the alternative selection strategy
is again adopted. Otherwise weighted random probability selection is applied to the set
P (line 23) and the selected MP s returned (line 24).
The function validLocation (cell,B) in Algorithm 5 takes as input a given location
ID and a set of blocked cell IDs. It also knows about the size of the environment. The
function returns true if cell is valid and accessible, and false otherwise. The function
checks whether cell is in B, and if so returns false, and whether cell is outside the
“playing area” in which case it also returns false, like wise the function checks (line 29)
that there should be at least one MP in the MP database for the current cell. If both
of the conditions mentioned in the function are true, function returns true, otherwise
returns false.
5.2.1 Valid Accessible MP
As noted above, the selection of a MP to be implemented by an agent is done from a
set of potential MPs that have been pruned so that MPs that are not “legal” have been
removed. This subsection considers the legality of MPs in further detail. Note that this
is of significance with respect to relative MPs only. To be legal a MP must be both: (i)
valid and (ii) accessible. A MP is said to be valid if the indicated final To location, and
the associated way points along the path to that To location, are inside the “playing
area” and are not blocked or obstructed locations (ground types − and b). A MP is said
to be accessible (features accessibility) if:
1. The To location and associated way points can all be accessed from the agents
current location.
2. The To location is also a From location in a least one MP in the MP database.
The significance of the later is so as to ensure that an agent will not get “stuck” at a
location where it cannot move out of.
The above is illustrated in Figure 5.3 which shows three different situations involving
a particular complex category scenario using relative MPs. The figure illustrates three
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Algorithm 5 Selecting a valid and legal MP from a set of MPs
INPUT:
from location lf
D a database of MPs
B = Set of cell identifiers representing blocked areas
OUTPUT:
s = a selected MP
1: main()
2: P = set of MPs {p1, p2, . . . } that feature the From location lf
3: if (P == φ) then
4: adopt alternative selection
5: else
6: for (i = 1→ |P |) do
7: lt = To location extracted from pi
8: if (not validLocation(lt,B)) then
9: remove pi from P
10: else
11: for (j = 0→ |Pi.Path|) do
12: cell = grid ID for waypoint j in Pi.Pathj
13: if (not validLocation(cell,B)) then
14: remove pi from P and break
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: if (P == φ) then
21: adopt alternative selection
22: else
23: s = random weighted probability selection applied to P
24: return s
25: end if
26: function validLocation(cellID,B)
27: if (cellID ∈ B OR cellID outside grid) then
28: return false
29: else if (cell features as a From location in at least one MP in D) then
30: return true
31: else
32: return false
33: end if
34: end function
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(a) Next location outside of environment (b) Next location is a cell located in a blocked area
(c) Invalid Path, way point in blocked area
Figure 5.3: Illustrations of invalid MPs
different conditions under which a MP can be rejected. The filled disk in each case
indicates a mouse agent’s current From location, while the double edged disk indicates a
To location. Figure 5.3(c) includes a number of way points, while in the first two figures
|Path| = 1.
Considering Figure 5.3(a) first, the From location is represented by the descriptor
〈iiioooooo,M〉 and the movement vector v associated with a candidate MP is (1,−3).
Applying v to the From location (1 grid cell east and 3 grid cells north) we get a location
which is outside the playing area. Hence the candidate MP is deemed to be illegal.
Moving on to Figure 5.3(b) the from location is represented by the descriptor 〈
owbowbowb, L〉. The movement vector v associated with the candidate MP under
consideration in this case is again assumed to be (1, 3). The To location in this case is
in a blocked area so the candidate MP is again considered to be illegal.
Considering Figure 5.3(c) the From location descriptor is 〈bwobwobwo,R〉 and the
movement vector associated with the candidate MP is assumed to be (−3, 0) which
gives a To location which is valid (within the playing area and not in a blocked area).
However, in this case the candidate MP, taken from a MP database of the form shown
in Table 5.1, the candidate MP has a path associated with it of the form: {(0,-3), (-2,0),
(-1,-1), (-2, 2), (2, 2)}. The four intermediate way points are indicated in Figure 5.3(c).
Inspection of the figure indicates that the second way point is located in a blocked area.
Thus in this case the MP is also rejected on the grounds that it is invalid.
5.2.2 Random Weighted Probabilistic Movement Pattern Selection
From the foregoing as part of the MP selection process, given a set P of two or more
legal MPs, all featuring a particular From location, an agent needs to select one. As
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Table 5.1: Fragment of example MP database with respect to illustration given in
Figure 5.3(c)
From Loc. Mov. Vector wp1 wp2 wp3 wp4 wp5
(f) (v)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-3, 0) (0, -3) (-2, 0) (-1, -1) (-2, 2) (2, 2)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-2, -8) (-1, 0) (-1, -1) (0, -3) (0, -1) (0, -3)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-2, -6) (-2, 0) (0, -3) (1, -2) (0, -1) (-1, 0)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-2, -6) (-1, 0) (-1, -2) (0, -2) (1, -1) (-1, -1)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-2, -6) (-1, 0) (-1, -1) (0, -3) (0, -1) (0, -1)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-1, -5) (-1, 0) (-1, -1) (0, -2) (0, -1) (1, -1)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (-1, -5) (-1, 0) (-1, 0) (0, -3) (1, -2) (0, 0)
〈bwobwobwo,R〉 (0, -6) (-1, 0) (-1, -1) (1, -3) (0, -1) (1, -1)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
also noted in the foregoing, this is done using a random weighted probability mechanism.
The weighed probability element is included to reflect the occurrence count of individual
MPs, some are more likely (popular) than others. The random element is included so
that when the same simulation is run several times the agents will not always behave in
exactly the same manner, as would be expected given a real life situation. The process
for determining weighted random probabilities is presented in this sub-section.
The weighted probability pi associated with each MP in the set of movement patterns
P is given by the occurrence count ci in the MP database, normalised by dividing by
the sum of all the occurrence counts of the MPs in P (Equation 5.1). Thus for each
pi ∈ P we have a probability value pi such that 0.0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.0 and the sum of all the pi
values equates to 1 (
∑i=|P |
i=0 pi = 1.0).
pi =
ci∑j=|P |
j=0 cj
(5.1)
The random selection element can best be described by considering the probabilities
to be sequentially arranged along a number line from 0.0 to 1.0 such that the MP
associated with each probability is represented by a sub-range of the number line. In
this manner the more probable MPs will be represented by larger sub-ranges. A random
number is then generated between 0.0 and 1.0 and the MP indicated by the sub-range
in which the number falls selected.
The weighted random probability selection process is illustrated by the pseudo code
given in Algorithm 6. The algorithm takes as input a set of valid MPs (P ). The output is
a selected MP s from the set P . The algorithm commences by determining a totalCount
value in the loop (from line 3 to 5) . A random number r is then generated (line 6),
which is used for the selection of an MP. In the second loop (lines 7 to 13) a variable n,
incremented on each iteration, is used to select a MP s.
The process may be illustrated as follows. After the legality of a set of candidate
MPs, has been checked we will be left with a set MPs from which one has to be selected.
For example we might be left with the set of AMPs (Absolute MPs) listed in Table 5.2
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Algorithm 6 Calculation of Weighted Random Probability for Selecting a Next MP
from a legal set of MPs P
INPUT:
P = set of MPs
OUTPUT:
a selected MP from P
1: totalCount = 0
2: n = 0
3: for (i = 0→ |P |) do
4: totalCount = totalCount + Pi.count
5: end for
6: r = randomNumberGenerator()
7: for (j = 0→ |P |) do
8: if (r ≤ n + ( Pi.counttotalCount)) then
9: return Pi
10: else
11: n = n + ( Pi.counttotalCount)
12: end if
13: end for
Table 5.2: An example set of legal candidate MPs with their calculated probability
values
From Loc.
Movement Path
No
(f)
Vector
(v) wp1 wp2 wp3 wp4 wp5 Count (c) Prob.(p)
1 100 -32 -19 0 -17 2 2 5 0.04
2 100 -31 -19 -18 2 2 2 5 0.04
3 100 -31 -19 -18 3 2 1 8 0.07
4 100 -29 -19 -17 3 2 2 8 0.07
5 100 -28 -19 -17 2 3 3 10 0.09
6 100 -29 -19 -18 3 2 3 13 0.11
7 100 -30 -19 -18 3 2 2 14 0.12
8 100 -29 -19 -18 3 3 2 15 0.13
9 100 -29 -19 -17 2 2 3 17 0.14
10 100 -28 -19 -17 3 2 3 22 0.19
with respect to a From location with an absolute address of 100 (second column in the
table). Note that, with respect to Table 5.2, the pattern numbers have been included
simply to facilitate discussion. The third column in the table gives the movement vector
v associated with each MP and the following five columns the way points assuming
|Path| = 5. The second to last column contains the occurrence count for each MP. The
probability p for each MP is then calculated as described above. This is given in the last
column of the table. These probability values are then arranged along a number line as
shown in Figure 5.4. If the value for the random number r is 0.14, MP number 3 will
be selected, if r = 0.7 MP number 9 would be selected, and so on.
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Figure 5.4: Selection of a Movement Pattern based on Random Weighted Probability
using the set of MPs given in Table 5.2
5.2.3 Relaxation of MP Selection Criteria
As noted above, there is the potential, after all candidate MPs have been checked, that
there are no MPs available from which a selection can be made. Although in practice
this situation did not occur except in the two rodent scenario category. A contingency
for this event needed to be included in the proposed MP driven MABS framework. This
Sub-section considers the process whereby alternative MP selection can take place.
Table 5.3: Mechanisms for Alternative MP Selection
Mechanisms for
Mechanisms Categories of
alternative
applicability scenarios
MP selection Relative Absolute
Simple Complex Two
rodents
State Replacement X X × × X
Descriptor Rotation X × X X X
Mirroring X × X X X
Nearest Location X X X X X
Table 5.4: Mutual similarities among states
States Ignore Closeby Meeting Follow
Ignore 10 8 4 4
Closeby 8 10 4 4
Meeting 4 4 10 8
Follow 4 4 8 10
Table 5.3 summarises four alternative mechanisms for MP selection and where they
can be applied. In the table the first column lists the individual mechanisms: (i) State
Replacement, (ii) Descriptor Rotation, (iii) Nearest Location and (iv) Mirroring. The
second and third columns show the applicability of each mechanism with respect to the
adopted MP representation (absolute or relative). Here it can be seen that although
all four mechanisms are applicable in the context of relative movement patterns, only
State Change and Nearest Location are applicable in the absolute case. The last three
columns indicate the category of scenario where each of the mechanisms is applicable.
Here it can be seen that State Change is only applicable with respect to the two rodent
scenario category (because it is the only category, in the context of this thesis, that uses
the concept of states). In the table the mechanism are listed in the ordered in which they
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are applied, hence Nearest Location is listed last. Each of the mechanisms is considered
in further detail below.
1. State Replacement. The State Replacement mechanism is applicable to both
relative and absolute MPs. As discussed previously in Chapter 4, that concept
of states exists only in the two-rodent scenario category, thus the state change
mechanism is applicable only with respect to this category. The idea here is to
replace the current state of an agent with the most similar state to the current
state and attempt to find MPs using this alternative state where previously no
suitable MPs could be found. To this end similarity weights were assigned to
state pairings as shown in Table 5.4. The weightings range between 10 and 0,
where 10 indicates two identical states and 0 two states that are as different as
possible. So, with respect to Table 5.4, the “Closeby” state is more similar to the
“Ignore” state than the “Meeting” and “Follow” states; and so on. According to
observations made in the context of the research work considered in the thesis,
in terms of the proposed state replacement mechanism, “Follow” and “Meeting”
states are synonymous with each other, thus they were assigned equal weight equal
to 4 against the “Ignore” state as shown in the Table 5.4. Like wise “Closeby”
state has been assigned weight equal to 8 against of “Ignore” state because these
states are relatively similar to each other. Thus, given a two rodent scenario where
no MPs can be found, given a particular From description, the idea is to replace
the state in the From description with the most similar state (as indicated by Table
5.4) and try again.
2. Descriptor Rotation. The Descriptor Rotation mechanism is applicable only in
the case of relative MPs, but with respect to all categories of scenario considered
in this thesis (Simple, Complex, and Two-Rodents). The basic idea behind the
descriptor rotation mechanism is to rotate the From location through angles of
90◦, 180◦ and 270◦, and after each rotation attempt to find alternative MPs (recall
that descriptors, as conceived of in this thesis, are rotation variant). In the cur-
rent framework no consideration was given to rotating the descriptors associated
with relative MPs. If “next move” decisions are made using only 3 × 3 ground
type descriptors it makes sense that this should be applicable in all four cardinal
directions. For example, given the 3× 3 ground type configuration given in Figure
5.5(a) this should also apply in the situations given in Figures 5.5 (b), (c) and (d).
How this should be achieved and used is a suggested matter for future research.
3. Mirroring. Using the mirroring mechanism the idea is to “flip” the descriptor in
either the “x” or “y” direction. Thus when flipping in the x-direction the left and
right columns will be switched, and in the y-direction the top and bottom rows
will be switched. Note that this is only applicable with respect to relative MPs.
4. Nearest Location. Failing all else we can attempt to find MPs that are either
physically near to the From location in the case of the absolute representation, or
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Figure 5.5: Example of the rotation of a relative location descriptor: (a) 0◦ rotation,
(b) 90◦ rotation, (c) 180◦ rotation and (d) 270◦ rotation.
similar in the case of relative representation. In the case of the absolute repre-
sentation there will be eight next closest locations to be considered and so on. In
the case of the relative representation we can “twist” the descriptor by replacing
one ground type with another. This mechanism is thus applicable to all types of
scenarios and can be used for both absolute and relative MPs.
5.3 Simulation Implementation
This chapter is concluded, for completeness, with a description of the implementation of
the MP driven MABS. More specifically four aspects of the implementation are consid-
ered. Firstly, in Sub-sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, the attributes associated with environments
and the agents representing simulation entities (rats and mice in the case of the work
presented in this thesis) are considered. Next, in Sub-section 5.3.3, issues concerned with
the concept of “smooth” simulations are considered in the context of sample time versus
simulation time. The section is completed with a discussion of the visualisation module
associated with the implementation of the MP driven MABS framework as depicted in
Figure 5.1 (Sub-section 5.3.4).
5.3.1 Environment Definition
As noted in Chapter 3, the environments in which MABS agents were expected to operate
were defined in term of tile worlds (2D grids). This section presents some further details
concerning the nature of the environments used with respect to the realisation of the case
studies considered for evaluation purposes later in this thesis. Using the implementation
of the proposed MP driven MABS implementation, the grid environment used were
defined in terms the following attributes:
1. gridWidth: The width of the environment, in terms of a number of grid squares,
in the X direction (East-West).
2. gridHeight: The height of the environment, in terms of a number of grid squares,
in the Y direction (North-South).
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3. gridComponentsList: A list containing, zero, one or more items to be featured
in the environment (nests, obstruction, blocked areas, tunnels and water points)
and their location.
Given a gridWidth and a gridHeight expressed in terms of a number grid squares
we can calculate the total number of grid squares in the environment, totalCells =
gridWidth× gridHeight.
5.3.2 Agent Definition
The agents (rodent agents with respect to this thesis) are the main players in a MP
driven MABS. With respect to the proposed MP directed MABS implementation, agents
featured the following attributes:
1. fromLocation: The agent’s current location expressed in terms of a grid cell ID
number.
2. toLocation: The cell ID where the agent intends to move to.
3. previousLocation: The cell location for the agent’s previous location.
4. state: Only used in the context of two-rodent category scenarios, but a list of states
describing the relationship between “this” agent and each other agent. (Empty if
there are no other agents.)
5. motionDirection: The direction in which an agent is facing, one out of eight pos-
sible directions (North, North-East, East, South-East, South, South-West, West,
North-West).
6. route: The path which an agent intends to follow.
7. listOfSimulationPathPoints: A list of those intermediate locations required
for moving from: (i) a From location to a To location or (ii) a From location to
a Way point location or (iii) from one Way point location to another Way point
location or (iv) Way point to “To” location, defined in such a way that a “smooth”
simulation results (the concept of smooth simulations is considered in further detail
Sub-Section 5.3.3 below). When calculating these paths due account is taken of
blocked areas or whether gate cells need to be used (in the case of the complex
scenario category).
5.3.3 Simulation Time And Sample Time
The concept of smooth simulations was eluded to above. The overriding criteria for
any form of simulation is that it is as realistic as possible. Thus simulations need to be
“smooth” (in terms of their visualisation). To achieve this, there are two factors involved:
(i) simulation time and (ii) simulation path points (or the intermediate points between
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Table 5.5: Location relationship percentages with respect to current location for 1000
locations using a range of values for Tsamp and a simple category scenario where the
observed entities are rats
Scenario Category
TsampLocation recorded
w.r.t current location
Simple
20 frames 25 frames 30 frames
Immediate neighbour
48% 86% 42%
of current location
Same location
52% 12% 4%
as the current location
Not neighbours
0% 2% 54%
of current location
every pair of way points associated with an MP). Using VDAS system, whereby location
information is extracted from video data (from which MPs are derived), a sample interval
is used expressed in terms of a number of frames. We refer to the rate at which MPs are
extracted as the sample time (Tsamp) and express this in terms of a number of frames.
Sample time is domain dependent, for the application domain considered with respect
to the work presented in this thesis, a number of different Tsamp values were used. In
the case of the experiments conduced using simple category scenarios Tsamp = 25 frames
was used as this was found to produce good results. If a value of Tsamp > 25 was used
grid locations were frequently missed (jumped over), not necessarily a bad thing but it
was felt that the value for Tsamp should be set so that immediate neighbouring locations
were recorded. If a value of Tsamp < 25 was used the agent frequently did not have
time to move. Of course if a video entity does not move this is also of interest, in this
case same location is recorded after the specified time interval thus with a movement
vector v = 0. In the case of the simple category scenario evaluations the video entities
considered were rats; in the case of the complex and two-rodent category scenarios the
video entities under consideration were mice. Mice move faster than rats, thus in the
later case Tsamp = 5 frames was used. Note that if the value of Tsamp was reduced to
below 5 the time required for processing became an issue.
In both of the above cases experiments were conducted using alternative values for
Tsamp. The results are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 with respect to a range of Tsamp
values from 20 frames to 30 frames increasing in steps of 5 frames. For each experiment
the sampling was conducted over 1000 iterations (at the given value for Tsamp). For
each iteration the location was recorded (thus over 1000 locations). The numbers in
the tables show the percentage of locations, in each case, that were: (ii) the immediate
neighbour of the current location, (ii) the same location as the current location and
(iii) other locations (not neighbours of the current location). Inspection of the tables
corroborates the observations made above.
However, for visualising simulations the sample time Tsamp is too coarse, a more fine
grained timing is required to ensure a smooth simulation visualisation, we refer to this
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Table 5.6: Location relationship percentages with respect to current location for
1000 locations using a range of values for Tsamp and complex and two-rodent category
scenarios where the observed entities are mice
Categories of scenarios
TsampLocation recorded
w.r.t current location
Complex
5 frames 10 frames 20 frames
Immediate neighbour
70% 32% 20%
of current location
Same location
5% 5% 4%
as the current location
Not neighbours
25% 63% 76%
of current location
Two Rodents
Immediate neighbour
65% 28% 20%
of current location
Same location
20% 15% 10%
as the current location
Not neighbours
15% 57% 70%
of current location
as simulation time (Tsim) and it is expressed in terms of milliseconds. The relationship
between Tsim and Tsamp can be expressed as shown in Equation (5.2) where q is a
constant
Tsim =
Tsamp
q
(5.2)
where Tsamp is expressed in terms of milliseconds (not frames). From experimentation
it was found that q = 5 produced best simulation visualisation results. If q was less
than 5 the simulation became “juddery”, while if q was greater the resource required to
process the simulation became an issue.
As noted above, in the case of the experiments conducted with respect to this thesis
(experiments discussed later in Chapter 6) the values used for Tsamp were 25 and 5 (de-
pending on whether the video entities considered were rats or mice). Thus the values for
Tsim were
25
5 = 5 and
5
5 = 1 respectively. Tsamp = 25 frames equates to 1000 milliseconds
(1 second) while Tsamp = 5 frames equates to 200 milliseconds; hence the values used
for Tsamp were 200 and 40 millisecond respectively. Consequently intermediate points
(locations) had to be calculated to define the track which an agent will follow between
two locations.
Given q = 5, this means that with respect to the listOfSimulationPathPoints agent
attribute (see Sub-section 5.3.2 above)Tsamp × q− 1 intermediate points need to be cal-
culated. In other words given a path associated with an MP (MP.Path) this means that
MP.Path× (q− 1) intermediate locations (between From, Way point and To locations)
need to be calculated.
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The process for calculating intermediate locations is given in Algorithm 7. The
algorithm takes as input a pair of locations, 〈x1, y1〉 and 〈x2, y2〉, that might be a From
location and a Way Point (WP) location, a WP location and another WP location, or a
WP location and a To location depending on the nature of the MP under consideration.
The output is a list of simulation location points (Route) connecting the two points. The
number of such locations depends on the relationship between Tsamp and Tsim calculated
using Equation 5.3 (Equation (5.2) rearranged):
q =
tsamp
tsim
(5.3)
where q is the number of intermediate points we wish to find. The algorithm commences
by calculating q (line 1). Then it calculates the x and y increments (δx and δy) which are
applied to the start point so that the x and y coordinates for the intermediate points can
be derived. If both Point 1 and Point 2 are in the same division, tested for in line 6, the
list of intermediate points are calculated in the loop (from line 25 to 30). Where Point 1
and Point 2 are not in the same division, this is necessary to identify the appropriate gate
cell(xg, yg) connecting the two points. This is achieved using the findGateCell function
on line 7. Once gate cell has been identified, rodent agent will move first to gate cell
and then proceeds towards “To” location. As the algorithm progresses the Route list is
built up.
5.3.4 Simulation Interface and Visualisation
From Figure 5.1 the input/output to the proposed MABS framework comprises a “Sim-
ulator Interface” and a visualisation. Recall that the visualisation component of the
proposed MABS is for observing the output of simulations. From an implementation
perspective the simulator interface and the visualisation sit side by side in a single “user
interface”. This penultimate section of this chapter, for completeness, briefly describes
this user interface.
The simulator interface is a menu driven mechanism for: (i) running simulations, (ii)
setting up environments and (iii) specifying the number of agents to be included in a
simulation and their default start locations. The interface has different views depending
on the nature of the scenario (simple, complex and two-rodent). A number of “screen
shots” illustrating the different views are given in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the start menu interface from which users can select a scenario
category (Simple, Complex and Two-rodent). Each category of scenario has a dedicated
sub menu. Facility is also provided whereby the user can select whether to use a rela-
tive or absolute representation, and to upload an appropriate MP database. Once the
simulation starts the user can visualise the simulation as it progresses. Example visual-
isations are given in Figures 5.6(b), 5.6(c) and 5.6(d). Figure 5.6(b) shows an example
of a simple category scenario, whilst Figure 5.6(c) shows a complex category scenario.
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm for finding simulation path points between two locations
INPUT:
〈x1, y1〉 = Location for Point 1
〈x2, y2〉 = Location for Point 2
Tsamp = sample time
Tsim = simulation time
OUTPUT: Route = A list on intermediate locations connecting points 1 and 2,
{P1, P2, . . . } where Pi = 〈xi, yi〉
1: q =
tsample
tsimulation
2: Distx =| x2 − x1 |
3: Disty =| y2 − y1 |
4: δx = dDistxq e
5: δy = dDistyq e
6: if ((Point 1 and Point 2) /∈ (Same Division)) then
7: xg, yg = findGateCell(Point1, Point 2)
8: distSoFar = 0
9: gDist =
√
(xg − x1)2 + (yg − y1)2
10: for (i = 0→ q − 1) do
11: if (distSoFar < gDist) then
12: x = x1
13: y = y1
14: else
15: x = xg
16: y = yg
17: end if
18: xi = x+ (i× δx)
19: yi = y + (i× δy)
20: Pi = 〈xi, yi〉
21: Route = Route ∪ Pi
22: distSoFar = distSoFar +
√
(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2
23: end for
24: else
25: for (i = 0→ q − 1)) do
26: xi = x1 + (i× δx)
27: yi = y1 + (i× δy)
28: Pi = 〈xi, yi〉
29: Route = Route ∪ Pi
30: end for
31: end if
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(a) Simulator interface
(b) Visualisation for the Simple scenar-
ios
(c) Visualisation for the Complex scenarios
(d) Visualisation for Two rodents scenarios
Figure 5.6: User Interface for Different Categories of Scenarios
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More specifically the later shows a complex scenario that includes three divisions. Fig-
ure 5.6(d) shows an example of a two-rodent scenario. The colour coding used in the
figures is as follows: (i) wall proximity (green), (ii) nests (orange), (iii) water pot (grey),
(iv ) tunnels (blue) and (v) gate cells (red), (vi) nests (orange) and (vii) obstructions
(purple).
5.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the proposed MP driven MABS framework. The chapter
commenced by describing how MPs can be utilize within a MABS framework. The
chapter then continued to describe the simulation process. Detail was presented con-
cerning the selection of legal MPs using a weighted random probability mechanism. The
situation where there may not be any legal MPs was also considered. In the last section
of the chapter the proposed user interface to the MP driven MABS was discussed to-
gether with the nature of the attributes associated with environments and the individual
agents, and the issues concerning the desire for smooth simulations. In the following
chapter the evaluation of the proposed MABS driven by MPs idea is reported on.
Chapter 6
Evaluation of MABS using MPs
6.1 Introduction
The process for tracking objects and extracting location information from video data
was presented in Chapter 3. The proposed mechanism for extracting (mining) movement
patterns from location information to support Multiagent Based Simulation (MABS),
was presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the mechanism whereby such movement
patterns could be incorporated and utilised to “drive” a MABS was presented. In this
chapter the movement pattern concept, as conceived of in this thesis, is evaluated and
analysed.
It is difficult to evaluate the operation of simulations (MABS or otherwise) with
respect to any “Gold standard”. However, the overriding criteria for the effectiveness
of a simulation environment are that the simulations supported must be as realistic as
possible. In [126] this is defined in terms of two requirements for simulation: (i) corrob-
oration and (ii) internal consistency. The first is concerned with the requirement that a
simulation system model operates in the same manner as the system being simulated.
In other words that the simulation results are similar to real world results. The second
is concerned with the requirement that the constituent parts of a simulation system
function in line with underlying concepts and theories. In other words that the philo-
sophical foundations on which a simulation is based conform to recognised theories and
observations concerning the simulation domain. To address the first, the operation of
the simulated system needs to be compared against its real world representation [21].
To address the second, the operation of the proposed simulation framework needs to be
analysed in terms of the mechanisms used to realise the simulation.
For the evaluation presented in this chapter, corroboration checking was conducted
by recording simulated experiments and conducting comparisons with video of the real
life experiment. This is a process referred to as “closing the loop” for reasons that will
become clear later in this chapter. The collection of real life video data, as noted earlier,
was a resource intensive process, thus the same video data as used for training purposes
was used. The adopted corroborative evaluation strategy is shown in Figure 6.1. In the
figure the ovals indicate processes and the boxes data or information, the directed arcs
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indicate the flow of information. The top part of the figure illustrates the movement
pattern mining process described earlier in this thesis where first a set of locations are
extracted from the video data. These locations are then mined to generate movement
patterns, which can then used to drive a MABS as described in the foregoing chapter.
From this simulation we can extract simulated video data, from which locations can
be extracted in the same way as before. The occurrence counts associated with these,
“simulated” locations can then be compared with the occurrence counts associated with
the real locations (hence “closing the loop”). If the occurrence counts associated with
the video data were similar to those associated with the simulation video data it could
be argued that the simulation was realistic (corroborated). Of course the simulation and
video run times have to be the same for the comparison to be meaningful.
Figure 6.1: Adopted Corroborative Evaluation Strategy (“Closing the loop”)
For comparison purpose the grid environment was divided into groups of grid cells
referred to as blocks. Each block defined a location with respect to the corroborative
evaluation considered in this chapter. The total number of visits for each block was then
recorded instead of for each grid cell. For scenarios within the complex scenario category
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each division was, given particular evaluation requirements, also sometimes considered
to be a “location”.
In the context of the evaluation presented in this chapter, the operation of the
proposed movement pattern based MABS framework was evaluated in terms of the three
categories of scenario: (i) simple scenarios featuring a single mouse in a box without
obstructions, (ii) complex scenarios featuring a single mouse in a box with divisions
and (iii) two mice scenarios that included obstructions (and more than one mouse).
Recall also that two mechanisms for defining movement patterns have been proposed:
(i) absolute and (ii) relative. Consequently, with respect to each scenario category, the
evaluation was conducted by considering both absolute and relative movement patterns.
The experimentation conducted with respect to each of the scenario categories is reported
on in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The chapter is concluded, in Section 6.5,
with a summary of the main outcomes of the presented evaluations.
6.2 Category 1: Simple Scenarios
The section reports on the evaluation results obtained with respect to the first category
of scenario, Simple scenarios, involving a single mouse in a box without obstructions.
The idea is to simulate the kind of laboratory experiments frequently conducted by
rodent behaviourologists in laboratory conditions. The advantages of such simulations
are of course that they entail less resource and do not require the usage of laboratory
mice or rats (the usage of laboratory mice/rats is politically contentious in some areas).
The objectives of the evaluation were:
1. To compare the operation of Category 1 simulations founded on absolute patterns
with the real life equivalent operation.
2. To compare the operation of Category 1 simulations founded on relative patterns
with the real life equivalent operation.
3. To compare the frequency with which nest sites, wall locations and open space lo-
cations were visited in the context of both relative and absolute movement patterns
and Category 1 simulations.
4. To compare the operation of the absolute and relative mechanisms in the context
of Category 1 simulations.
5. To compare the effect of different path lengths as incorporated in the MP concept.
Each of the above objectives is considered, with respect to the experimental results
obtained, in the following four sub-sections.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of Absolute Movement Pattern Simulation data with Real Life data in the context of the Simple scenario category and in
terms of the number of standard grid cells visited
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6.2.1 Comparison of the Usage of Absolute Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (Simple scenarios)
The analysis of the operation of absolute movement patterns was conducted using the
video data used for training purposes as described above. Recall that in the case of
the simple scenario category the video featured rats. In all, 2 hours of video data was
used. The simulation was set up so that the simulated experiment was identical to that
presented in the video. Thus the simulation featured the same environment and the
same duration as the two hour real life equivalent experiment. The simulation was run
10 times and the occurrence counts for each location recorded. A still from the video
used was given in Chapter 3, Figure 3.5(a).
Occurrence count data was collected using two grids: (i) the standard grid used to
define environments (as described in section 3.7.1 of chapter 3); and (ii) a coarse grid,
comprised of blocks, designed to capture more general information. Recall that the
standard grid size for the simple scenarios was 10, giving 10 × 10 = 100 grid cells. In
terms of the video data used this equated to a 500×500 pixel area. The grid size used for
the coarse block grid was designed so that a nest site would be encompassed by a single
block. As it happened this meant that the size of the coarse grid cells, the blocks, were
twice that of the “standard” grid cells. Thus a single coarse grid cell (block) measured
2 × 2 = 4 grid cells of the standard grid. The coarse grid thus measured 5 × 5 = 25
blocks.
Results using the absolute representation are presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Figure
6.2 gives the results obtained using the standard environment grid while Figure 6.3 gives
the results using the coarse block grid. In each case the blue bars indicate the frequency
that each location was visited in the video data and the red bars the frequency abstracted
from the simulation. From the figures it can be observed that the behaviour of the rat
agent in the simulation is similar to that captured within the video data. In other words
we can conclude that the operation of the simulation using absolute movement patterns
is appropriate.
Figure 6.3: Comparison of Absolute Movement Pattern Simulation data with Real
Life data in the context of the Simple scenario category and in terms of the number of
coarse block grid cells visited
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It should be noted that, because the simulation was run 10 times, average values are
shown in the figures. Thus given further simulation runs the recorded frequency counts
might not be the exactly same, but our experiments have indicated that consistent
results are obtained.
Further evaluation was conducted by dividing the data set in two and using the first
half (the training set) for generating MPs and the second half (the test set) for testing
the result. Experiments were conducted using only the coarse grid (measuring 5×5 = 25
blocks). The results are given in Figure 6.4 where the x-axis features the block numbers
ordered sequentially and the y-axis the occurrence counts. The blue bars indicate the
frequency that each block was visited in the simulation and the red bars the frequency
from the video test data. From the figure it can be seen that the operation of the MP
driven simulation is similar to the video data; grid cells that are frequently visited in the
simulation are also frequently visited in the video. Thus providing further evidence that
the Movement Pattern concept can be successfully employed for simulation purposes.
Figure 6.4: Comparison of video and simulation block counts where data was split
50:50
6.2.2 Comparison of the Usage of Relative Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (Simple scenarios)
A similar set of experiments were conducted, to those described above, to analyse the
relative movement pattern representation. However, in this case occurrence counts for
visits to cells were not used, instead occurrence counts for individual location descriptors
were used. Recall that, when using relative movement patterns, locations are described
in terms of location descriptors (see Section 3.6 of Chapter 3). For the experiment
the same video data as used with respect to the analysis of the absolute approach was
used. For the environment featured in the video data a total of 45 location descriptors
can be identified. For completeness these are listed in Appendix A, A.1. The results
obtained with respect to the evaluation conducted using relative movement patterns in
comparison with the real video data are presented in Figure 6.5 where the horizontal
axis lists the different possible cell descriptors and the vertical axis the occurrence count
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associated with each descriptor. From the figure it can again be seen that the simulated
location occurrence counts were similar to the real life occurrence counts, confirming
that the relative movement pattern mechanism can be successfully used in the context
of a MABS.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of Simulation Movement with Real Movement using the relative representation for Simple scenarios
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6.2.3 Comparison of Frequency whereby nest sites, wall and open
space locations are visited (Simple scenarios).
The evaluation directed at the frequency that nest sites, walls and open space locations
were visited is presented in this sub-section. The aim here was to confirm two behaviours:
(i) a behaviour known as thigmotaxis [150] and (ii) a tendency to spend significant time at
nest sites. Thigmotaxis is an affinity for walls, a behaviour displayed by some animals
including rodents (it is related to a desire for safety). For this purpose the standard
10× 10 grid was used. With respect to this grid used to model environments associated
with simple scenarios, it should be recalled from the figures given in Chapter 3 that: (i)
cell numbers 1, 2, 11 and 12 represent the north-west nest box, (ii) cells 9, 10, 19 and
20 the north-east nest box, (iii) cell numbers 81, 82, 91 and 92 represents south-west
nest box and (iv) cells 89, 90, 99 and 100 the south-east box. Similarly: (i) cell numbers
from 3 to 8 represent the upper wall area locations, (ii) cells 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80
the right side wall area locations, (iii) cell numbers 21, 31, 41, 51, 61 and 71 the left side
wall area locations and (iv) cell numbers 93 to 98 the lower wall area locations. For the
purpose of the experiments reported on in this sub-section an open space location was
considered to be any location that was not a wall or nest location.
The frequency count results are presented in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. Figure 6.6
shows the number of times each nest site was visited using absolute and relative move-
ment pattern simulations, and in real life (the nest site identifiers used in the figure
have the obvious interpretation). From the figure it can be noted that cells representing
nest boxes, as might be expected, are frequently visited locations. The results also show
that the simulation frequency counts are similar to the real life recorded counts, thus
confirming that the simulation operates in an appropriate manner.
Figure 6.6: Comparison of nest box location counts obtained using video data versus
those obtained using absolute and relative movement pattern simulations
Figure 6.7 shows the number of times each wall was visited using absolute and
relative movement pattern simulation and in real life (the wall identifiers used in the
figure again have the obvious interpretation). From the figure it can be observed that the
frequency counts in all three cases are similar; there is a good correspondence between the
simulation data and the video data, again indicating that the simulations are realistic.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of wall location counts obtained using video data versus those
obtained using absolute and relative movement pattern simulations
Figure 6.8: Comparison of open space locations counts obtained using video data
versus those obtained using absolute and relative movement pattern simulations
For completeness Figure 6.8 shows the number of times open space locations were
visited. Again a good correspondence between the simulated counts and the real counts
can be observed.
6.2.4 Comparison of Absolute versus Relative Movement Patterns (Sim-
ple scenarios)
This section considers whether absolute or relative movement patterns produced the
“best” simulations. The evaluation was conducted using results from the experiments
described in Sub-section 6.2.1. Recall that this set of experiments considered the close-
ness of the simulation cell visit occurrence counts to the actual occurrence counts. Given
a set of simulated occurrence counts Fs = {s1, s2, . . . } and a set of corresponding real
occurrence counts Fr = {r1, r2, . . . } (such that |Fs| = |Fr|), we can use the average error
(Avg Error) of the differences, as a measure of “closeness” of the simulated data with
the real data, calculated as follows:
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Avg Error =
∑|Fs|
i=1 | si − ri |
| Fs | (6.1)
Using the results from Sub-sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the average error values, using
the standard grid and Equation (6.1), are: (i) 0.13 using absolute patterns and (ii) 0.20
using relative patterns. From these results it can be seen that the absolute patterns,
using the coarse grid, produced the most accurate result; the results “closest to real life”.
Although, as noted earlier, the advantage offered by the use of relative movement pat-
terns was that they were not tied to a particular environment, while absolute movement
patterns were. This is explored further in Sub-section 6.3.6 below.
From the foregoing the argument can be made that the absolute representation was
the better than the relative representation in the context of simulation realism; although
it was also noted that the relative representation was more versatile. The question that
remains is whether this result is statistically significant or not. The remainder of this
Sub-section considers this statistical significance in further detail. The idea is that if the
average error of the differences, obtained in both cases, is better than the average error
of the differences obtained randomly, the results obtained using the movement pattern
concept will be statistically significant.
Table 6.1: Statistical significance calculation
A B C D
To Loc. Video Counts Sim. Counts Diff. A and B Random Diff. A and C Max Diff. A and D
1 1 1 0 2.5 1.5 0 1
2 1 1 0 2.5 1.5 0 1
3 1 1 0 2.5 1.5 0 1
4 1 2 1 2.5 1.5 0 1
5 1 2 1 2.5 1.5 0 1
6 2 2 0 2.5 0.5 0 2
7 3 3 0 2.5 0.5 0 3
8 3 2 1 2.5 0.5 0 3
9 5 5 0 2.5 2.5 0 5
10 7 6 1 2.5 4.5 25 18
Total 25 25 4 25 16.0 25 36
Avg Error 0.16 0.64 1.44
The adopted process is illustrated in Table 6.1. The table assumes, for convenience,
a 10 cell scenario with 25 simulation iterations. In the table the first column lists the 10
cell IDs, the second column (Column A) the number of times each cell was visited in the
“video” and in the third column (Column B) the number of times each cell was visited
in the “simulation”. The fourth column then lists the absolute differences between
column A and B from which the average error of the differences, 0.16, is derived using
Equation 6.1. The fifth column (Column C) then gives the number of times each cell
would be visited assuming a Gaussian distribution, in other words the probability of a
cell being visited is the same as the probability of any other cell being visited. Thus, in
the example we have 2.5 visits per cell (totalnumberofvisits/numberofcells = 25/10 =
2.5). Column six gives the difference between columns A and C from which the average
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error of the differences can be derived, in this case 0.64. In the example the “simulated”
average error of 0.16 lies between 0.64 and 1.44, hence we can conclude that the result
is not because of some random allocation. Hence we can reject the null hypothesis that
the application of MPs, within the context of the proposed simulation framework, has
no effect.
However, we would also like to know how significant the outcome is. The idea is
to calculate this using the maximum possible average error of the differences. This will
occur when an agent remains in the same cell for the entire duration of a simulation.
This is illustrated in column seven (Column D) of Table 6.1. The resulting average error
of the differences is then 1.44 (column 8 of Table 6.1). Thus, in the example, the average
error when cells are chosen at random, as a percentage of the maximum average error,
is given by:
Avg Error% =
0.64
1.44
×100 = 44% (6.2)
and the average error when cells are chosen using the proposed mechanism, as a per-
centage of the maximum average error, is given by:
Avg Error% =
0.16
1.44
×100 = 11% (6.3)
Consequently we can conclude, in the example, that the result is “significantly sta-
tistically significant”. Applying this analysis to the actual results obtained earlier and
reported on, in Sub-Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we get the results given in Table 6.2. In
Table 6.2, first column lists two mechanism used for the representation of movement
patterns (absolute and relative), the second column denotes the actual recorded average
error values obtained in Sub-sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The third column then indicates
the percentage of the recorded average error value calculated by Equation (6.3). The
fourth column then represents the recorded average error values obtained by random
allocation, while the fifth column contains the percentage of random average value cal-
culated by Equation (6.2). The maximum possible average error values are listed in
the last column of the table. Inspection of the table indicates that the results obtained
are indeed statistically significant, better than a random allocation. Further, inspec-
tion of the percentage values indicates that the results are “significantly statistically
significant”.
Table 6.2: Statistical Significance testing results.
Rep. Rec. Avg. Error Rec. Avg. Error % Ran. Avg. Error Ran. Avg. Error % Max. Avg. Error
Absolute 0.13 6.80% 0.66 34% 1.91
Relative 0.20 12.42% 0.59 36% 1.61
6.2.5 Comparison of Different Path Lengths (Simple scenarios)
The path length parameter (|Path|) used through out the thesis was set to 5. The reason
for this was, that it was found to provide good simulations; especially in the context
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of multi-rodent scenarios where the state is only updated once the execution of an MP
has been completed. Experiments were conducted in the same manner as discussed in
Sub-Section 6.2.1, using a range of values for |Path| from 4 to 6 increasing in steps of 1.
The results are presented in Table 6.3. From the table it can be seen that the average
error (Avg Error) value increases when |Path| > 5. Recall that the path concept was
used for two purposes: (i) to avoid “ping pong” situations in the simulation and (ii) to
provide agents with “memory”. Therefore, values below 4 were not considered because
this would result in the rodent agents having very little or no “memory” (the later was
the case when |Path| = 1). Paths of length 4 and 5 (|Path| = 4 and |Path| = 5), result
in similar errors, therefore the longer of these two paths length, which is |Path| = 5
provides better “memory” feature to the agent was selected for this research work.
Table 6.3: Average Error results using different path lengths
Path length
Avg Error
Absolute Relative
Standard Grid Size Coarse Grid Standard Grid Size
4 0.13 0.08 0.20
5 0.13 0.08 0.20
6 0.24 0.15 0.27
6.3 Category 2: Complex Scenarios
Recall that with respect to the complex scenario category the scenarios of interest com-
prised a number of areas (divisions) connected by tunnels (refer back to Chapter 3 for
details). We use the term “division” to describe such areas. With respect to the video
data obtained each scenario had three divisions: Left (L), Middle (M) and Right (R);
each tunnel having gate cells at both ends. This section reports on the evaluation con-
ducted with respect to the proposed movement pattern based MABS framework with
respect to Category 2 scenarios. The objectives of the evaluation were as follows:
1. To compare the operation of Category 2 simulations founded on absolute patterns
with the real life equivalent operation.
2. To compare the operation of Category 2 simulations founded on relative patterns
with the real life equivalent operation.
3. To compare the frequency with which divisions were visited with respect to both
absolute and relative movement patterns.
4. To compare the frequency with which mice agents moved from one divisions to
another (including the same division) with respect to both absolute and relative
movement patterns.
5. To compare the operation of the absolute and relative mechanisms in the context
of Category 2 simulations.
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6. To investigate usage of relative movement patterns with respect to Category 2
scenarios other than the scenarios used for training purposes.
The evaluation was undertaken in a similar manner to that described with respect
to the simple scenarios, namely comparison with video data. In this case the video data
featured mice (rats were used with respect to the evaluation presented in the previous
section). About 2 hours of video data was used and the simulation was setup in such a
way that the simulated experiment was identical to that presented in the video. A still
from the video data was given in Chapter 3, Figure 3.6. As noted above the scenario
comprised three divisions connected by two tunnels, and that much of the “playing area”
is consequently “out of bounds”. Each of the above objectives is discussed in terms of
the evaluation results obtained in the following sub-sections.
6.3.1 Comparison of the Usage of Absolute Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (Complex scenarios)
Data was collected using a 19 × 8 grid with grid cell sizes equivalent to the grid size
used for the movement pattern mining as discussed in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.4). Thus
152 grid cells in total, 40 grid cells associated with each of the three divisions, 4 with
the tunnels and 28 with blocked areas. A coarse block grid was not used in this case
because it was deemed unnecessary.
With respect to the comparison of the operation of the MABS using absolute move-
ment patterns and real life data, because of the large number of occurrence counts
obtained, for analysis purposes, these were grouped according to their relevant division
(Left, Middle or Right) or tunnel (Tunnel 1 or Tunnel 2). The results are presented in
Figures 6.9 to 6.13. Figures 6.9 to 6.11 show the results obtained with respect to the
individual divisions, while Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the results obtained with respect
to the tunnels.
Figure 6.9 shows the results obtained with respect to the left division. From the
figure it can be seen that grid cells close to the gate cells and close to nest box are
frequently visited in the video as well as in the simulation. The gate cell in this case
is number 65, cells 80, 81 and 62 are all close to the gate cell; cells 98 and 99 cover a
nest box and cells 100 and 118 are close to this nest box. Figure 6.10 shows the results
obtained for the middle division from which it can be seen that cells 65 to 69 are highly
visited. These cells mark the direct route between the left division and the right division.
The middle division contains a nest box (at cell numbers 104, 105, 106, 123, 124, 125 and
142, 143, 144); the nest box and cells close to it are comparatively frequently visited,
for example cells 86 and 87 as shown in the figure. The occurrence count data for the
right division is shown in Figure 6.11. In this case cell 72 is a gate cell and, as before,
is a highly visited cell, in both the video and simulation, compared to the other cells
associated with the right division. Both Tunnels comprise two cells, 63 and 64 in the
case of Tunnel 1, 70 and 71 in the case of Tunnel 2, as shown in the Figures 6.12 and
6.13.
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Overall, from the figures, it can be seen the there is a close corroboration between
the video and simulation data when using absolute movement patterns. Thus it can be
concluded that simulation based on the proposed absolute movement patterns, in the
context of complex scenarios, run in a realistic manner.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of cell counts in simulation data with real life data, using the
absolute mechanism, for left division of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.10: Comparison of cell counts in simulation data with real life data, using
the absolute mechanism, for middle division of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.11: Comparison of cell counts in simulation data with real life data, using
the absolute mechanism, for right division of the example Complex scenario
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of cell counts in simulation data with real life data, using
the absolute mechanism, for tunnel 1 of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.13: Comparison of cells counts in simulation data with real life data, using
the absolute mechanism, for tunnel 2 of the example Complex scenario
6.3.2 Comparison of the Usage of Relative Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (complex scenarios)
With respect to the comparison of the operation of the MABS using relative movement
patterns and real life data the frequency counts for each potential location descriptor are
given in Figures 6.14 to 6.18. Again, as in the case of the results presented with respect
to absolute movement patterns, the results are presented with respect to the relevant
division or tunnel (Left, Middle, Right, Tunnel 1 or Tunnel 2). Figure 6.14 shows the
cell descriptors associated with the left division, Figure 6.15 for the middle division and
Figure 6.16 for the right division. For reference, the complete set of descriptors are
given in Appendix B. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 give the results for the two tunnels. Note
that in the case of the tunnels there are only two location descriptors: 〈bbwttgbbw〉 and
〈wbbgttwbb〉 associated with each tunnel.
As discussed in Subsection 6.3.1 it is clear from the figures that those cells descriptors
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associated with gate cells, nest boxes and those nearby to gate cells and nest boxes, are
highly visited with respect to each division. For example, with respect to the left division
(Figure 6.14), the descriptors 〈ogtowbowbL〉 and 〈oogoownowL〉, representing locations
close to gate cells, and the descriptors 〈owbogtowbL〉 representing the gate cell itself,
are frequently visited. Similar observations can be made with respect to the Middle and
Right division as shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 where those cell descriptors associated
with gate cells and nest boxes, or close to gate cells and nest boxes, are highly visited.
Once again, from the figures, it can be concluded that complex simulations run using
the proposed relative movement patterns mechanism are realistic.
Figure 6.14: Comparison of cells descriptor counts in video data with simulation data,
using the relative mechanism for the left division of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.15: Comparison of cells descriptor counts in video data with simulation data,
using the relative mechanism for the middle division of the example Complex scenario
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of cells descriptor counts in video data with simulation data,
using the relative mechanism for the right division of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.17: Comparison of cells descriptor counts in video data with simulation
data, using the relative mechanism for tunnel 1 of the example Complex scenario
6.3.3 Comparison of Frequency with which Divisions were Visited
(Complex Scenarios)
The results obtained with respect to the frequency with which individual divisions were
visited are presented in Figure 6.19. Note that the figure also includes frequency counts
for the two tunnel locations (Tunnel 1 and Tunnel 2). From the figure it can again be
observed that there is a good correspondence between the simulation data, using both
absolute and relative patterns, and the video data; indicating that the simulation is
realistic.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of cells descriptor counts in video data with simulation
data, using the relative mechanism for tunnel 2 of the example Complex scenario
Figure 6.19: Comparison of divisions counts in video data, with the simulation data,
using absolute and relative movement patterns, and a Complex scenario
6.3.4 Comparison of Frequency of Divisions Transits (Complex Sce-
narios)
This subsection presents the comparison of the results obtained by considering the num-
ber of times that a mouse agent moved from one division to another division (including
the same division). This information was extracted from the results presented above
(using absolute, relative and real patterns). To this end nine division transitions were
identified: (i) LtoL, (ii) LtoM , (iii) LtoR, (iv) MtoL, (v) MtoM , (vi) MtoR, (vii) RtoL,
(viii) RtoM and (ix) RtoR.
With respect to the transition from division to division analysis the results are pre-
sented in Figure 6.20. In the figure the nine different transitions considered are listed
on the X-axis, while the Y-axis represents the frequency counts. From the figure it can
firstly be observed that there is a good correspondence between the simulation data and
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the real video data indicating that the simulation is realistic, thus corroborating the
results previously presented.
Figure 6.20: Comparison of division to division transit counts in real life video data
with simulation data using absolute and relative movement patterns and the example
complex scenario
6.3.5 Comparison of Absolute versus Relative Movement Patterns (Com-
plex Scenarios)
In this section it was explored that, whether absolute or relative movement patterns
produced the “best” simulation. The evaluation was conducted using two sets of experi-
ments. The first set of experiments considered the closeness of the simulation occurrence
counts to the actual occurrence counts. The second considered the simulation counts
only by comparing the counts recorded in the first half of simulation with the counts
obtained in the second half of the video.
In the first case the comparison of the operation of absolute movement patterns
versus relative movement patterns was conducted firstly by comparing the differences
in operation between the two mechanisms in terms of average error (Avg Error, as
calculated using Equation 6.1). Thus, with respect to the frequency counts presented
in Sub-sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 above, Table 6.4 gives the Avg Error values obtained.
From these results it can be seen that the relative mechanism produced simulations
that were closest to the real data. This contradicts the results presented in Sub-section
6.2.4 where the absolute mechanism was found to be more accurate. It is consequently
conjectured here that the relative mechanism is better suited to complex scenarios.
In the second case, video data of Complex Category scenario into two parts, the first
part was used to extract MPs and then to utilise those MPs in MABS. The results from
the second set of experiments are given in Figure 6.21. Figure 6.21 gives the results
obtained using the grid 19×8, where blue bars indicate the frequency that each division
was visited in the simulation data and the red bars the frequency obtained from the
remaining part of the video (not considered for MPs extracting). From the figure it can
be observed that the MPs driven simulation operation is similar to the video data and
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Table 6.4: Comparison of AMPs versus RMPs in Complex Scenarios
Name of Division Absolute Mechanism Relative Mechanism
(Avg Error) (Avg Error)
Left Division 0.011 0.001
Middle Division 0.009 0.002
Right Division 0.005 0.005
Tunnel 1 0.000 0.001
Tunnel 2 0.003 0.003
Total 0.029 0.011
divisions highly visited in simulation data are also highly visited in video. Thus it could
be concluded that Movement Patterns could be used for unseen video scenarios.
Figure 6.21: Comparison of division counts using simulation data split 50:50
6.3.6 Usage of Relative Movement Patterns With Respect to Alterna-
tive Category 2 Scenarios
Earlier in this thesis it was argued that an advantage of relative movement patterns is
that they are much less restrictive than absolute movement patterns in that they are
not limited to a very specific environment. This subsection provides some evidence that
this is indeed the case by considering an alternative complex scenario to that considered
for evaluation purposes above (for which video data was available). Figure 6.22 shows
the environment used (the colour coding is the same as that used in Chapter 3, Figure
3.4). In this case the “playing area” is larger (40 × 11 using the same grid scale) and
features six divisions, whereas the environment considered for training and evaluation
purposes featured three1. In this case the grid cell locations can again be represented
using relative addresses and consequently the same movement patterns used earlier can
be utilised. However, in this case there is no ground truth” (real video data) to compare
with, when running the simulation and observing its operation; therefore, a justification
1Note that the earlier area/division labelling, {L,M,R}, had to be reinterpreted with respect to this
alternative scenario.
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that it operated in a realistic manner has been obtained when shown to domain experts.
Details concerning this scenario were published by the author in [152]. Simulations
run using this environment also demonstrated that the previously generated movement
patterns were entirely suited to generating realistic simulations using this environment
and similar alternative environments (of course absolute movement patterns could not
be used for this purpose).
Figure 6.22: Case study: Usage of Relative Movement Patterns With Respect to an
Alternative Category 2 Scenario.
6.4 Category Study 3: Two Rodents Scenarios
The third category of scenario considered was the two rodent scenario. As before the
operation of the simulations was analysed by comparing the simulated behaviour with
“real life” video data so that the number of occurrences of each grid location in the
simulated data could be measured against the number produced using the real video
data. In the case of the relative mechanism the comparison was again conducted by
comparing the number of occasions that each descriptor was recorded with respect to
the simulation and real life video data. The objectives of the evaluation were:
1. To compare the operation of Category 3 simulations founded on absolute patterns,
with and without the usage of the state concept, with the real life equivalent
operation.
2. To compare the operation of Category 3 simulations founded on relative patterns,
with and without the usage of the state concept, with the real life equivalent
operation.
3. To compare the operation of the absolute and relative mechanisms, with and with-
out states, in the context of Category 3 simulations.
4. To investigate the usage of relative movement patterns with respect to Category
3 scenarios other than the scenarios used for training purposes.
For the evaluation two different real life video data sources were used, referred to
simply as: (i) Video 1 and (ii) Video 2. The nature of this video data was presented in
Chapter 3, Subsection 3.7.3. Note that the videos are not of the same length. Each of
the above objectives is considered in the following sub-sections in terms of the results
obtained.
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6.4.1 Comparison of the Usage of Absolute Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (Two Rodent Scenarios)
In this section evalualtion was conducted using two sets of experiments. The first set of
experiments considered the closeness of the simulation occurrence counts to the actual
occurrence counts. The second considered the simulation counts only by comparing the
counts recorded in the first video with the counts obtained in the second video and vice
versa.
In the first case, by considering, the absolute movement pattern mechanism the
environment was divided into a grid comprising 14×14 cells. Thus a total of 196 absolute
addresses, too many to display in bar chart form as in the case of the evaluation results
presented earlier in this chapter. Recall that the principle for the grid cell size to be
adopted was that a grid cell should act as a “minimum bounding box” surrounding the
nature of the entity that the agents are to represent. In the case of the simple scenario
category evaluation the entities were brown rats, in the case of the two rodent scenario
category evaluation presented here laboratory mice were used. A brown rat is much
bigger than a laboratory mouse; in the video data the body length of a rat is about 48
pixels (excluding the tail which can add a further 10 pixels) while a mouse measures
30 pixels. Thus the simulation environment grid size used for the evaluation presented
here is much smaller when considering laboratory mice as oppose to brown rats, and
consequently there were many more absolute addresses to consider than in the case of the
earlier evaluations presented (note that in the case of the complex scenario evaluation
the entire space was not used, some parts of the space were outside the “playing area”,
so the number of addresses was still manageable).
Thus, for the absolute analysis in the context of two rodent scenarios the concept of a
coarse grid, as used previously in the context of the simple scenario category evaluation,
was adopted. The environment was divided into 7× 7 “blocks”, each block representing
2× 2 = 4 “standard” grid cells giving 49 blocks.
The results are presented in Figures 6.23 to 6.26. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 give the
results using coarse block grid for videos 1 and 2 using absolute movement patterns
without states, while Figures 6.25 and 6.26 present the results for the same videos
using absolute movement patterns with states. In each case, the blue bar indicates the
occurrence counts abstracted from video data while the red bar the occurrence counts
for the simulation. From the figures it can be observed that the behaviour of mice agents
in the simulation is similar to that featured within the video data. Thus it could be
concluded, on the bases of the results shown in Figures 6.23 to 6.26, that the operation
of the simulations using absolute movement patterns is appropriate.
The overall simulation Avg Error obtained using absolute addressing and no states
for Video 1 was 0.08 and for Video 2 was 0.11. When using states the accuracies
obtained were 0.12 and 0.13 respectively. For reference the frequency counts obtained in
the context of the evaluation using two rodents scenarios and absolute addressing have
been included in Appendix B, Tables B.1, B.2, B.3 and B.4 of this thesis.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of simulation data with real life video data in terms of
blocks visited using: (i) absolute movement patterns without state and (ii) video 1
data; for the example scenario Two rodent category
Figure 6.24: Comparison of simulation data with real life video data in terms of
blocks visited using: (i) absolute movement patterns without state and (ii) video 2
data; for the example scenario Two rodent category
Figure 6.25: Comparison of simulation data with real life video data in terms of
blocks visited using: (i) absolute movement patterns with state and (ii) video 1 data;
for the example scenario Two rodent category
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of simulation data with real life video data in terms of
blocks visited using: (i) absolute movement patterns without state and (ii) video 2
data; for the example scenario Two rodent category
In the second case, video 1 data of Two Rodents Scenarios for the extraction of
MPs and then to utilise in MABS. The evaluation of MPs was done in cross-validation,
where video used for testing has not been seen in extracting process of MPs as given in
Sub-Section 6.2.4 and 6.3.6. The out come of MPs driven MABS (based on video 1) was
then compared with the MPs extracted from video 2 and vice versa. Figure 6.27 and
6.28 give the results obtained using the coarse grid thus measured 7 × 7 = 49 blocks,
where blue bars indicate the frequency that each block was visited in the simulation data
and the red bars the frequency obtained from video (not considered for MPs extracting,
video 2 for Figure 6.27 and video 1 for Figure 6.28). From the figure it can be observed
that the MPs driven simulation operation is similar to the video data. Thus it could be
concluded that Movement Patterns could be used for unseen video scenarios.
Figure 6.27: Comparison of location counts in MPs (extracted from video 1) driven
simulation data with video 2 data not used for MP extraction
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of location counts in MPs (extracted from video 2) driven
simulation data with video 1 data not used for MP extraction
6.4.2 Comparison of the Usage of Relative Movement Patterns with
Real Life Experimentation (Two Rodent Scenarios)
For the evaluation using relative movement patterns, with and without states, the envi-
ronment featured 109 relative addresses (location descriptors). The available descriptors
are similar to those used with respect to the simple scenario category and are listed in
Appendix A, Table A.3. If we include states we have 125×4 state-address combinations.
Again, too many to present in bar graph form. In this case it did not make sense to
consider a coarse grid as in the case of the absolute addressing evaluation presented in
the foregoing section. For reference the complete results are presented in tabular form in
Appendix B included at the end of this thesis. From these tabulated results the overall
computed simulation average error using relative addressing and no states, for Video
1 and 2, was 0.47 and 0.57 respectively, whilst when using states it was 0.58 and 0.62
respectively as given in Appendix C, Tables C.1, C.2, C.3 and C.4 of this thesis. From
this we can conclude that the relative MP performance is comparatively produces better
results.
6.4.3 Comparison of Absolute versus Relative Movement Patterns,
With and Without States (Two Rodent Scenarios)
This subsection considers the relative performance of the four mechanisms considered in
this section: (i) absolute addressing without states, (ii) absolute addressing with states,
(iii) relative addressing without states and (iv) relative addressing with states. The
comparison was conducted by considering the Avg Error of the simulations (calculated
using Equation (6.1) as in the case of the previous reported evaluations). The outcomes
are presented in Table 6.5. From these tabulated results the overall computed simulation
net average error, using absolute without and with state, relative addressing without and
with state, for Video 1 and 2, was 0.09, 0.12, 0.34 and 0.35 respectively. From the table
it can firstly be seen that, good results were obtained. Secondly, it is to be mentioned
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that surprisingly the absolute mechanism behaves better than the relative one, but this
may be due to the small scale of the environment, while the relative mechanism is more
general. Thirdly, and interestingly, it can be seen that, in case of absolute mechanism the
states worsen the simulation results, while in case of relative mechanism the difference
is negligible. Thus indicating that usage of states is unnecessary. Note that, the main
role of states, is with respect to the MP selection process. The reason for including the
work on states was, that it was anticipated that, this might make a difference, not that
case as the evaluation eventually demonstrated. Overall it was thus concluded that, the
absolute mechanism could perform better with the limitation of having been run in an
identical environment, furthermore, that, large-scale experiments are needed to see that,
what is the impact of relativeness and states to accuracy of the simulations.
Table 6.5: Summary of simulation average error results
Techniques Absolute Avg Error. Absolute Avg Error. Net avg error.
Video 1 Video 2 Video 1 and 2
Absolute 0.08 0.11 0.09
Absolute + state 0.12 0.13 0.12
Relative 0.26 0.42 0.34
Relative + state 0.25 0.45 0.35
6.4.4 Usage of Relative Movement Patterns With Respect to Alterna-
tive Category 3 Scenarios
Experiments were conducted using three mice simulations. In the case of the relative
addressing mechanism, as already noted, this can be used in the context of alternative
environments. The video data on which the training was conducted featured obstruc-
tions and thus experiments were also conducted using alternative environments that
featured alternative dispositions of obstructions as shown in Figures 6.29 and 6.30. Ob-
servation of the operation of these simulations indicated that these seemed to work in a
realistic manner (no ground truth was available so conclusive experiments could not be
conducted).
6.5 Summary
This chapter has presented an evaluation of the absolute and relative movement pat-
tern concepts as incorporated into the MABS framework presented in Chapter 4. It is
difficult to evaluate the operation of MABS with respect to any gold standards but the
mechanism adopted for the work presented in this thesis was to “complete the loop”.
The operation of MABS runs were evaluated by “videoing” the simulation and repeating
the process of extracting location data from the simulated video data. The occurrence
counts whereby locations were visited were then compared with the original set of loca-
tions extracted from the training video data. The overall purpose of the evaluation was
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Figure 6.29: Usage of Rel-
ative Movement Patterns With
Respect to Alternative Category
3 Scenarios (3 mice), for Video 1
Figure 6.30: Usage of Rel-
ative Movement Patterns With
Respect to Alternative Category
3 Scenarios (alternative obstruc-
tion arrangement), for Video 2
to demonstrate that the operation of the proposed MABS framework, founded on the
concept of movement patterns, was as realistic as possible. The results were presented
in bar graph form and in terms of an overall numeric average error. The average er-
ror results that were obtained are summarised in Table 6.6 (best results highlighted in
bold font) and statistical significance holds, by arguments similar to that in Sub-section
6.2.4, for all results in this chapter. With respect to the results presented in the table it
should be recalled that the average error values were obtained using two different types
of rodent (rats and mice) and three different categories of environment. It should also
be recalled that states were only of relevance with respect to the two rodent scenario
category. However, it can be observed that, with respect to the individual representa-
tions, the absolute mechanism produced the best results. In the context of the different
categories of scenario considered, the absolute mechanism without states was found to
be the most effective with a average error value 0.09 as shown in Table 6.6; while when
used along with states produced a slightly worse average error of 0.12. In the case of the
relative mechanism (without states) this produced best result in the case of Complex
scenario category (an average error of 0.01 as shown in table 6.6). Usage of the relative
mechanism (without states) produces a better performance, for the scenarios discussed
in this thesis, than the relative mechanism with states. Overall it can be concluded
that the absolute mechanism without states is most appropriate where we have a fixed
environment for which video training data is available; whilst the relative mechanism
without states is most appropriate where we wish to consider alternative environments
for which video training data is not specifically available.
The following chapter concludes the work on the usage of movement patterns, ex-
tracted from video data, to support MABS as presented in this thesis by presenting
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Table 6.6: Summary of average error results with respect to the three different scenario
categories (best results highlighted in bold font)
Scenarios Absolute Absolute Relative Relative Average
+ +
State State
Simple Scenario 0.13 0.20 0.16
Complex Scenario 0.02 0.01 0.01
Two Rodent
Scenario (Video 1) 0.08 0.12 0.26 0.25 0.17
Two Rodent
Scenario (Video 2) 0.11 0.13 0.42 0.45 0.27
Average 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.35
some conclusions, main findings and some ideas for future research directions.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Research
Works
7.1 Introduction
This chapter concludes the work described in this thesis. The chapter presents a sum-
mary of the work described in Section 7.2, the main findings in Section 7.3 and then
some suggestions for future work in Section 7.4.
7.2 Summary
The thesis commenced with a scene setting chapter, chapter 1, where the motivation
for the work, the research issues to be addressed, the contributions of the work and
the research methodology were outlined. The research methodology noted that three
categories of simulation scenario were to be considered in the thesis: (i) Simple scenarios
featuring a single rodent in a box with no obstructions, (ii) Complex scenarios featuring
a number of divisions (and a singe rodent) and (iii) Two rodent scenarios that also
featured obstructions.
From the literature a number of different computer simulation frameworks can be
identified, the framework selected with respect to the research work presented in this
thesis was the Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS) framework. This was selected
because each moving object in the video (rodents) can be encapsulated as an agent;
the MABS approach to computer simulation therefore seemed like a natural choice. In
Chapter 2 the main characteristics of software agents were listed. In the context of the
proposed MABS the mouse agents conform to these characteristics as follows.
1. Responsive behaviour: Using the proposed Movement Patterns (MP) mecha-
nism agents will “respond” to their environment where a considered MP entails
moving to a blocked area, or a location outside of the environment.
2. Pro-active behaviour: Mouse agents, with the context of the proposed MABS,
are pro-active in the sense that they decide their own behaviours in terms of MPs.
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3. Social behaviour: In the research reported on in this thesis the concept of states
is proposed to support MP selection. More specifically the concept of states was
used to define the social relationship between mouse agents so as to support the
selection of MPs.
4. Flexible behaviour: Mouse agents, as envisioned in this thesis, feature flexible
behaviour in that the agents have the capability of considering alternative MPs.
Also in Chapter 2, where simulation were discussed, it was noted that the most chal-
lenging task of MABS, and simulation in general, was the acquisition of data with which
to “encode” the operation of the simulation. Different methods for data acquisition
were discussed and it was observed that translating expert domain knowledge into some
appropriate format was time consuming and error prone, hence the idea of extracting
knowledge from video of the real world scenarios to be simulated. Chapter 2 also dis-
cussed previous work on how to identify moving objects (rodents) in video data and to
how extract data from video. It was noted that, with respect to the thesis, background
subtraction was the method adopted for object identification. Once detected objects
were expressed in terms of blobs; blob locations were tracked throughout the video for
further processing.
Chapter 3 introduced the concept of Movement Patterns (MPs). The proposed
mechanism for environment modelling and the process for extracting location informa-
tion from video data (which could then be mined for MPs) was also described. The
significance of the environment modelling was that that nature of this modelling dic-
tated the nature of the video data extraction process and the subsequent MP mining.
The fundamental idea was to divide the environment into equal sized grid cells so that
the entire environment could then be linearized by assigning sequential location IDs to
each grid cell (tile). Note that a linearised space can processed more efficiently than
a non-linearized space. In addition a ground type descriptor was associated with each
tile. Locations within the environment could be labelled using the ID numbers (abso-
lute addressing) or in terms of the location ground type descriptor and its neighbouring
descriptors (relative addressing). Both were considered in the thesis.
Chapter 4 presented the MP concept in more detail. Given that locations could
be described using absolute or relative addressing, MPs could be either: (i) absolute
or (ii) relative. From a functional perspective the significance was that absolute MPs
could only be used with respect to simulations that featured the same environment as
that from which the patterns were mined, whilst relative MPs were more versatile and
could be used for a verity of simulations. The proposed structure of MPs, regardless of
representation was:
MP = 〈F, S, v, Path〉
Where F was the “From” location, S was a collection of zero, one or more states
describing the spatial relationship between agents featured in a scenario, v was the
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“movement vector” and Path was the “path” which an agent needed to follow to get a
“To” location. The length of the path could be anything between one (thus comprising
only a “To” location) to some specified maximum. In the thesis this maximum was set
to 5. The significance is that if |Path| > 1 the respective agent has a “memory”; it
knows where it is going. For the purpose of mining MPs from the extracted location
information a bespoke software system was developed, this was also presented in Chapter
4.
The operation of the rodent behaviour MABS was described in detail in Chapter 5.
The proposed MABS framework included a mechanism whereby the mined MPs were
used to drive the simulation. Chapter 5 also included details concerning the simulation
interface and the visualization mechanism used to display simulations as they progressed.
It is difficult to evaluate the operation of MABS, and computer simulations in gen-
eral, with respect to any “gold standard”; however, the main criteria for measuring the
effectiveness of simulations is for them to be as realistic as possible. This was the “yard
stick” used to evaluate the mechanisms proposed in the thesis as discussed in Chapter
6. More specifically the evaluated used two different realism criteria: (i) corroboration
and (ii) internal consistency. The first one was concerned with establishing that a simu-
lation operated in the same manner as the real world scenarios being simulated, in other
words the simulation results should be at least similar to the real world results. AS
evaluation of simulation as given in Chapter 6, shows that, grid cells which are highly
visited in video are also highly visited in simulation. While internal consistency was
concerned with the requirement that all parts of simulation system functioned in line
with established underlying concepts and theories. To address the first one, the opera-
tion of simulations was compared against their real world representation. To address the
second the operation of the simulated system was analysed in term of the mechanisms
used to realised the simulations. For the simple and two rodents categories of scenario,
using absolute MPs was found to produce better results than when using relative MPs,
however, for the complex category of scenario the use of relative MPs produced better
results.
7.3 Main Findings and Contribution
In this section the main findings and contributions of the research considered in this
thesis are presented. The discussion is initially presented in terms of the research issues
identified in Chapter 1 and then in terms of the overriding research question that this
thesis seeks to address. Each of the research issues is considered in turn as follows.
1. What is the most appropriate mechanism for extracting data from video? Moving
objects can be identified using different mechanism as discussed in Chapter 2.
For example we can use: (i) the geometric shape of an object such as rectangle
or ellipse; (ii) an articulated shape in the case of objects consisting of “body
parts” that are held together with “joints” in the same way that a human body
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comprises legs and arms and so on, and (iv) blob representations. The latter
basically defines a group of connected pixels describing a moving object in the
video data. The most appropriate mechanism with respect to the work presented
in this thesis was considered to be this last mechanism because of its simplicity
and versatility. Blobs were tracked using a Particle Filtering mechanism so that
location information could be extracted from video data.
2. Given that data can be successfully extracted from video how can this best be trans-
lated to form the input to a simulation framework (more specifically a MABS frame-
work). The solution presented in this thesis, and the central idea espoused by the
thesis, is the concept of Movement Patterns (MPs). An MP, as noted earlier in
this chapter, is a tuple of the form:
MP = 〈F, S, v, Path〉
Where: (i) F is the “From” location (where the movement represented by the
MP starts); (ii) S is a collection of zero, one or more states describing the spatial
relationship between agents featured in a scenario; (iii) v is a movement vector ;
and (iv) Path is the path, encapsulated by the MP, which an agent needs to
follow to get to the “To” location. MPs, as demonstrated in the thesis, can easily
mined from location data which in turn has been extracted from video data. MPs,
as demonstrated earlier in the thesis, can be readily used as input to drive a
MABS framework. A MABS framework was proposed which had been specifically
designed to operate with MPS. Two kinds of MP were considered: (i) Absolute
MPs and (ii) Relative MPs. The distinction being how location addressing is
conducted. A number of variations of these two kinds of MP were also proposed:
with and without divisions, where divisions are interconnected areas; and with and
without states where states are used to capture the relationships between pairs
of rodents featured in a simulation. Note that divisions feature in the complex
scenario category and states with respect to the two rodent scenario category.
3. How best can a MABS model operate given the nature of the input data? The
fundamental idea was to use MPs in a weighted random probabilistic manner.
Each MPs that had been mined (extracted) from video data had a probability
value associated with it. The proposed idea was that the MP selection process
be embedded in the MABS simulation. The process for selecting MPs starts by
extracting a set of candidate MPs from an MP database, that feature the given
agent’s current location (the From location F , and possibly a division identifier, in
the context of the MPs) and, in the case of scenarios featuring more than one agent,
the contents of the current agent’s set of states S describing its relationship with
other agents that exists in the scenario. If there is no MP available these constrains
are relaxed so that alternative, but similar, From locations are considered. When
the relative representation is adopted the next step is to prune those MPs which
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are not “legal” (this is not necessary where the absolute mechanisms is adopted
because absolute MPs will always be legal as they only operate with environments
identical to those for which they are generated; not the case using relative patters
but as a consequence such patterns may not always be legal). For a potential MP
to be legal the indicated To location, and any intervening way points, must be
both valid and accessible. A MP is said to be accessible (features accessibility) if:
(a) The To location and associated way points can all be accessed from the agents
current location.
(b) The To location is also a From location in a least one MP in the MP database.
The significance of the later is so as to ensure that an agent will not get “stuck”
at a location where it cannot move out from. If there is no MP available after
pruning the set of MPs for the given From locations, the constrains for the From
location are again relaxed in the same manner as in the case where no suitable
MPs were found in the first place. After finding a set of available MPs, one MP is
selected using the proposed random weighted probability mechanism.
4. What is the most appropriate mechanism for evaluating simulators that operate
using data extracted from video?. As noted earlier in the thesis there, is no “gold
standard” with which to evaluate the operation of MABS. The proposed mecha-
nism for evaluating MP enabled MABS was primarily by comparing the location
visit counts obtained from both video data and simulation data; in effect videoing
the simulation and extracting location information in the same manner as for the
original video data. With respect to the comparison, in some cases, cell locations
were compared. The results were typically recorded in bar chart from. In some
cases the number of grid cells to be considered was too large and instead “blocks”
of grid cells were considered. An accuracy measure was also derived.
Returning back to the original overriding research question:
“What are the most appropriate mechanisms that can be adopted
so that some form of machine learning can be applied to video data
describing animal (human) behaviour so as to extract sufficient
information to populate and drive a MABS framework of some
description?”
The evaluation presented in the thesis indicated that the mining of MPs from video data,
using these to populate a MABS and consequently using these in a random probabilistic
manner, within the context of the MABS framework, produced good simulation results.
Four different MP variants were considered: (i) absolute with state, (ii) absolute without
state, (iii) relative with state, and (iv) relative without state for our proposed movement
patterns (MPs). Best results were obtained using the absolute without states variant;
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however, as noted above, absolute MPs feature some disadvantages with respect to
general applicability. Thus there may be situations where more general applicability is
desirable and hence the relative mechanism might be more appropriate.
The main contribution of the thesis were listed in Chapter 1. For convenience they
are listed again here:
1. Video Analysis Software. Software, the Video Data Acquisition Software
(VADS), for processing video data that incorporates a technique for identifying
and tracking moving objects in such data. The proposed software can automati-
cally track moving objects in video data and store captured location information
in a database format.
2. Absolute mechanism for mining movement patterns from video data. A
mechanism for representing agent (object) movements using the concept of “abso-
lute” movement patterns referenced to some environment origin.
3. Relative mechanism for mining movement patterns from video data. A
mechanism for representing agent (object) movements using the concept of “rel-
ative” movement patterns referenced in terms of the neighbourhood of a given
agent.
4. Movement pattern based simulation. A mechanism whereby movement pat-
terns, extracted from video data, can be used to drive computer simulations.
5. A mechanism for agents to have a “Memory”. A mechanism whereby
agents have “memory” in the sense that they have a planned route they wish to
follow. Using this concept agents are also prevented from “pinging” back and forth
between two locations in what may be considered to be an unrealistic (unnatural)
manner.
6. A mechanism for evaluating the quality of video data based computer
simulations. A process for comparing real scenarios with computer simulated
scenarios by comparing the real video data with “video” extracted from the sim-
ulations (a process referred to as “closing the loop”).
The consequent application contributions are then as follows:
1. A Rodent movement behaviour MABS. A mechanism whereby behaviourists
can study rodent behaviour (movement) in a simulated environment.
2. A generic MABS mechanism. A mechanism which can be applied in the
context of other behaviour studies such as fire exit simulation and behaviour at
rail terminal/station forecourts or airport concourses.
The following methodologies are derived to this research work.
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1. An environment modelling A mechanism used to represent environments in
which the moving objects (agents in a MABS) of interest exist, using a uniform
grid representation comprised of cells enumerated in such a way so as to facilitate
ready translation across the space. In this context it is acknowledged that grid
representations are well established, however, the novel contribution is how such
representations have been adopted to represent the environments of interest, the
nature of the proposed environment representation has a strong influence on the
nature of the proposed MPS.
2. State Representation. A mechanism for representing the relationship between
pairs of moving objects (agents) using the concept of states, and an associated
state graph, to support the selection of MPs. Again it is acknowledged that the
concept of states in its self is not novel, however, what is novel in the context of
the research reported in the thesis is how states are represented so that they can
be utilised in the context of the MP selection process.
For confirmation regarding the utility and effectiveness of the proposed MP driven
MABS, and the general ideas presented in this thesis, Appendix D gives a letter from
Prof. Jane Hurst, the consultant domain expert used with respect to the work presented
in this thesis. It should also be noted here that practitioners can set up whatever sce-
narios they like through the inclusion of objects. The interface to the system presented
in Chapter 5 allows non-specialists to do this. Similarly, when using the relative rep-
resentation, the playing area can, within some operational limitations, be more or less
of any size. Also it is easily possible to increase the number of agents/rodents with the
limitation of the operational requirements of the system. Tests have been conducted
demonstrating that the system can operate easily using five rodents. Note that the
conduct of large scale studies has been included as an item for future work. Should a
practitioner wish to include some alternative form of behaviour, or consider (for exam-
ple) 3D environments this will require significant changes to the proposed system that
will require software programming capabilities.
7.4 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has addressed the issue of automatically extracting
information (locations and consequently MPs) from video data which was then used to
drive computer simulations. Knowledge acquisition is a significant “bottle neck” with
respect to many forms of computer simulation. The work presented in this thesis has
demonstrated that, in the context of MABS for rodents; using MPs extracted from
video data provides for an effective mechanism for automating the computer simulation
process. However, various improvements and enhancement to the work can be identified.
A number of suggested areas for future work are presented in this section as follows:
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1. Additional video data. The video data used with respect to the work described
in this thesis comprised six hours of data. Although obtaining such video data
is resource intensive it would be useful to obtain further data covering additional
scenarios so that a much more sophisticated bank of MPs can be established. For
example: (i) scenarios featuring more than two rodents, (ii) “maze” scenario as
shown in Figure 7.1 (a) and (iii) “O-Box” scenario as shown in Figure 7.1 (b) both
of these were considered in [2, 3], but in a different context.
Figure 7.1: Additional Video Data for additional scenarios : (a) Maze, and (b) O-Box
2. Consideration of alternative relative MP window sizes. In the thesis the
work on relative MPs was directed at a “window size” of 3 × 3. It would be
interesting to conduct further evaluation with respect to alternative window sizes,
and alternative configurations as shown in Figure 7.2 (b) and (c). The dots in the
figure indicate locations that might be included in a descriptor.
3. Consideration of alternative for square zones. To capture the spatial rela-
tionship between rodents during the proposed video mining, a set of square zones
were proposed with which to define the relationships between pairs of rodents
(agents). Square zones were considered simply for ease of computation. It would
be interesting to investigate the potential of capturing the relationship between
agents using circular zones defined by a radius. Alternative square or rectangular
zones, referenced to the direction in which an agent is facing, might be considered.
4. Alternative mechanisms for relative location descriptions. The descrip-
tor mechanism proposed in the thesis has some similarity with mechanisms to
describe texture in images. A fruitful avenue for further research would be to con-
sider whether such techniques could be adopted with respect to relative location
description. For example we might consider using Local Binary Patterns (LBPs)
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Figure 7.2: Some suggested alternative configuration for relative location descriptors.
as proposed in [60, 159] and used in [37] in the context of analysing Google earth
satellite imagery.
5. Missing MPs. We can imagine a situation where there are no valid MPs for
a given location. In the thesis this has been addressed by ensuring that there
is sufficient data covering all locations. However, this may not be practical in
the context of more sophisticated and/or larger simulations. Some mechanism is
therefore required whereby the issue of missing MPs can be addressed. One idea
is to consider a “nearest match” process, although the precise nature of such a
process would require further investigation.
6. Large scale studies. Only small scale scenarios were considered in this thesis,
mice in a box scenarios where the box measured 1.22× 1.22m2. It would be inter-
esting to conduct larger scale studies although this would involve further resource
and the usage of several video cameras. This in turn would mean that rodents need
to be tracked across videos, a challenge that has been significantly investigated in
the context of video surveillance [105]. This technology could clearly be adopted
for larger scale studies of rodent behaviour. An extension to this would be heat
sensitive cameras that could be used in a controlled outside environment (and at
night when much rodent activity takes place).
7. Alternative large scale application domains. Earlier in the thesis it was
noted that the proposed MP based MABS framework would be equally applicable
to alternative simulation application domains. For example simulating how people
move round station forecourts or airport terminals. This more general applicability
of the mechanisms proposed in this thesis would also provide for a fruitful area for
further investigation.
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8. Updating of states during MP execution. With respect to the work presented
in this thesis the concept of states is used in the context of MP selection. States are
not updated whilst an MP is being executed. It would be interesting to consider
mechanisms whereby states are updated during MP execution and how this might
be used to abandon a current MP in favour of an alternative MP. This might
conceivably enhance the realism of simulations.
In conclusion it is suggested that the proposed mechanism for extracting locations,
and consequently mining MPs, from video data, to drive a MABS has provided a use-
ful proof of concept approach to rodent simulation that is likely to have wide ranging
benefits.
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Appendix A
Location descriptors for three
categories of scenarios
In the context of the Simple category scenario simulations considered for evaluation
purposes with respect to the work presented in this thesis the 45 different potential
descriptors are listed Table A.1. Note that, with respect to Table A.1, that pattern
numbers have been included simply to facilitate discussion, not because they are required
by the pattern mining process or the eventual operation of the desired MABS. The
identified set of location ground type labels in this case is L = {n, o, w,−} as discussed
previously in Chapter 3.
Table A.1: The complete set of location descriptors for the environment considered
with respect to the Simple Scenario category
Num. Descriptor Num. Descriptor Num. Descriptor
1 - - - -nn-nn 2 - - -nn-nn- 3 -nn-nn- - -
4 nn-nn- - - - 5 nn-nn-ow- 6 -nn-nn-wo
7 nnonnw- - - 8 nnowoowoo 9 nn-ow-ow-
10 - - -nnwnno 11 nnwnnowoo 12 -nn-wo-wo
13 noonww- - - 14 noooooooo 15 - - -nwwnoo
16 nwwnooooo 17 onnoowoow 18 onnwnn- - -
19 oonoooooo 20 oonwwn- - - 21 ooonoonww
22 ooooonwwn 23 oooooonoo 24 oooooooon
25 ooooooooo 26 oooooowww 27 ooowww- - -
28 oowonnwnn 29 oowoowonn 30 oowoowoow
31 ow-nn-nn- 32 ow-ow-nn- 33 ow-ow-ow-
34 - - -wnnonn 35 wnnonnoow 36 -wo-nn-nn
37 woonnonnw 38 woowoonno 39 woowoowoo
40 -wo-wo-nn 41 -wo-wo-wo 42 - - -wwnoon
43 wwnoonooo 44 - - -wwwooo 45 wwwoooooo
In the context of the Complex category scenario simulations considered for evaluation
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purposes with respect to the work described in this thesis the 119 different potential
relative descriptors as listed in Table A.2. The identified set of location ground types
labels in this case is L = {b, g, i, n, o, w, t,−} as discussed previously in Chapter 3.
Table A.2: The complete set of location descriptors for the environment considered
with respect to the Complex Scenario category
Num Descriptor Num Descriptor Num Descriptor
1 - - -wwwwooL 41 nnwnnw- - -M 81 tgobwobwoR
2 bbwttgbbwT1 42 nnwnnwnnwM 82 wbbgttwbbT1
3 bbwttgbbwT2 43 nownownwwL 83 wbbgttwbbT2
4 bwibwibwoM 44 nownww- - -L 84 - - -wiiwiiM
5 - - -bwibwiM 45 nwbnwb- - -M 85 wiiwiiwooM
6 bwibwotgoM 46 nwbnwbnwbM 86 wiiwoogooM
7 bwnbwnbwnM 47 ogtowbnwbM 87 wnnwnn- - -M
8 bwnbwn- - -M 48 ogtowbowbL 88 wnnwnnwnnM
9 bwobwnbwnM 49 onnonnwnnR 89 -wo-nn-nnL
10 bwobwobwoR 50 onnwnn- - -R 90 wonwonwwnR
11 bwobwobwwR 51 oogoownnwM 91 wonwwn- - -R
12 bwobwotgoR 52 oogoownowL 92 woogoowooM
13 bwobww- - -R 53 ooonnnnnnM 93 woogoowooR
14 bwotgobwoM 54 ooonnonnoL 94 woonnnnnnL
15 bwotgobwoR 55 oooonnonnR 95 woownnwnnM
16 bwwbwobwoR 56 oooooonnnM 96 woowonwonR
17 - - -bwwbwoR 57 oooooonnoL 97 woowoogooR
18 goowoownnM 58 ooooooonnR 98 woowoonnnL
19 goowoowonR 59 oooooooooL 99 woowoowooL
20 - - -iiiiiiM 60 oooooooooM 100 -wo-wo-nnL
21 iiiiiioooM 61 oooooooooR 101 -wo-wo-woL
22 iiiooooooM 62 oownnnnnnR 102 - - -wwbowbL
23 - - -iiwiiwM 63 oownnwnnwM 103 wwbowbowbL
24 iiwiiwoowM 64 oownownowL 104 ww-ow-ow-R
25 iiwoowoogM 65 oowoogoowL 105 - - -ww-ow-R
26 - - -iwbiwbM 66 oowoogoowM 106 - - - -ww-woL
27 iwbiwbowbM 67 oowoownnnR 107 - - -wwwoooL
28 iwbowbogtM 68 oowoowoogL 108 wwwooooooL
29 -nn-nn- - -L 69 oowoowoowR 109 wwwooooooR
30 nnnnnn- - -L 70 owbnwbnwbM 110 - - -wwwoooR
31 -nn-nn-nnL 71 owbogtowbL 111 - - -wwwoowL
32 nnnnnn- - -M 72 owbogtowbM 112 wwwoowoowL
33 nnnnnnnnnL 73 owbowbogtL 113 wwwoowoowR
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Table A.2 – Continued from previous page
Num Descriptor Num Descriptor Num Descriptor
34 nnnnnnnnnM 74 owbowbowbL 114 - - -wwwoowR
35 nnnnnnnnnR 75 owbowbwwbL 115 -ww-wo-woL
36 nnnnnn- - -R 76 owbwwb- - -L 116 - - -wwwwooL
37 nn-nn-nn-R 77 ow-nn-nn-R 117 - - -wwwwooR
38 nn-nn- - –R 78 ow-ow-nn-R 118 wwwwoowooL
39 nnonnonnwL 79 ow-ow-ow-R 119 wwwwoowooR
40 nnonnw- - -L 80 tgobwobwnM
In the context of the Two rodent category scenario simulations considered for evalua-
tion purposes with respect to the work described in this thesis the 125 different potential
relative descriptors as listed in Table A.3. The identified set of location ground types
labels in this case is L = {w, b, s, n, o,−} as discussed previously in Chapter 3.
Table A.3: The complete set of location descriptors for the environment considered
with respect to the Two Rodents Scenario category
Num Descriptor Num Descriptor Num Descriptor
1 bbbooooooA 43 oooonnonnA 85 ssoooooooA
2 bboobooboA 44 oooooboobA 86 ssossossoA
3 bboooooooA 45 oooooboooA 87 ssossowooA
4 boobbooboA 46 ooooonoonA 88 ssowoowooA
5 booboobboA 47 oooooobbbA 89 ss - ow - ow - A
6 booboobooA 48 oooooobboA 90 sssooooooA
7 booboooooA 49 oooooobooA 91 ss - ss - ow - A
8 booooooooA 50 oooooonnnA 92 ss - ss - ss - A
9 nnnnnnnnnA 51 oooooonnoA 93 - ss - ss - ssA
10 nnnnnnoooA 52 oooooonooA 94 - - - ssssssA
11 nnnooooooA 53 ooooooobbA 95 ssssssoooA
12 nnonnonnoA 54 oooooooboA 96 - ss - ss - woA
13 nnonnooooA 55 ooooooonnA 97 - ss - wo - woA
14 nnoooooooA 56 oooooooobA 98 - - - sswssoA
15 noonoonooA 57 oooooooonA 99 sswssooooA
16 noonoooooA 58 oooooooooA 100 - - - swwsooA
17 nooooooooA 59 oooooooosA 101 swwsoooooA
18 obbooboobA 60 oooooosooA 102 woossossoA
19 obbooooooA 61 oooooowwwA 103 woowoossoA
20 oboobboobA 62 ooooosoosA 104 woowoowooA
21 obooboobbA 63 ooosoosooA 105 woowoowwwA
22 oboobooboA 64 ooowww - - - A 106 woowww - - - A
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – Continued from previous page
Num Descriptor Num Descriptor Num Descriptor
23 oboobooooA 65 oosooooooA 107 - wo - ss - ssA
24 oboooooooA 66 oosoosoooA 108 - wo - wo - ssA
25 onnonnonnA 67 oosoosoosA 109 - wo - wo - woA
26 onnonnoooA 68 oowoowoowA 110 - wo - wo - wwA
27 onnooooooA 69 oowoowossA 111 - wo - ww - - - A
28 oobooboobA 70 oowoowwwwA 112 - - - wssossA
29 oobooboooA 71 oowossossA 113 wssossoooA
30 oobooooooA 72 oowwww - - - A 114 - - - ww - ow - A
31 oonoonoonA 73 ossooooooA 115 ww - ow - ow - A
32 oonoonoooA 74 ossoowoowA 116 - - - wwsoosA
33 oonooooooA 75 ossossoowA 117 wwsoosoooA
34 ooobbboooA 76 ossossossA 118 - - - - ww - woA
35 ooobbooooA 77 ow - ow - ow - A 119 - - - wwwoooA
36 oooboobooA 78 ow - ow - ss - A 120 wwwooooooA
37 oooboooooA 79 ow - ow - ww - A 121 - - - wwwoowA
38 ooonnnnnnA 80 ow - ss - ss - A 122 wwwoowoowA
39 ooonnonnoA 81 ow - ww - - - - A 123 - ww - wo - woA
40 ooonoonooA 82 sooooooooA 124 - - - wwwwooA
41 oooobboooA 83 soosoooooA 125 wwwwoowooA
42 oooobooboA 84 soosoosooA
Appendix B
Tables for Two Rodents Scenarios
Video 1 and 2, Using Absolute
Mechanism
Table B.1: Average absolute difference of two agents from video and simulation data
using absolute mechanism without states for Two Rodents Scenarios Video-1
Block No Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
0 735 726 10
1 453 485 33
2 435 434 2
3 923 1105 182
4 755 708 47
5 520 491 30
6 1253 1323 70
7 580 536 44
8 993 1102 109
9 925 956 31
10 278 307 29
11 308 282 26
12 578 431 147
13 635 636 1
14 643 650 8
15 408 419 12
16 515 623 108
17 193 239 46
18 913 1005 92
19 1223 1140 83
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page
Block No Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
20 693 614 79
21 868 751 117
22 435 439 4
23 170 197 27
24 133 148 16
25 580 626 46
26 825 793 33
27 510 461 49
28 843 769 74
29 1065 1029 37
30 250 275 25
31 160 159 1
32 130 129 1
33 448 427 21
34 399 446 47
35 558 536 22
36 857 843 14
37 503 489 14
38 213 195 18
39 605 531 75
40 2616 2471 146
41 380 356 25
42 1143 1169 26
43 545 626 81
44 425 486 61
45 378 428 51
46 423 447 24
47 590 610 20
48 430 395 36
Total absolute
difference 0.08
Table B.2: Average absolute difference of two agents from video and simulation data
using absolute mechanism without states for Two Rodents Scenarios Video-2
Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
0 819 939 120
1 334 379 46
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Table B.2 – Continued from previous page
Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
2 410 507 97
3 570 686 116
4 388 401 13
5 325 332 7
6 475 299 176
7 768 727 41
8 175 183 8
9 145 134 11
10 155 139 17
11 690 691 1
12 543 539 4
13 445 386 59
14 388 359 29
15 413 373 40
16 388 357 31
17 155 133 23
18 948 986 39
19 1443 1395 48
20 288 242 46
21 963 986 23
22 885 819 66
23 135 135 1
24 70 78 8
25 178 194 17
26 355 481 126
27 713 577 136
28 1065 865 201
29 680 661 19
30 328 327 1
31 278 248 30
32 233 176 57
33 763 800 38
34 945 1087 142
35 873 698 175
36 720 606 114
37 425 548 123
38 215 227 12
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Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
39 993 967 26
40 2458 2574 117
41 768 987 220
42 1348 998 350
43 520 486 34
44 488 519 31
45 1045 1167 122
46 648 679 31
47 1385 1512 127
48 710 864 154
Total absolute
difference 0.11
Table B.3: Average absolute difference of two agents from video and simulation data
using absolute mechanism with states for Two Rodents Scenarios Video-1
Block No Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
0 735 831 96
1 453 477 24
2 435 400 35
3 923 986 63
4 755 742 13
5 520 581 61
6 1253 1808 555
7 580 496 85
8 993 957 36
9 925 801 125
10 278 262 16
11 308 265 43
12 578 598 20
13 635 823 188
14 643 600 43
15 408 404 4
16 515 446 70
17 193 202 9
18 913 1040 127
19 1223 1172 51
20 693 853 161
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Block No Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
21 868 783 85
22 435 550 115
23 170 169 1
24 133 123 10
25 580 618 38
26 825 875 50
27 510 513 3
28 843 795 48
29 1065 1055 11
30 250 248 3
31 160 127 34
32 130 121 9
33 448 374 74
34 399 437 38
35 558 552 6
36 857 791 66
37 503 498 5
38 213 172 41
39 605 539 67
40 2616 2024 592
41 380 282 98
42 1143 1206 63
43 545 626 81
44 425 518 93
45 378 323 55
46 423 380 43
47 590 516 75
48 430 483 53
Total absolute
difference 0.12
Table B.4: Average absolute difference of two agents from video and simulation data
using absolute mechanism with states for Two Rodents Scenarios Video-2
Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
0 819 735 84
1 334 308 26
2 410 513 103
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Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
3 570 682 112
4 388 446 58
5 325 282 44
6 475 422 53
7 768 721 47
8 175 177 2
9 145 176 31
10 155 161 6
11 690 766 76
12 543 365 178
13 445 407 39
14 388 486 98
15 413 465 53
16 388 402 15
17 155 138 18
18 948 845 103
19 1443 1310 133
20 288 295 8
21 963 1020 57
22 885 1109 224
23 135 175 40
24 70 86 16
25 178 201 23
26 355 252 103
27 713 1089 377
28 1065 1129 64
29 680 796 116
30 328 250 78
31 278 236 42
32 233 244 11
33 763 942 179
34 945 979 34
35 873 835 38
36 720 621 99
37 425 383 42
38 215 175 41
39 993 680 313
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Block No Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
40 2458 2491 34
41 768 903 135
42 1348 1331 17
43 520 428 92
44 488 465 23
45 1045 780 266
46 648 598 50
47 1385 1448 63
48 710 704 7
Total absolute
difference 0.13
Appendix C
Tables for Two Rodent Scenario
Videos 1 and 2, using Relative
Mechanism
Table C.1: Recorded results for Video 1 and Simulation using relative mechanism
without states
Location descriptor Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
ow-ow-ww-A 17 32 15
os-os-ow-A 24 75 51
oooboobooA 29 55 26
ooooooobbA 30 74 44
- - -wwsoooA 32 55 23
onoooooooA 33 82 49
nooooooooA 35 90 55
oosoowoowA 37 77 40
oonooooooA 38 66 28
oosoosoowA 39 73 34
oooooobboA 40 84 44
oowoowwwwA 43 73 30
ow-ww- - - - A 44 9 35
oobooooooA 49 70 21
oobooboobA 50 72 22
wwwwoowooA 54 82 28
booooowwwA 54 52 2
wwsooooooA 55 74 19
ow-os-os-A 56 119 63
obbooooooA 59 84 25
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Table C.1 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
booboooooA 60 72 12
oboooowwwA 60 59 1
ow-ow-os-A 61 40 21
sswooooooA 61 80 19
oooooboobA 61 65 4
soosoowooA 64 87 23
oooooobooA 66 167 101
oonooowwwA 66 67 1
booooooooA 68 74 6
oowwww- - -A 68 36 32
woowoosooA 69 52 17
oooooooonA 71 79 8
-ww-wo-woA 73 25 48
os-ow-ow-A 174 148 26
- - - wwwwooA 274 247 27
oobooowwwA 175 149 26
woowww- - -A 276 233 43
oobooboooA 276 266 10
swwooooooA 277 260 17
oooooooobA 279 380 101
oboobooooA 279 273 6
-wo-wo-soA 182 142 40
wssooooooA 185 190 5
oowoosoosA 185 190 5
onoooowwwA 187 179 8
-wo-so-soA 287 241 46
-so-so-woA 190 174 16
nooooowwwA 90 71 19
soowoowooA 90 47 43
- - - wssoooA 93 71 22
- - - - ww-woA 93 18 75
bboooooooA 94 92 2
- - - ww-ow-A 95 12 83
woowoowwwA 96 36 60
oooooboooA 102 86 16
booboobooA 102 84 18
woosoosooA 106 59 47
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Table C.1 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
oooboooooA 119 128 9
oooooonooA 122 185 63
-wo-wo-wwA 122 39 83
oowoowoosA 123 89 34
-so-wo-woA 127 64 63
ww-ow-ow-A 128 21 107
- - - sswoooA 130 75 55
- - - swwoooA 133 58 75
- - - wwwoowA 137 129 8
oboobooboA 138 171 33
oooooooboA 140 111 29
wwwoowoowA 141 147 6
ooooooonoA 158 199 41
-wo-ww- - -A 64 90 26
ow-ow-ow-A 266 250 16
oooobooboA 175 132 43
ooobbooooA 182 142 40
oooooowwwA 182 272 90
- - - wwwoooA 223 217 6
oooobboooA 140 135 5
oonoonoooA 246 206 40
ooonoonooA 250 264 14
-wo-wo-woA 272 251 21
wwwooooooA 330 421 91
ooowww - - - A 331 278 53
ooooonoonA 354 251 103
noonoooooA 364 209 155
oowoowoowA 381 482 101
woowoowooA 411 367 44
onoonooooA 413 392 21
oooonoonoA 610 589 21
oooooooooA 1387 1854 467
Total absolute
difference 0.26
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Table C.2: Recorded results for Video 2 and Simulation using relative mechanism
without states
Location descriptor Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
- - - wwwoowA 13 31 18
oooboooooA 14 94 80
oboboooooA 18 83 65
ow-ow-os-A 21 23 2
booooooooA 28 139 111
oooooonooA 28 59 31
wwsooooooA 28 86 58
sswooooooA 32 64 32
oboooooooA 33 43 10
ww-ow-ow-A 36 21 15
oooooboobA 37 72 35
oobooboobA 39 52 13
oosoosoowA 39 61 22
woowoosooA 41 84 43
ow-ww - - - - A 42 14 28
- - - ww-ow-A 42 15 27
swwooooooA 44 41 3
booboobooA 46 42 4
oooooboboA 47 90 43
oowoosoosA 47 77 30
oosoowoowA 48 59 11
oobooboooA 48 73 25
oooboobooA 48 58 10
- - - - ww-woA 50 21 29
oooobobooA 54 87 33
os-os-ow-A 55 53 2
oobooooooA 56 80 24
wssooooooA 58 72 14
ow-ow-ww-A 59 47 12
booboooooA 60 50 10
- - - sswoooA 63 73 10
oowoowoosA 65 95 30
oooooobooA 65 133 68
-so-so-woA 69 28 41
-wo-wo-soA 69 38 31
booooowwwA 72 83 11
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Table C.2 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
- - - wwwwooA 73 54 19
soowoowooA 74 83 9
- - - wssoooA 75 80 5
oowoowwwwA 76 51 25
oooooooonA 77 123 46
oobooowwwA 79 76 3
oboobooboA 80 113 33
nooooooooA 81 61 20
oboooowwwA 81 72 9
- - - swwoooA 81 47 34
wwwwoowooA 87 63 24
- - - wwsoooA 91 61 30
soosoowooA 91 54 37
ooonoooooA 92 85 7
oooooooobA 93 150 57
woosoosooA 98 92 6
oownowoowA 101 86 15
wwwoowoowA 101 52 49
woowww - - - A 102 39 63
oooooooboA 103 178 75
oowoownowA 105 81 24
oooooboooA 106 80 26
oowwww - - - A 50 31 19
os-ow-ow-A 45 37 8
-so-wo-woA 60 31 29
-ww-wo-woA 19 21 2
oboobooooA 60 85 25
-wo-so-soA 27 37 10
oowoowoowA 133 180 47
oonooooooA 133 152 19
-wo-ww - - - A 26 10 16
-wo-wo-wwA 40 60 20
ow-os-os-A 44 55 11
oooobooboA 145 220 75
wwwooooooA 150 190 40
nowoowoowA 80 74 6
oobobooooA 159 229 70
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Table C.2 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
woowoowwwA 80 155 75
ooooonoooA 169 183 14
- - - wwwoooA 175 282 107
ow-ow-ow-A 239 219 20
nnoooooooA 260 223 37
oooooonnoA 293 202 91
ooooooonnA 338 225 113
onnooooooA 363 167 196
woowoowooA 368 421 53
ooonnooooA 459 381 78
-wo-wo-woA 256 225 31
ooowww - - - A 327 365 38
oooonnoooA 345 365 20
oooooowwwA 580 518 62
oooooooooA 3381 3258 123
Total absolute
difference 0.25
Table C.3: Recorded results for Video 1 and Simulation using relative mechanism
with states
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
bboooooooA CloseBy 33 52 19
bboooooooA Ignore 52 21 31
bboooooooA Meeting 9 5 4
booboobooA CloseBy 17 14 3
booboobooA Ignore 64 50 14
booboobooA Meeting 21 13 8
booboooooA CloseBy 15 14 1
booboooooA Ignore 39 42 3
booboooooA Meeting 6 4 2
booooooooA CloseBy 18 28 10
booooooooA Ignore 24 45 21
booooooooA Meeting 26 8 18
booooowwwA CloseBy 2 5 3
booooowwwA Ignore 49 35 14
booooowwwA Meeting 3 3 0
noonoooooA CloseBy 80 36 44
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
noonoooooA Ignore 200 150 50
noonoooooA Meeting 84 17 67
nooooooooA CloseBy 13 11 2
nooooooooA Ignore 21 53 32
nooooooooA Meeting 1 3 2
nooooowwwA CloseBy 8 3 5
nooooowwwA Follow 1 0 1
nooooowwwA Ignore 70 15 55
nooooowwwA Meeting 11 3 8
obbooooooA CloseBy 15 20 5
obbooooooA Ignore 43 19 24
obbooooooA Meeting 1 2 1
oboobooboA CloseBy 20 15 5
oboobooboA Ignore 108 29 79
oboobooboA Meeting 10 7 3
oboobooooA CloseBy 18 9 9
oboobooooA Ignore 55 30 25
oboobooooA Meeting 6 2 4
oboooowwwA CloseBy 4 14 10
oboooowwwA Ignore 53 60 7
oboooowwwA Meeting 3 1 2
onoonooooA CloseBy 42 74 32
onoonooooA Ignore 255 250 5
onoonooooA Meeting 116 140 24
onoooooooA CloseBy 11 23 12
onoooooooA Ignore 21 46 25
onoooooooA Meeting 1 7 6
onoooowwwA CloseBy 22 4 18
onoooowwwA Ignore 49 32 17
onoooowwwA Meeting 16 0 16
oobooboobA CloseBy 14 6 8
oobooboobA Ignore 26 53 27
oobooboobA Meeting 10 14 4
oobooboooA CloseBy 8 8 0
oobooboooA Ignore 39 43 4
oobooboooA Meeting 29 6 23
oobooooooA CloseBy 17 19 2
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
oobooooooA Ignore 31 40 9
oobooooooA Meeting 1 3 2
oobooowwwA CloseBy 8 3 5
oobooowwwA Ignore 44 33 11
oobooowwwA Meeting 23 1 22
oonoonoooA CloseBy 32 55 23
oonoonoooA Ignore 176 180 4
oonoonoooA Meeting 38 17 21
oonooooooA CloseBy 13 34 21
oonooooooA Ignore 21 26 5
oonooooooA Meeting 4 7 3
oonooowwwA CloseBy 10 11 1
oonooowwwA Ignore 53 57 4
oonooowwwA Meeting 3 1 2
ooobbooooA CloseBy 44 22 22
ooobbooooA Ignore 116 47 69
ooobbooooA Meeting 22 5 17
oooboobooA CloseBy 2 11 9
oooboobooA Ignore 21 45 24
oooboobooA Meeting 6 3 3
oooboooooA CloseBy 26 33 7
oooboooooA Ignore 65 42 23
oooboooooA Meeting 28 2 26
ooonoonooA CloseBy 61 40 21
ooonoonooA Ignore 126 101 25
ooonoonooA Meeting 63 22 41
oooobboooA CloseBy 45 34 11
oooobboooA Ignore 174 83 91
oooobboooA Meeting 17 12 5
oooobooboA CloseBy 16 21 5
oooobooboA Ignore 50 80 30
oooobooboA Meeting 38 4 34
oooonoonoA CloseBy 91 89 2
oooonoonoA Ignore 307 320 13
oooonoonoA Meeting 110 115 5
oooooboobA CloseBy 9 19 10
oooooboobA Ignore 48 51 3
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
oooooboobA Meeting 4 7 3
oooooboooA CloseBy 15 16 1
oooooboooA Ignore 50 46 4
oooooboooA Meeting 37 5 32
ooooonoonA CloseBy 70 37 33
ooooonoonA Ignore 226 290 64
ooooonoonA Meeting 58 20 38
oooooobboA CloseBy 7 12 5
oooooobboA Ignore 29 36 7
oooooobboA Meeting 4 3 1
oooooobooA CloseBy 18 40 22
oooooobooA Ignore 41 87 46
oooooobooA Meeting 7 4 3
oooooonooA CloseBy 23 44 21
oooooonooA Ignore 83 68 15
oooooonooA Meeting 16 12 4
ooooooobbA CloseBy 4 3 1
ooooooobbA Ignore 22 39 17
ooooooobbA Meeting 4 4 0
oooooooboA CloseBy 43 20 23
oooooooboA Ignore 80 55 25
oooooooboA Meeting 17 16 1
ooooooonoA CloseBy 28 35 7
ooooooonoA Ignore 95 79 16
ooooooonoA Meeting 35 13 22
oooooooobA CloseBy 11 27 16
oooooooobA Ignore 61 80 19
oooooooobA Meeting 7 9 2
oooooooonA CloseBy 16 41 25
oooooooonA Ignore 49 60 11
oooooooonA Meeting 6 16 10
oooooooooA CloseBy 406 787 381
oooooooooA Follow 2 5 3
oooooooooA Ignore 905 1022 117
oooooooooA Meeting 74 225 151
oooooowwwA CloseBy 38 41 3
oooooowwwA Ignore 134 144 10
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
oooooowwwA Meeting 10 7 3
ooowww - - - A CloseBy 36 30 6
ooowww - - - A Ignore 269 222 47
ooowww - - - A Meeting 26 8 18
oosoosoowA CloseBy 19 18 1
oosoosoowA Ignore 20 36 16
oosoowoowA CloseBy 22 16 6
oosoowoowA Ignore 14 47 33
oosoowoowA Meeting 1 5 4
oowoosoosA CloseBy 14 18 4
oowoosoosA Ignore 65 22 43
oowoosoosA Meeting 6 10 4
oowoowoosA CloseBy 23 15 8
oowoowoosA Ignore 93 50 43
oowoowoosA Meeting 7 3 4
oowoowoowA CloseBy 62 44 18
oowoowoowA Ignore 72 80 8
oowoowoowA Meeting 47 19 28
oowoowwwwA CloseBy 15 5 10
oowoowwwwA Ignore 22 31 9
oowoowwwwA Meeting 6 4 2
oowwww - - - A CloseBy 9 5 4
oowwww - - - A Ignore 59 19 40
os - os - ow - A CloseBy 4 4 0
os - os - ow - A Ignore 20 35 15
os - ow - ow - A CloseBy 26 7 19
os - ow - ow - A Ignore 48 32 16
ow - os - os - A CloseBy 13 20 7
ow - os - os - A Ignore 41 47 6
ow - os - os - A Meeting 2 13 11
ow - ow - os - A CloseBy 9 5 4
ow - ow - os - A Ignore 48 28 20
ow - ow - os - A Meeting 4 4 0
ow - ow - ow - A CloseBy 17 23 6
ow - ow - ow - A Ignore 137 126 11
ow - ow - ow - A Meeting 12 3 9
ow - ow - ww - A CloseBy 5 4 1
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
ow - ow - ww - A Ignore 11 17 6
ow - ow - ww - A Meeting 1 3 2
ow - ww - - - - A CloseBy 7 0 7
ow - ww - - - - A Follow 1 0 1
ow - ww - - - - A Ignore 35 13 22
ow - ww - - - - A Meeting 1 0 1
soosoowooA CloseBy 14 12 2
soosoowooA Ignore 39 33 6
soosoowooA Meeting 11 3 8
soowoowooA CloseBy 25 13 12
soowoowooA Ignore 33 41 8
soowoowooA Meeting 32 4 28
- so - so - woA CloseBy 22 7 15
- so - so - woA Ignore 54 50 4
- so - so - woA Meeting 14 0 14
- so - wo - woA CloseBy 32 6 26
- so - wo - woA Ignore 71 44 27
- so - wo - woA Meeting 24 1 23
- - - sswoooA CloseBy 20 26 6
- - - sswoooA Ignore 92 25 67
- - - sswoooA Meeting 18 25 7
sswooooooA CloseBy 19 16 3
sswooooooA Ignore 39 51 12
sswooooooA Meeting 3 12 9
- - - swwoooA CloseBy 25 14 11
- - - swwoooA Ignore 98 49 49
- - - swwoooA Meeting 10 3 7
swwooooooA CloseBy 35 10 25
swwooooooA Follow 1 0 1
swwooooooA Ignore 36 46 10
swwooooooA Meeting 5 15 10
woosoosooA CloseBy 34 13 21
woosoosooA Follow 1 0 1
woosoosooA Ignore 49 41 8
woosoosooA Meeting 22 3 19
woowoosooA CloseBy 17 13 4
woowoosooA Follow 1 0 1
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
woowoosooA Ignore 41 26 15
woowoosooA Meeting 10 6 4
woowoowooA CloseBy 61 56 5
woowoowooA Ignore 319 242 77
woowoowooA Meeting 31 23 8
woowoowwwA CloseBy 10 4 6
woowoowwwA Ignore 58 42 16
woowoowwwA Meeting 28 3 25
woowww - - - A CloseBy 7 1 6
woowww - - - A Ignore 53 32 21
woowww - - - A Meeting 16 0 16
- wo - so - soA CloseBy 9 9 0
- wo - so - soA Ignore 34 34 0
- wo - so - soA Meeting 44 5 39
- wo - wo - soA CloseBy 14 14 0
- wo - wo - soA Ignore 49 40 9
- wo - wo - soA Meeting 19 2 17
- wo - wo - woA CloseBy 42 35 7
- wo - wo - woA Ignore 193 149 44
- wo - wo - woA Meeting 37 29 8
- wo - wo - wwA CloseBy 1 2 1
- wo - wo - wwA Ignore 102 20 82
- wo - wo - wwA Meeting 19 0 19
- wo - ww - - - A CloseBy 10 0 10
- wo - ww - - - A Ignore 136 12 124
- wo - ww - - - A Meeting 18 0 18
- - - wssoooA CloseBy 5 28 23
- - - wssoooA Ignore 88 44 44
wssooooooA CloseBy 15 19 4
wssooooooA Ignore 69 33 36
wssooooooA Meeting 1 4 3
- - - ww - ow - A CloseBy 6 2 4
- - - ww - ow - A Ignore 80 14 66
- - - ww - ow - A Meeting 9 0 9
ww - ow - ow - A CloseBy 23 1 22
ww - ow - ow - A Ignore 82 17 65
ww - ow - ow - A Meeting 23 0 23
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
- - - wwsoooA CloseBy 6 9 3
- - - wwsoooA Ignore 25 18 7
- - - wwsoooA Meeting 1 1 0
wwsooooooA CloseBy 14 15 1
wwsooooooA Follow 1 0 1
wwsooooooA Ignore 39 42 3
wwsooooooA Meeting 1 2 1
- - - - ww - woA CloseBy 22 6 16
- - - - ww - woA Ignore 60 5 55
- - - - ww - woA Meeting 11 5 6
- - - wwwoooA CloseBy 30 34 4
- - - wwwoooA Ignore 166 179 13
- - - wwwoooA Meeting 27 18 9
wwwooooooA CloseBy 77 81 4
wwwooooooA Follow 1 0 1
wwwooooooA Ignore 220 309 89
wwwooooooA Meeting 32 23 9
- - - wwwoowA CloseBy 22 3 19
- - - wwwoowA Ignore 99 43 56
- - - wwwoowA Meeting 16 0 16
wwwoowoowA CloseBy 23 5 18
wwwoowoowA Ignore 87 50 37
wwwoowoowA Meeting 31 1 30
- ww - wo - woA CloseBy 13 7 6
- ww - wo - woA Ignore 36 34 2
- ww - wo - woA Meeting 24 5 19
- - - wwwwooA CloseBy 7 8 1
- - - wwwwooA Follow 1 0 1
- - - wwwwooA Ignore 48 29 19
- - - wwwwooA Meeting 18 6 12
wwwwoowooA CloseBy 24 14 10
wwwwoowooA Ignore 25 59 34
wwwwoowooA Meeting 5 10 5
noonoooooA Follow 0 1 1
oonooooooA Follow 0 1 1
ooowww - - - A Follow 0 1 1
oosoosoowA Meeting 0 5 5
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 1 Simulation Absolute difference
oowoosoosA Follow 0 1 1
oowoowoowA Follow 0 1 1
oowwww - - - A Meeting 0 1 1
os - os - ow - A Meeting 0 1 1
os - ow - ow - A Meeting 0 1 1
soowoowooA Follow 0 1 1
woowoowooA Follow 0 1 1
- - - wssoooA Meeting 0 4 4
- - - wwwoooA Follow 0 1 1
- ww - wo - woA Follow 0 1 1
Total absolute
difference 0.42
Table C.4: Recorded results for Video 2 and Simulation using relative mechanism
with states
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
booboobooA CloseBy 2 23 21
booboobooA Ignore 43 38 5
booboobooA Meeting 1 5 4
booboooooA CloseBy 10 17 7
booboooooA Ignore 45 70 25
booboooooA Meeting 5 0 5
booooooooA CloseBy 5 62 57
booooooooA Ignore 23 66 43
booooowwwA CloseBy 8 15 7
booooowwwA Ignore 57 76 19
booooowwwA Meeting 7 2 5
nnoooooooA CloseBy 63 76 13
nnoooooooA Follow 1 0 1
nnoooooooA Ignore 164 153 11
nnoooooooA Meeting 32 27 5
nooooooooA CloseBy 27 37 10
nooooooooA Ignore 42 74 32
nooooooooA Meeting 12 17 5
nowoowoowA CloseBy 5 13 8
nowoowoowA Ignore 141 41 100
nowoowoowA Meeting 8 18 10
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
oboboooooA CloseBy 4 35 31
oboboooooA Follow 1 0 1
oboboooooA Ignore 12 62 50
oboboooooA Meeting 1 8 7
oboobooboA CloseBy 34 36 2
oboobooboA Ignore 44 101 57
oboobooboA Meeting 2 9 7
oboobooooA CloseBy 32 17 15
oboobooooA Ignore 78 87 9
oboobooooA Meeting 11 4 7
oboooooooA CloseBy 8 35 27
oboooooooA Ignore 19 51 32
oboooooooA Meeting 6 3 3
oboooowwwA CloseBy 10 10 0
oboooowwwA Ignore 58 63 5
oboooowwwA Meeting 13 9 4
onnooooooA CloseBy 51 66 15
onnooooooA Ignore 240 166 74
onnooooooA Meeting 72 23 49
oobobooooA CloseBy 48 45 3
oobobooooA Ignore 111 124 13
oobooboobA CloseBy 4 12 8
oobooboobA Follow 1 0 1
oobooboobA Ignore 30 65 35
oobooboobA Meeting 4 4 0
oobooboooA CloseBy 5 22 17
oobooboooA Ignore 38 70 32
oobooboooA Meeting 5 3 2
oobooooooA CloseBy 19 28 9
oobooooooA Ignore 33 80 47
oobooooooA Meeting 4 6 2
oobooowwwA CloseBy 6 13 7
oobooowwwA Follow 1 0 1
oobooowwwA Ignore 67 76 9
oobooowwwA Meeting 5 5 0
oonooooooA CloseBy 11 58 47
oonooooooA Ignore 48 104 56
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
oonooooooA Meeting 74 20 54
oooboobooA CloseBy 14 26 12
oooboobooA Ignore 29 47 18
oooboobooA Meeting 5 5 0
oooboooooA CloseBy 7 56 49
oooboooooA Ignore 7 52 45
ooonnooooA CloseBy 77 127 50
ooonnooooA Follow 1 0 1
ooonnooooA Ignore 324 329 5
ooonnooooA Meeting 57 59 2
ooonoooooA CloseBy 18 22 4
ooonoooooA Ignore 55 55 0
ooonoooooA Meeting 19 11 8
oooobobooA CloseBy 9 35 26
oooobobooA Ignore 43 65 22
oooobobooA Meeting 2 19 17
oooobooboA CloseBy 42 34 8
oooobooboA Ignore 101 140 39
oooobooboA Meeting 2 6 4
oooonnoooA CloseBy 102 163 61
oooonnoooA Ignore 421 319 102
oooonnoooA Meeting 109 57 52
oooooboboA CloseBy 1 35 34
oooooboboA Ignore 46 70 24
oooooboobA CloseBy 3 27 24
oooooboobA Ignore 30 84 54
oooooboobA Meeting 4 7 3
oooooboooA CloseBy 22 25 3
oooooboooA Ignore 79 99 20
oooooboooA Meeting 5 5 0
ooooonoooA CloseBy 58 73 15
ooooonoooA Ignore 90 108 18
ooooonoooA Meeting 21 20 1
oooooobooA CloseBy 20 84 64
oooooobooA Ignore 35 115 80
oooooobooA Meeting 10 21 11
oooooonnoA CloseBy 68 67 1
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
oooooonnoA Follow 1 1 0
oooooonnoA Ignore 161 166 5
oooooonnoA Meeting 63 35 28
oooooonooA CloseBy 5 21 16
oooooonooA Ignore 21 59 38
oooooonooA Meeting 2 7 5
oooooooboA CloseBy 19 83 64
oooooooboA Ignore 82 132 50
oooooooboA Meeting 2 23 21
ooooooonnA CloseBy 40 60 20
ooooooonnA Ignore 222 140 82
ooooooonnA Meeting 76 25 51
oooooooobA CloseBy 16 68 52
oooooooobA Ignore 150 188 38
oooooooobA Meeting 9 35 26
oooooooonA CloseBy 20 55 35
oooooooonA Ignore 54 132 78
oooooooonA Meeting 3 24 21
oooooooooA CloseBy 1055 975 80
oooooooooA Follow 1 10 9
oooooooooA Ignore 679 870 191
oooooooooA Meeting 365 395 30
oooooowwwA CloseBy 82 118 36
oooooowwwA Ignore 604 396 208
oooooowwwA Meeting 73 35 38
ooowww—A CloseBy 59 80 21
ooowww—A Ignore 513 330 183
ooowww—A Meeting 55 21 34
oosoosoowA CloseBy 15 26 11
oosoosoowA Ignore 14 84 70
oosoosoowA Meeting 10 7 3
oosoowoowA CloseBy 16 21 5
oosoowoowA Ignore 26 82 56
oosoowoowA Meeting 6 9 3
oownowoowA CloseBy 5 18 13
oownowoowA Ignore 87 64 23
oownowoowA Meeting 9 14 5
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
oowoosoosA CloseBy 13 16 3
oowoosoosA Ignore 28 71 43
oowoosoosA Meeting 6 7 1
oowoownowA CloseBy 8 27 19
oowoownowA Ignore 94 80 14
oowoownowA Meeting 3 6 3
oowoowoosA CloseBy 5 18 13
oowoowoosA Ignore 59 77 18
oowoowoosA Meeting 1 17 16
oowoowoowA CloseBy 12 43 31
oowoowoowA Ignore 95 185 90
oowoowoowA Meeting 26 32 6
oowoowwwwA CloseBy 4 6 2
oowoowwwwA Ignore 62 82 20
oowoowwwwA Meeting 10 6 4
oowwww—A CloseBy 2 3 1
oowwww—A Ignore 104 31 73
oowwww—A Meeting 1 3 2
os-os-ow-A CloseBy 10 6 4
os-os-ow-A Ignore 39 54 15
os-os-ow-A Meeting 6 0 6
os-ow-ow-A CloseBy 2 9 7
os-ow-ow-A Ignore 109 40 69
os-ow-ow-A Meeting 1 8 7
ow-os-os-A CloseBy 72 31 41
ow-os-os-A Ignore 53 89 36
ow-os-os-A Meeting 19 4 15
ow-ow-os-A CloseBy 9 9 0
ow-ow-os-A Ignore 12 37 25
ow-ow-ow-A CloseBy 19 51 32
ow-ow-ow-A Ignore 218 234 16
ow-ow-ow-A Meeting 2 17 15
ow-ow-ww-A Ignore 57 42 15
ow-ow-ww-A Meeting 2 2 0
ow-ww—-A Ignore 42 20 22
soosoowooA CloseBy 4 25 21
soosoowooA Ignore 56 69 13
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
soosoowooA Meeting 31 1 30
soowoowooA CloseBy 17 19 2
soowoowooA Ignore 40 90 50
soowoowooA Meeting 17 5 12
-so-so-woA CloseBy 9 5 4
-so-so-woA Ignore 59 52 7
-so-so-woA Meeting 1 2 1
-so-wo-woA CloseBy 21 5 16
-so-wo-woA Ignore 95 76 19
-so-wo-woA Meeting 3 1 2
—sswoooA CloseBy 1 16 15
—sswoooA Ignore 62 85 23
sswooooooA CloseBy 7 38 31
sswooooooA Ignore 25 67 42
—swwoooA CloseBy 2 15 13
—swwoooA Ignore 79 38 41
swwooooooA CloseBy 1 31 30
swwooooooA Ignore 43 51 8
woosoosooA CloseBy 25 18 7
woosoosooA Ignore 55 78 23
woosoosooA Meeting 18 5 13
woowoosooA CloseBy 10 15 5
woowoosooA Ignore 29 58 29
woowoosooA Meeting 2 9 7
woowoowooA CloseBy 57 92 35
woowoowooA Ignore 276 255 21
woowoowooA Meeting 35 26 9
woowoowwwA CloseBy 15 8 7
woowoowwwA Ignore 85 76 9
woowoowwwA Meeting 59 0 59
woowww—A CloseBy 14 4 10
woowww—A Ignore 56 31 25
woowww—A Meeting 32 1 31
-wo-so-soA CloseBy 30 6 24
-wo-so-soA Ignore 87 29 58
-wo-so-soA Meeting 10 1 9
-wo-wo-soA CloseBy 1 15 14
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
-wo-wo-soA Ignore 68 41 27
-wo-wo-woA CloseBy 75 38 37
-wo-wo-woA Follow 1 0 1
-wo-wo-woA Ignore 423 224 199
-wo-wo-woA Meeting 67 0 67
-wo-wo-wwA CloseBy 4 4 0
-wo-wo-wwA Ignore 117 50 67
-wo-wo-wwA Meeting 21 0 21
-wo-ww—A CloseBy 12 1 11
-wo-ww—A Ignore 107 30 77
-wo-ww—A Meeting 17 0 17
—wssoooA Ignore 75 99 24
wssooooooA CloseBy 3 39 36
wssooooooA Ignore 55 75 20
—ww-ow-A Ignore 42 15 27
ww-ow-ow-A Ignore 36 33 3
—wwsoooA Ignore 91 27 64
wwsooooooA CloseBy 2 25 23
wwsooooooA Ignore 26 73 47
—-ww-woA Ignore 49 35 14
—-ww-woA Meeting 1 0 1
—wwwoooA CloseBy 120 109 11
—wwwoooA Ignore 467 366 101
wwwooooooA CloseBy 18 179 161
wwwooooooA Ignore 531 436 95
wwwooooooA Meeting 1 62 61
—wwwoowA Ignore 9 41 32
—wwwoowA Meeting 4 2 2
wwwoowoowA CloseBy 3 11 8
wwwoowoowA Ignore 88 87 1
wwwoowoowA Meeting 10 1 9
-ww-wo-woA CloseBy 7 12 5
-ww-wo-woA Ignore 97 58 39
-ww-wo-woA Meeting 15 1 14
—wwwwooA CloseBy 2 13 11
—wwwwooA Ignore 57 39 18
—wwwwooA Meeting 14 3 11
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
wwwwoowooA CloseBy 6 22 16
wwwwoowooA Ignore 69 90 21
wwwwoowooA Meeting 12 6 6
booboobooA Follow 0 1 1
booooooooA Meeting 0 19 19
nooooooooA Follow 0 1 1
oobobooooA Meeting 0 22 22
oooboooooA Follow 0 2 2
oooboooooA Meeting 0 9 9
ooonoooooA Follow 0 2 2
oooonnoooA Follow 0 1 1
oooooboboA Meeting 0 8 8
ooooonoooA Follow 0 1 1
oooooonooA Follow 0 1 1
ooooooonnA Follow 0 1 1
ow-ow-os-A Meeting 0 6 6
ow-ow-ow-A Follow 0 1 1
ow-ow-ww-A CloseBy 0 9 9
ow-ww—-A CloseBy 0 1 1
—sswoooA Meeting 0 4 4
sswooooooA Follow 0 1 1
sswooooooA Meeting 0 8 8
—swwoooA Meeting 0 3 3
swwooooooA Follow 0 1 1
swwooooooA Meeting 0 8 8
woowoowooA Follow 0 3 3
-wo-wo-soA Meeting 0 1 1
—wssoooA CloseBy 0 14 14
—wssoooA Meeting 0 3 3
wssooooooA Meeting 0 13 13
—ww-ow-A CloseBy 0 2 2
ww-ow-ow-A CloseBy 0 8 8
—wwsoooA CloseBy 0 14 14
—wwsoooA Meeting 0 7 7
wwsooooooA Meeting 0 14 14
—wwwoooA Meeting 0 23 23
—wwwoowA CloseBy 0 3 3
Total absolute
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Location descriptor State Video 2 Simulation Absolute difference
difference 0.45
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To!whom!it!may!concern!
!
RE:!The'Extraction'and'Usage'of'Patterns'from'Video'Data'to'Support'Multi>Agent'Based'
Simulation'by'Muhammad'Tufail!
!
This!is!to!provide!some!additional!commentary!concerning!the!relevance!of!the!work!undertaken!by!
Muhammad!Tufail!in!the!above!PhD!thesis!for!studies!of!mammalian!behaviour!and!especially!
rodent!behaviour.!I!am!the!William!Prescott!Professor!of!Animal!Science!in!the!Institute!of!
Integrative!Biology!at!the!University’s!Leahurst!Campus,!where!I!direct!the!Mammalian!Behaviour!&!
Evolution!research!group!and!facilities.!I!was!Muhammad’s!third!PhD!supervisor,!with!a!particular!
remit!to!provide!domain!knowledge!in!support!of!this!programme!of!studies!(what!I!understand!is!
referred!to!as!a!“domain!expert”!in!computer!science!circles).!
!
Simulation!tools,!of!the!kind!proposed!and!realised!in!this!thesis,!have!wide!ranging!potential!
benefits!in!the!context!of!predicting!the!behaviour!of!rodent!pest!species.!Such!simulation!tools!have!
the!potential!for!considerable!benefit!with!respect!to!the!development!of!effective!rodent!control!
strategies,!all!of!which!rely!on!our!ability!to!predict!specific!aspects!of!rodent!behaviour.!This,!in!turn!
will!have!significant!benefits!in!terms!of!food!security,!human!and!livestock!health,!the!economic!
impact!of!infrastructure!damage,!and!the!potential!for!reduced!ecological!and!other!damage!to!nonN
target!species.!To!the!best!of!my!knowledge,!the!availability!of!such!simulation!tools!is!more!or!less!
nonNexistent.!I!can!think!of!only!one!example,!and!that!required!the!information!needed!for!the!
simulation!to!operate!to!be!entered!by!hand.!The!idea!of!automating!this!process,!“knowledge!
acquisition”,!is!therefore!a!good!one.!
!
The!“proof!of!concept!work”!reported!in!the!thesis!demonstrates!that!computational!agents!can!
indeed!be!generated!using!information!extracted!from!video,!and!that!this!information!can!indeed!
be!used!to!define!and!predict!the!behaviour!of!rodents,!in!complex!environments,!providing!the!
potential!to!inform!and!shape!rodent!pest!control!strategies.!The!work!presented!in!the!thesis!thus!
provides!an!excellent!foundation!for!further!work!directed!at!the!simulation!of!rodent!behaviour!in!
the!context!of!pest!control,!but!could!also!be!extended!to!the!wider!context!of!mammalian!
behaviour!more!generally.!
!
Yours!sincerely!
!
!
!
!
!!Professor!Jane!Hurst!
Professor Jane Hurst BSc PhD 
William Prescott Chair of Animal Science 
 
Mammalian Behaviour & Evolution Group 
Institute of Integrative Biology  
University of Liverpool 
Leahurst Campus 
Neston, CH64 7TE, UK 
 
 
 
T +44 151 794 6100 
E jane.hurst@liv.ac.uk 
W http://www.liv.ac.uk/mbe 
 
 
